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INTRODUCTION

 f This is Air Canada’s response to the Agency’s questions in relation to its consultation paper on air 
passenger protection regulations. 

 f To facilitate the Agency’s work, the structure of this response follows the headings and numbering set out 
by the Agency’s consultation paper. 

 fWhile Air Canada has responded to each question the Agency posed, the main themes raised throughout 
the present response are:

§§ Any§regulatory§burden§will§have§an§impact§on§airline§costs,§and§therefore,§likely§fares§paid§by§consumers§
and§level§of§services§available§to§consumers§and§communities.§Increasing§fares§is§contrary§to§stated§
government§policy.§The§benefit§of§any§regulatory§prescriptions§should§be§carefully§balanced§against§
the§impact§of§any§consequent§increase§in§fares§and§decrease§in§level§of§services;

§§ Regulations§must§ recognize§ the§ role§played§by§other§actors§ in§ the§aviation§ industry,§and§properly§
assign§obligations§and§ liability§ to§each§ relevant§actor.§Otherwise,§ the§objective§of§ the§ regulations§
will§not§be§achieved,§resulting§in§regulatory§burden§without§offsetting§benefit,§frustration,§and§a§less§
pleasant§customer§experience;

§§ It§ is§ vital§ that§ regulations§ be§ formulated§ as§ general§ requirements,§ and§ not§ detailed§ prescriptions,§
to§ accommodate§ desired§ flexibility§ and§ to§ allow§ for,§ and§ not§ stifle,§ innovation§ that§ benefits§ the§
travelling§efficiency§of§the§public§and§the§transportation§system.§Free§market§should§not§be§quelled§
by§regulations§without§an§overriding§and§necessary§objective§that§can§be§effectively§achieved§through§
regulatory§action§only;§

§§ Situations§outside§carrier’s§control§must§be§clearly§and§precisely§defined§through§core§principles§and§
a§detailed§list,§and§must§be§a§fair§reflection§of§the§control§an§airline§truly§has§over§each§event§to§avoid§
imputing§“blame”§or§responsibility§on§a§carrier§for§issues§endemic§in§the§transportation§infrastructure§
that§reside§elsewhere§in§the§system.§Punitive§measures,§while§potentially§politically§expedient,§will§
neither§contribute§to§improvements§in§performance§or§in§customer§experience§and§will§only§cause§
frustration§and§dissatisfaction;

§§ Tariffs§are§anachronistic,§rigid,§and,§by§their§nature,§illegible.§They§should§not§be§used§as§a§method§of§
communicating§terms§and§conditions§of§carriage;

§§ Minimum§compensation§for§delay§and§baggage§would§be§in§conflict§with§the§Montreal§Convention§
and§illegal.
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I.§ AIRLINE’S§OBLIGATION§TO§COMMUNICATE§CLEARLY

1. TARIFFS ARE RIGID, INFLEXIBLE AND OUTDATED

 f Tariffs are outdated, rigid and inflexible; they no longer serve any useful purpose and should be eliminated. 

§§ With§upcoming§regulations,§the§Agency§will§no§longer§need§tariffs§to§exercise§its§jurisdiction.§

§§ The§tariff§mechanism§has§become§increasingly§complex§and§created§an§unnecessary§burden§on§the§
industry§and§fails§to§account§for§modern,§technological§changes.

 f Instead, regulations should promote flexibility and encourage airlines to communicate specifically 
targeted terms and conditions of carriage information that relates to passengers’ needs, at the time that 
they need it, through innovative, interactive technologies.

2. TARIFFS DO NOT PROVIDE APPROPRIATE MEANS OF COMMUNICATING TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 f Providing tariffs to all passengers would be unduly burdensome on industry and an exercise in futility and 
frustration to passengers because of their length and complexity. 

§§ The§tariff§mechanism§has§become§complex§and§contains§a§wide§range§of§information,§not§all§of§which§
is§necessarily§relevant§for§passengers,§and§certainly§not§for§all§passengers.

§§ The§ordinary§passenger§never§even§looks§at§tariffs§and§usually§does§so§only§to§focus§on§the§information§
that§they§need§at§a§particular§time,§prior,§during§or§post-purchase§or§pre-travel,§during§or§post-travel.§

3. FOCUSED, RELEVANT AND FLEXIBLE DISPLAY OF KEY TERMS AND CONDITIONS IS NEEDED

 f Passengers should receive information in a form that they are more readily able to consult and likely to 
use on a regular basis. 

§§ Relevant§information§should§be§clearly§visible§and§readily§accessible,§not§buried§in§tariffs.

§§ The§ format§ should§ account§ for§ modern§ forms§ of§ technology§ (further§ discussed§ under§ question§
2§below).

1. What is the key information that air passengers should receive on the airline’s terms and conditions 
of carriage and the recourse available to them?

 f Flexibility should be the objective to ensure that key information provided relates to the situation the 
passenger is in. 

 f Any rigid “one-size fits all” solution will inevitably be burdensome, complex and inflexible and would fail 
to effectively achieve the objective of clarity and simplicity.
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1. NATURE OF INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE DISPLAYED

 fWithout commenting on when or how information should be 
communicated (discussed below), key information that should be 
brought to a customer’s attention depending on the situation they are 
in would including any of the following: 

§§ Information§regarding§flight§delays§and§cancellations;

§§ Terms§and§conditions§associated§with§optional§services§purchased,§
if§any;

§§ Key§fare§rules,§including§changes,§cancellations§and§refundability;

§§ Baggage§allowance§and§fees;§

§§ Check-in§and§boarding§times;§

§§ Code§ share§ notice§ informing§ customers§ that§ certain§ terms§ and§
conditions§of§the§operating§carrier§apply;§

§§ Notice§ for§ international§ travel§ to§ verify§ entry§ and§ travel§
documentation§requirements;§

§§ Notice§regarding§dangerous§goods;§

§§ Limits§of§liability;§

§§ Notice§regarding§the§fact§that§schedules§are§not§guaranteed§and§
subject§to§change;§etc.§

 f Personal information to be provided and an airline’s privacy policy 
in general are other items of increasing importance to customers in 
light of recent developments in the area of data protection, generally, 
including in the European Union.

§§ At§ Air§ Canada,§ we§ inform§ our§ customers§ of§ the§ mandatory§
information§that§they§will§be§required§to§provide,§such§as§their§full§
name,§gender§and§contact§information,§as§well§as§the§purpose§for§
which§this§information§is§being§used.§

§- As§will§be§more§fully§discussed§below,§passengers§should§be§required§
to§provide§date§of§birth§for§the§purposes§of§identifying§children§
and§accompanying§adults§and§to§provide§contact§information§for§
the§purposes§of§notifying§for§schedule§irregularities.

 f Displaying these specific key terms and conditions of carriage would 
modernize requirements and reflect the current practice amongst 
airlines today, including Air Canada. 

§§ Air§Canada§already§displays§this§information§and§displays§it§though§
a§link§on§the§confirmation§page§of§its§booking§flow§as§well§as§its§
itinerary§receipts.

Displaying Additional, Specific Information to Specific Passengers

 f Other types of information may be particularly relevant for specific 
subsets of passengers and so ought to be made available in a targeted 
fashion to them. 

§§ For§instance,§passengers§with§disabilities§require§access§to§detailed§
information§and§forms§explaining§how§to§obtain§special§assistance.

2030 Vision: 
The Traveller
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§§ Similarly,§other§terms§and§conditions§may§become§relevant§in§particular§circumstances,§such§as§denied§
boarding,§or§a§lost§bag.§

 f Such information should be made available using modern forms of technology at the time circumstances 
warrant,1 and should focus on the rights and recourses that passengers are granted in respect of the 
events being experienced. 

§§ This§information,§along§with§proper§contact§information§for§sharing§concerns§and§filing§complaints,§
should§be§made§available§to§customers.§

 f But, as more fully described below, it should be made available in a focused, flexible manner such as in clear 
website sections explaining how to reach the carriers rather than through the current mandated tariff 
document (which is cumbersome, complex and to many, inaccessible).

2. BEST PRACTICES IN DISPLAYING RECOURSE OPTIONS

 f Air Canada’s practice, reviewed recently to improve the customer experience, is proving successful.2

§§ Contact§information§is§found§easily§through§a§link§at§the§top§of§its§website.§A§clear§display§directs§
customers§ to§ the§ most§ appropriate§ contact§ information§ depending§ on§ their§ needs§ (information§
regarding§delays§and§cancellations;§lost§or§damaged§baggage;§share§concerns§or§file§complaints;§etc.).§

 f Complaints are filed through an interactive webform that simplifies the complaint-drafting process and 
enhances the efficiency and rapidity of the response.

 f In addition, IATA’s Standard Notice of Liability provides consistent industry disclosure regarding liability 
obligations in accordance with the Montreal or Warsaw Convention. 

§§ This§notice§is§integrated§into§Air§Canada’s§General§Conditions§of§Carriage,§a§link§to§which§is§included§on§
e-tickets,§as§well§as§at§the§end§of§the§booking§process,§on§aircanada.com.

1§ This§could§be§similar§ to§ the§ information§ leaflets§mandated§under§EC§Regulation§No.§261/2004§establishing§common§rules§on§compensation§and§
assistance§to§passengers§in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long delay of flights§(“EC§261”),§Article§14.

2§ Accordingly,§Air§Canada§already§provides§clear§and§accessible§information§regarding§recourse§options§available§at§Air§Canada.
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2. How should this information be communicated?

For§example,§should§it:

•§ be§posted§in§physical§locations§such§as§airports?

•§ appears§on§airline§websites§or§apps?

•§ be§included§in§in-flight§entertainment§systems§or§magazines?

•§ be§included§with§documents§issued§by§the§airline,§such§as§e-tickets,§itineraries,§and/or§
boarding§passes?

 f Information is best communicated in a dynamic, flexible manner using modern or innovative technologies. 
No information should be posted at physical locations or in paper format. 

1. POSTING INFORMATION AT AIRPORTS IS OUTDATED AND INFLEXIBLE

 f Generally, posting in physical locations such as at airports is not an effective method of communication. 

§§ A§passenger§is§more§likely,§and§indeed§may§prefer,§to§check§boarding§screens§or§their§smart§phones§
for§information§they§seek§and§need§at§relevant§points§in§time,§as§opposed§to§reading§billboards§or§
other§postings§containing§what§would§seem,§to§them,§random§information,§and§overload,§rather§than§
targeted.

§§ Experience§with§the§requirement§to§post§a§notice§regarding§access§to§tariffs§has§shown§this§requirement§
to§be§utterly§ineffective.§Passengers§do§not§ask§airport§agents§to§consult§tariffs,§or§if§they§do,§it§is§too§
rarely§to§justify§the§objective§of§these§public§access§requirements.§

§§ A§requirement§of§this§nature§would§be§contrary§to§a§modernized,§innovative§and§simpler§performance-
based§regulatory§approach.§

 f However, as Air Canada fully supports enhanced communication to passengers, if the Agency has 
evidence that this method is effective, we have no objection to this approach, as long as airports are the 
ones responsible for it.

Airports Must Be the Ones Responsible for Posting at Airports

 f Airport operators oversee facilities and signage in an airport environment. They have much more control 
over the physical airport or the terminal than carriers do. 

§§ Experience§with§this§requirement§to§post§notices§regarding§access§to§tariffs§demonstrates§that§airlines§
are§not§the§ones§on§whom§such§obligations§should§be§imposed.§

§§ Airports§are§often§not§willing§to§allow§airlines§to§use§wall§space§and§other§real§estate§for§permanent§
posters,§as§they§wish§to§keep§control§over§airport§branding.§Often§times,§previously§posted§signs§go§
missing.

 f It is both inappropriate and unfair for airlines to bear the legal obligation and non-compliance risk of 
posting information in locations over which they have little to no control. 

§§ Airports§ are§ far§ better§ suited§ to§ assess§ permanent§ and§ effective§ ways§ of§ posting§ notices§ and§
implementing§their§posting§in§locations§over§which§they§have§full§operational§control§and§are§able§to§
monitor§their§presence§over§time.
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 f The Agency should not mandate any posting at airports, but if it does 
so, it should work either with airports directly, or through Transport 
Canada’s regulatory-making power in order to achieve these goals.

2. PAPER-RELATED REQUIREMENTS ARE INFLEXIBLE AND WASTEFUL

a) Paper Tariff Requirements Are Outdated and Ineffective

 f Terms and conditions provided in the form of paper tariffs inevitably 
and rapidly become out-of-date and are ineffective: 

§§ They§ are§ complex,§ costly,§ burdensome§ and§ environmentally§
wasteful§to§upkeep,§particularly§considering§their§length.§

§§ It§is§difficult§for§staff§to§locate§them§due§to§gate§and§staff§changes,§
particularly§in§larger§airports.§

 f In short, they do not achieve the objective of communicating terms and 
conditions. 

§§ Such§ requirements§ fail§ the§ risk-based§ approach§ in§ that§ they§
do§ not§ effectively§ address§ the§ objective§ identified§ of§ clearer§
communication.§

 f Such requirements should be eliminated.

b) Printing on e-Tickets and Boarding Passes Would Be Rigid and Ineffective

 f Lengthy information such as terms and conditions of carriage should 
not be provided in printed publications or on tickets and boarding 
passes. 

§§ For§most§carriers,§even§a§summary§of§key§terms§and§conditions§of§
carriage§would§be§many§pages§long.

 f Paper requirements would impede airline agility and flexibility and 
would be wasteful of resources without accomplishing any objective.3 
Airlines today choose to tailor the content of their e-tickets to the 
dynamic environment in which they operate. Mandating specific 
information to be contained on e-tickets would reduce flexibility to 
address top customer inquiries or concerns in e-tickets, or to advise of 
new and important requirements.

c) Transitional Exception: Information During Flight Disruptions and Baggage 
Claims

 f If the Agency chooses, nonetheless, to impose paper-based 
communication, some information could be communicated in paper 
form at the airport, for a transitional period of time, while passengers 

3§ Focused§on§reducing§its§reliance§on§paper§and§its§generation§of§waste,§Air§Canada§is§striving§to§increasingly§
rely§ on§ communication§ methods§ that§ do§ not§ require§ the§ wasteful§ use§ of§ paper.§ Printed§ forms§ of§
communication§are§incompatible§with§this§approach,§or§with§consumers’§increasing§sensitivity§to§wasting§
resources.§ A§ modern§ regime§ should§ foster§ greener§ methods§ of§ communication§ and§ as§ stated§ above,§
innovative,§dynamic§technologies.
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become accustomed to changes in the regulatory landscape and until more efficient forms of 
communication can be found and adopted. 

§§ On§limited§occasions,§providing§passengers§with§written§information§regarding§passenger§rights§may§
be§useful§to§address§specific§concerns§and§reduce§tension,§especially§during§stressful§situations§such§as§
flight§disruptions§at§the§airport.4§

§§ Air§Canada§would§support§a§requirement§to§provide§succinct§leaflets§at§airports§regarding§a§passenger’s§
rights§during§a§flight§disruption.

§§ Similarly,§Air§Canada§agrees§that§there§is§benefit§in§providing§written§information§to§customers§at§
baggage§claim§counters§and§paper§receipts§for§checked§baggage.5

 f However, Air Canada sees no benefit in expanding written communication to other terms and conditions 
of carriage generally. 

§§ Doing§so§would§yield§nothing§but§extra§costs§and§regulatory§red§tape.§

§§ The§written§communication§would§necessarily§be§complex§and§near§impossible§to§summarize§in§a§way§
that§would§inform§passengers§of§the§relevant§terms§and§conditions§applicable§to§them§based§on§the§
circumstances§they§are§in.

3. MODERN TECHNOLOGIES PROVIDE AGILITY AND FLEXIBILITY

 f Should the Agency choose to regulate how information is communicated, it should limit requirements to 
web pages and apps. 

§§ Air§ Canada§ fully§ supports§ communicating§ with§ passengers§ in§ a§ clear,§ simple§ and§ comprehensible§
manner§and§submits§that§this§is§best§achieved§through§digital§means.6

 f The Agency should ensure that the regulations encourage communication through modern, innovative 
and technologically advanced means and should eliminate the outdated, inflexible use of tariffs.

a) Using Technology to Enhance Consistency in Communication 

 f Ensuring that terms and conditions are communicated accurately and are up-to-date requires limiting 
where information is located and repeated and minimizing the amount of text pushed to consumers.7

§§ Displaying§terms§and§conditions§of§carriage§through§multiple§formats§leads§to§inevitable§discrepancies.§

 f Streamlining to have one main source of information feeding various consumer touchpoints (further 
explained below) would improve accuracy and reduce confusion. 

4§ As§is§mandated§under§Article§14§of§EC261.

5§ Air§Canada§already§does§this.

6§ In§fact,§it§is§in§Air§Canada’s§best§interest§to§ensure§that§passengers§are§well§aware§of§the§terms§and§conditions§applicable§to§their§travel,§which§is§why§it§
focuses§its§resources§on§ensuring§that§its§website§is§dynamic,§innovative,§clear§and§concise.

7§ Currently,§Air§Canada§has:§ its§website;§a§Customer§Service§Plan;§General§Terms§and§Conditions§of§Carriage;§ its§domestic§and§ international§tariffs;§
fare§rules;§mini§fare§rules;§and§other§documents§displaying§key§terms§and§conditions,§including§itinerary-receipts§(of§which§there§are§various§versions§
depending§on§the§system§issuing§them).§Every§change§requires§significant§time§and§resources§to§ensure§it§is§reflected§everywhere,§especially§in§the§
multiple§languages§we§use.§All§documents§have§been§translated§in§French,§and§many§other§languages,§depending§on§what§Air§Canada§determines§would§
be§important§for§its§customers§to§know,§and§at§times§to§comply§with§local§law§(e.g.,§a§Portuguese§version§of§tariffs§is§available§for§sales§made§in§Brazil).
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b) Using Innovative Displays to Tailor Communication to Passengers’ Needs

 fWith modern technology, airlines can store all of the required information in digital locations and use 
short, easy-to-remember links that bring customers directly to the information they require. Other 
references can be by way of short, simple links.8 

 f If the Agency were, however, to prefer to regulate by means of a more rigid mechanism, airlines would 
have less incentive to invest in developing these dynamic, tailored approaches,9 focusing efforts instead 
on regulatory compliance that would fail to enhance the customer experience.

4. IMPROVING THE USEFULNESS AND AGILITY OF TARIFFS, IF KEPT

a) Tariffs Should be Eliminated Altogether

 f As stated above, tariffs should be eliminated altogether. 

 f Notwithstanding our significant efforts to ensure plain language in our tariffs, they remain a legal 
document replete with unavoidable “legalese”. 

b) Proposal to Improve Tariff Usefulness and Agility 

 f However, should the Agency choose to preserve tariffs, because Air Canada supports the idea of having 
one single document containing our conditions of carriage available on the website, we recommend that:

§§ Only§carriers’§general§policies§should§be§included§in§the§tariff;

§§ Tariffs§should§be§written§in§a§more§succinct§and§concise§manner§than§they§are§today;§and

§§ To§achieve§this§goal,§the§Agency§should§permit§references§to§be§made§within§the§tariff§to,§for§example,§
the§carrier’s§website,§for§more§details.

 f However, in order for the tariff to contain key terms and conditions of carriage while remaining succinct 
and concise, detailed information regarding procedures and processes, or terms and conditions of a more 
commercial and marketing nature that do not belong in tariffs (e.g. loyalty; lounge access; etc.) should be 
displayed in another readily accessible location, such as a website or app.10

 f To modernize and simplify and improve flexibility and clarity, modern forms of technology should be 
relied upon to provide information including terms and conditions of carriage in a dynamic manner 
tailored to consumers’ needs. 

§- Other§ countries§ are§ moving§ in§ the§ same§ direction,§ and§ our§ competitors,§ and§ in§ particular§ new§
carriers,§are§fully§embracing§new§technologies§to§reach§customers.

§§ While§we§acknowledge§that§there§is§a§small§segment§of§the§population§that§is§not§technologically§
literate§or§comfortable,§this§percentage§is§diminishing§rapidly,§and§the§population§is§adapting.§(The§
industry§has§moved§successfully§to§e-tickets.)§

8§ If§the§main§source§of§information§is§a§“Contract§of§Carriage”§document§online,§it§would§be§possible,§with§enhanced§technological§tools§in§the§near§future,§
to§tag§and§display§or§proactively§send§sections§of§this§document§to§passengers§with§identified§interests,§such§as§terms§and§conditions§about§disability§
to§customers§with§a§disability,§those§pertaining§to§oxygen§services§for§those§wishing§to§purchase§this§service,§those§regarding§unaccompanied§minors§
and§infants§to§parents§and§guardians,§those§regarding§pets§and§animals§to§passengers§traveling§with§pets,§etc.

9§ As§an§illustration§of§clear§communication,§Air§Canada§has§recently§worked§on§classifying§its§fares,§which§highlight§to§customers§the§key§ancillary§
products§that§are§included,§available§for§an§additional§fee,§or§are§not§available§with§that§category§of§fare,§with§a§clear§description§of§the§product.

10§ Air§Canada§has§invested§significantly§in§all§aspects§of§customer§interaction§at§the§technological§level§to§improve§communication.§This§past§year,§we§
launched§a§new§website§compatible§with§all§types§of§devices§and§accessible§to§readers§with§a§disability.§To§ensure§a§consistent§and§accessible§experience,§
we§are§refining§mobile§technology§on§an§ongoing§basis,§and§are§increasing§investment§in§artificial§intelligence§to§further§improve§our§customer-focused§
capabilities§and§information§management.§We§also§communicate§with§passengers§via§email§or§text§messaging§depending§on§the§type§of§information§
being§sent§or§the§service§requested§as§well§as§the§preferred§method§of§communication§indicated§by§the§passenger.
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§§ Relying§on§the§physical§provision§of§terms§and§conditions§of§carriage§is§not§only§no§longer§feasible§or§
effective;§it§is§regressive.§These§regulations§must§be§forward-thinking§and§innovative,§not§regressive,§to§
ensure§their§relevance§over§the§coming§years.

5. E-TICKETS CAN LINK TO KEY INFORMATION

 f Relevant information links11 can be efficiently provided on e-tickets and can include general terms and 
conditions, baggage information, optional services (if selected), contact information for our Customer 
Relations department, eTA, travel documents and U.S. Secure Flight information, etc. 

§§ Such§links§are§used§and§should§be§relied§upon§to§support§succinct§information§that§is§provided§and§to§
convey§specific§terms§and§conditions§without§oversaturating§the§e-ticket§with§information,§diluting§
the§utility§of§what§is§needed.

§§ Past§complaints§from§consumers§have§highlighted§the§need§to§keep§the§e-ticket§(itinerary/receipt)§
short§and§succinct,§by§minimizing§the§amount§of§text§that§is§imposed§upon§consumers.12§

6. BOARDING PASSES SHOULD REMAIN SUCCINCT

 f Boarding passes are typically and deliberately very succinct documents, whose format and content are 
in compliance with IATA resolutions.13 In their paper form, they are completely unsuitable for including 
actual terms and conditions of carriage. 

§§ Doing§so§would§detract§from§the§clarity§of§the§main§purpose§of§the§boarding§pass,§would§be§wasteful§
and§is§incompatible§with§environmentally§conscious§paper-reduction§initiatives,§while§being§sorely§out§
of§step§with§today’s§prevalent§methods§of§communication,§distribution§and§consumption.

7. MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH AND COHERENT REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SELLERS OF AIR SERVICES: ONE 
STANDARD FOR ALL

 f In order to properly achieve the objective of ensuring that passengers are made aware of key information, 
obligations should apply not only to airlines, but equally to all sellers of air travel.

§§ If§ regulations§ impose§ the§ communication§ of§ terms§ and§ conditions§ on§ e-tickets,§ for§ example,§ the§
regulatory§objective§of§achieving§clarity§in§communication§will§not§be§achieved§unless§requirements§
also§target§other§sellers§of§air§services.

 f Airlines are not the only ones issuing tickets. 

§§ When§a§travel§agent,§online§or§otherwise,§issues§a§ticket,§they§do§not§issue§e-tickets§in§the§same§form§
as§those§issued§by§airlines.§

§§ Similarly,§passengers§booking§with§travel§agencies§or§through§global§distribution§systems§(GDS)§do§
not§have§the§same§access§to§key§information§as§passengers§booking§directly§with§airlines.§This§creates§
classes§of§passengers§and§confusion§among§travellers.

 f If the Agency mandates certain information on airlines’ e-tickets only, for example, the regulations will 
only cover a minority of passengers, in effect treating passengers differently depending on where or how 
they purchased tickets. 

§§ If§the§Agency§does§not§create§a§similar§regime§for§all§ticket§issuers,§passengers§will§not§have§equal§
access§to§the§same§information§effectively,§eroding§the§purpose§of§this§regulatory§exercise.§

11§ The§vast§majority§of§tickets§today§are§issued§by§email,§and§those§issued§by§Air§Canada§already§contain§crucial§information,§including§through§links.

12§ It§has§since§been§Air§Canada’s§practice§to§ensure§that§relevant§information§is§provided§through§links§on§e-tickets§instead,§which§can§be§consulted§as§
needed.

13§ IATA§Resolution§792.§See§https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/stb/Documents/BCBP-Implementation-Guide-5th-Edition-June-2016.pdf.
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 f Moreover, if airlines are required to present their product in a specific manner through their own booking 
channels and the requirements reduce the attractiveness of the product in the way that information is 
displayed or products and services are merchandised and advertised, then the same rules must apply to 
all sellers of air services, including travel agents and online resellers. 

§§ Otherwise,§airlines§will§be§at§an§unfair§competitive§disadvantage§for§the§sale§of§their§own§services,§in§
turn§causing§more§customers§to§purchase§through§channels§where§key§information§is§not§as§clearly§
and§overtly§provided.

 f Taking all of the above into account, regulations should maintain focus on a single, online repository for 
key terms and conditions of carriage and allow airlines to communicate relevant information to consumers 
through the flexible and innovative communication methods that are already used and preferred.

3. What criteria, if any, should be established to help ensure that the language used to communicate 
passenger rights is simple, clear, and concise?

 f If English is used, the language should be in plain English, without technical terms or jargon. 

 f Air Canada agrees with the Agency’s premise that the language used to communicate with passengers 
should be language easily understood by a layman with no specialized knowledge of air travel. 

 f As stated above, this supports the proposal to eliminate tariffs, and to present information in a structured, 
targeted way through modern forms of technology (using links, tagging sections of the tariff, using 
search functionalities, etc.) forms that all require concise language and that will greatly enhance clear 
communication and facilitate rapid access to information.14

4. Should the regulations give specific direction on the format or length of information documents 
summarizing passenger rights and recourse?

 f No. The Agency should do no more than mandate the communication of clear information on carriers’ 
websites, and in a manner that is linked to consumer needs. It should eliminate entirely the focus on 
tariffs as a communication tool. 

 f Regulations directing format or length of information documents would be inflexible, stifle innovation 
and ultimately be detrimental to customers. 

§§ Overly§detailed§and§rigid§requirements§would§hamper§airlines’§ability§to§innovate§in§their§communication§
and§presentation§techniques.15

 f Moreover, airlines work to make their documents reflect their image and branding attributes of their 
organization. Regulations that are too detailed and prescriptive as to format and length would stifle 
airlines’ ability to differentiate themselves and documents would likely be more stilted, formulaic, and 
therefore, less user-friendly.

14§ Air§Canada§continually§reviews§the§way§in§which§we§present§information§to§customers.§We§have§teams§of§specialists§who§are§dedicated§to§developing§
different§methods§of§presentation§and§layout,§for§example,§on§our§website.§These§specialists§endeavor§to§rationalize§how§our§information§is§transmitted§
on§various§platforms§such§as§computer§and§mobile§applications,§and§even§social§media.§We§employ§visual§design§techniques§(such§as§illustrations,§
photography,§layouts,§colors,§etc.)§to§convey§information§clearly§including§accordions§to§open§relevant§sections§of§information§and§avoid§large§blocks§of§
written§information§which§are§less§reader-friendly.§§We§ensure§that§these§communication§means§have§language§that§is§simple§and§easily§comprehensible.

15§ There§are§examples§of§regulatory§requirements§in§certain§countries,§such§as§providing§terms§and§conditions§in§a§certain§font,§which§generates§lengthy§
documents§and§creates§confusing§requirements§for§terms§and§conditions§displayed§online.
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II.§ FLIGHT§DELAY,§CANCELLATION§OR§§
DENIAL§OF§BOARDING

1. Flight Delay or Cancellation

GENERAL

1.§ The§legislation§distinguishes§between§flight§disruptions§
that§are:

• within the carrier’s control§(in§which§case§
compensation§levels§are§applicable);

• within the carrier’s control but required for safety 
reasons,§including§disruptions§due§to§mechanical§
malfunctions;§and,

• outside the carrier’s control,§such§as§disruptions§due§
to§natural§phenomena§and§security§events.

PRELIMINARY COMMENT: APPLICABILITY ONLY TO FLIGHTS DEPARTING CANADA

 f This regime must apply only to flights within and departing Canada, 
to ensure its compatibility with other international regimes of the 
same nature, and compliance with basic principles of international law 
regarding the territorial application of national law. 

 f As further detailed in Section 7 of these Submissions, complications for 
airlines and passengers alike will otherwise result, which will generate 
situations of double-compensation and ambiguity, contrary to the 
regime’s objectives of clarity and simplicity.

Should any criteria be added to further differentiate between the three 
categories (e.g., where mechanical malfunctions raise safety issues and 
where they do not)? If so, which criteria?

 f Yes. Situations outside carriers’ control must be clearly defined, with 
a detailed list and core principles, and distinguished from situations 
within carriers’ control, including for mechanical malfunctions. 

 f This is important to ensure regulatory certainty, manage consumer 
expectations and ensure a level playing field for all carriers through the 
uniform and consistent application of the regime.

2030 Vision:  
The Traveller

Ensure clear and fair 

rules for air travellers and 

industry alike by including 

a well-defined list of 

situations outside and 

within carriers’ control.
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1. CLEAR DEFINITION OF SITUATIONS OUTSIDE CARRIERS’ CONTROL NEEDED TO ENSURE REGIME’S  
LONG-TERM COHESION

 f Core principles must be established in the regulations to assist with this determination, along with a 
detailed list of pre-determined scenarios of situations outside carriers’ control. 

a) Core Principles

 f A situation outside carrier’s control that causes an arrival delay must be one:

1.§ Over§which§the§carrier§has§little§or§no§control;§or

2.§ Over§which§it§is§not§reasonable§to§expect§that§the§carrier§is§in§a§position§to§affect§or§mitigate§significantly§
through§reasonable§efforts;§or

3.§ Which§is§caused§by§a§third§party§whose§actions§are§not§controlled§by§the§carrier;§or

4.§ Which§is§caused§by§a§situation§outside§carrier’s§control§affecting§one§or§more§previous§flights§using§the§
same§aircraft§until§the§aircraft§is§taken§out§of§operation§for§4§hours,§or§more,§but§not§for§any§previous§
flight§that§occurred§more§than§48§hours§prior;§or

5.§ Which§is§caused§by§multiple§factors,§some§of§which§are§outside§carrier’s§control§and§others§not,§if§the§
situation§outside§carriers’§control§taken§alone§is§a§major§or§important§contributor§causing§the§arrival§
delay§to§exceed§the§delay§entitling§passengers§to§compensation.

 f These core principles should be used to determine whether a situation other than the ones listed in 
the non-exhaustive list is within or outside a carrier’s control. (For the matters listed in that list, the 
conclusion is as set out.)

b) Non-Exhaustive List

 f A non-exhaustive list of situations outside carriers’ control should be included in the regulations to help 
shape the application of the core principles to situations other than the ones included in the list and help 
resolve them. 

§§ It§is§important§that§this§list§be§sufficiently§detailed§to§provide§legal§certainty§and§clarity,§which§will§also§
help§ensure§the§regime’s§coherence§and§clarity.

 f Appendix 1, Air Canada proposes a non-exhaustive list of circumstances that should be deemed outside 
a carrier’s control.16

c) Key Uncontrollable Event: Crew Issues Arising Where Carrier Has No Crew Base 

 f It is unreasonable to expect that unforeseen issues that arise in places where the carrier does not have a 
crew base and that cause crew to be unable to perform their duties or perform them safely can be dealt 
with expediently. 

 f Unless certain such events occur at a hub with a crew base, such issues should not be considered as 
controllable. 

§§ However,§when§they§occur§in§places§where§a§crew§base§is§located,§planning§can§enable§the§carrier§to§
call§upon§replacement§crew§and§operate§without§significant§delay.§

§§ No§carrier,§to§Air§Canada’s§knowledge,§has§crew§based§in§all§places§it§operates.§

§§ A§distinction§must§be§made§for§events§that§occur§where§it§does,§and§where§it§does§not.

16§ The§list§is§drawn§from§the§one§developed§by§the§UK§CAA§in§application§of§EU§and§UK§caselaw.§Air§Canada§has§invested§significant§resources§to§update§this§
list§to§reflect§the§Canadian§reality§and§approach,§and§to§address§certain§unfortunate§consequences§that§some§EU§caselaw§has§generated.§For§example,§
the§original§version§of§the§UK§CAA’s§list§of§extraordinary§circumstances§included§mechanical§issues§prior§to§the§widely§criticized§Jet2 v. Huzar and 
KLM v. van der Lans§decisions.§These§decisions§are§widely§criticized§and§are§not§reasonable§or§well-founded§in§law,§as§they§unjustifiably§cause§carriers§to§
be§responsible§for§situations§that§are§truly§outside§their§control.
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 f Carriers should not, at the very least, be held responsible for unexpected crew unavailability in places 
where it does not have a crew base. 

2. MOST MECHANICAL ISSUES ARE NOT CONTROLLABLE 

 fWhen mechanical issues arise, they are generally unforeseen and could not have been avoided.

 f The Transportation Modernization Act (the “New Act”) states that compensation is not owed for 
situations within carriers’ control but required for safety purposes “including in situations of mechanical 
malfunctions”. In breaking down the three categories in the manner it does, the New Act seems to assume 
that all mechanicals are within the carrier’s control, which is definitely not the case. 

§§ This§is§further§detailed§in§Appendix§1.§

 f If an aircraft is maintained in accordance with the maintenance programme, and yet a mechanical event 
occurs, it is not one that can be foreseen and should not be considered within carrier’s control. 

§§ Example:§An§issue§that§arises§following§the§premature§failure§of§a§part,§that§had§been§maintained§in§
accordance§with§the§maintenance§programme,§is§wholly§unpredictable.§

§- If§the§part§requires§unscheduled§maintenance§or§replacement§during§normal§operational§service§and§
causes§a§delay,§that§delay§should§not§be§considered§within§a§carrier’s§control§in§any§respect.17

 f Attributing control where there is none has no remedial effect, unjustifiably creates a fiction and unfairly 
allocates responsibility where it does not belong.

3. COMPENSATION OBLIGATIONS COULD COMPROMISE SAFETY

 f This is a vitally important point: if carriers are to be penalized for making safety-related decisions, the risk 
of the associated financial burden may compromise safety-related decisions. 

§§ Example§1:§A§crew§that§is§starting§to§feel§ill§but§is§aware§of§the§high§cost§to§the§company§if§they§decide§
not§to§operate§may§decide§to§disregard§their§symptoms§and§fly§anyway.

§§ Example§2:§Pursuant§to§labour§agreements,§if§crew§refuses§to§work§for§a§reason§that§they§perceive§is§
health§or§safety-related,§the§reason§for§a§work§refusal§may§need§to§be§investigated§prior§to§replacement§
crew§being§called,§in§accordance§with§requirements.§This§can§cause§significant§delay§and§is§outside§a§
carrier’s§control,§as§the§carrier§has§no§control§over§(and§must§respect)§the§crew’s§assessment§of§a§
perceived§health§or§safety§issue.§

§§ Example§3:§Mechanical§events§that§are§truly§outside§their§control§(even§if§the§regulations§were§to§
create§a§fiction§and§deem§them§“within”§the§airline’s§control)§by§having§to§pay§for§meals§and§hotels.§
Even§the§requirement§to§do§a§simple§safety§check§per§applicable§SOPs§when§the§check§reveals§no§
safety§issue§should§be§considered§a§safety§issue§outside§the§carrier’s§control.§

17§ Air§Canada§ strictly§ follows§ its§maintenance§program§and§has§ a§highly§ comprehensive§ and§ solid§ Safety§Management§System§ through§which§ it§ is§
constantly§improving§its§Standard§Operating§Procedures§(SOPs)§for§safety.§As§a§result,§Air§Canada§is§proud§to§say§that§it§has§a§top§safety§record§and§has§
ingrained§the§“safety§first”§motto§in§everything§it§does.
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 f Carriers should never be put in a situation where a cost-based decision could drive a safety decision.18

 f Carriers who fail to perform required maintenance, on the other hand, or who fail to address a recurring 
mechanical issue, should remain responsible for caring for their passengers as a result of their lack of 
proper care, which is properly “within” its control.

 f Customer-focused airlines are nevertheless incentivized to take responsibility and make reasonable 
efforts to care for their customers even in situations of mechanical malfunctions outside their control, as 
it is difficult to explain to customers “the aircraft broke down but it’s not our fault.”

§§ Customer§service§standards§are§one§of§the§most§important§items§on§which§airlines§compete.§

§§ Regulatory§intervention§on§this§point§would§weaken§airlines’§ability§to§distinguish§themselves§from§
competitors,§ having§ a§ negative§ impact§ on§ free§ market§ forces§ and,§ ultimately,§ on§ the§ customer§
experience.

Should the airline be required to declare the reason for the flight disruption when the disruption 
occurs?

 f No, there should be no such requirement in the regulations.

 f Such a requirement would be needless regulatory interference into daily operations and unduly 
burdensome, as airlines already communicate as best they can. 

§§ It§is§in§the§airline’s§best§interest§to§provide§information§to§customers§and§ensure§they§understand§the§
nature§of§the§flight§disruption.§

§§ However,§as§further§detailed§below,§the§reasons§for§a§delay§(which§can§be§multiple)§are§not§always§
known§and§certainly§not§in§real§time§or§can§be§unnerving§or§too§complex§to§clearly§communicate.§

§§ In§addition,§in§many§cases,§automated§communication§is§the§most§efficient§form§of§communication§
and§cannot§always§(or§efficiently)§be§tailored§to§add§the§specific§reason.§

 f Should the Agency wish to pursue such regulations, it should ensure that requirements provide airlines 
with circumstance-based flexibility.

1. FLEXIBLE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS BASED ON RISK AND FEASIBILITY

 f In many cases, the exact cause of the flight disruption is unclear, or there may be several overlapping 
causes or cascading effects. 

§§ In§any§such§case,§for§example§in§the§context§of§a§creeping§delay,§it§can§be§unnerving§and§frustrating§to§
customers§to§be§constantly§provided§with§detailed,§evolving§and§sometimes§conflicting§(details§below)§
updates§of§the§reasons§for§the§delay.

§§ Furthermore,§ in§some§cases,§ it§may§not§be§advisable§to§provide§the§details,§such§as§in§the§case§of§
terrorism,§ security§ or§ other§ situations§ that§ may§ cause§ alarm§ (e.g.§ disruptive§ deportee§ traveling§
accompanied§by§police§officers;§suspected§presence§of§a§rodent§onboard,§etc.),§or§situations§that§may§
be§private§in§nature§(e.g.§special§accommodation§of§a§passenger§with§a§disability).§

18§ IATA§Position§Statement,§“Events§Beyond§an§Airline’s§Control”:

§ “Safety§is§the§industry’s§highest§priority.§Consumer§protection§regulations§should§not§jeopardize§the§industry’s§carefully§built§safety§culture.§Airlines§
should§never§be§financially§incentivized§to§compromise§on§safety§due§to§the§threat§of§sanctions§or§penalties.§The§threat§of§a§large§financial§penalty§for§
delays§due§to§flight§crew§illness,§for§example,§may§compel§flight§crew§to§fly§when§they§are§unfit§to§do§so.§The§International§Civil§Aviation§Organization§
recognizes§this§risk.§Their§latest§policy§guidance§on§consumer§protection§states§that§“government§authorities§should§have§the§flexibility§to§develop§
consumer§protection§regimes§which§strike§an§appropriate§balance§between§protection§of§consumers§and§industry§competitiveness§and§which§take§into§
account§States’§different§social,§political,§and§economic§characteristics,§without§prejudice§to§the§safety§and§security§of§aviation.”
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 f Accordingly, should airlines be required to provide reasons, regulations must have sufficient flexibility to 
allow them to determine whether and when reasons should be provided, based on the circumstances, and 
for discretion as to the exact or detailed nature of the reason provided.

2. ONLY FLIGHT CREW, CABIN CREW AND, AT TIMES, AIRPORT GATE AGENTS SHOULD COMMUNICATE 

§§ While§ employees§ may§ have§ the§ best§ intentions,§ our§ experience§ with§ providing§ information§ on§
the§ length§ of§ delays§ is§ that§ multiple§ sources§ of§ communications§ (i.e.§ gate§ announcements,§ text§
notifications,§airport§displays)§can§result§in§confusing§and§inconsistent§information§to§passengers,§due§
to§evolving§circumstances,§the§complexity§of§overlapping§sources§of§delay,§and§the§fact§that§not§all§
information§is§coming§from§the§same§source,§at§the§same§time.

§§ Flight§Information§Displays§Screens§(FIDS)§at§the§airport,§for§example,§do§not§always§have§the§most§
accurate§information.

 f Reasons for flight disruptions can be provided when passengers are on board.

§§ Pilots§are§usually§best§suited§to§convey§information§to§passengers,§as§they§are§in§direct§contact§with§
the§operations§centre.§

 f Similarly, airlines can make reasonable efforts to provide the reason for a delay when passengers are 
waiting at the gate, and regular updates at reasonable intervals (e.g. every 30 minutes).

§§ Information§can§be§provided§to§gate§agents§by§operations§control,§who§can§input§information§that§
displays§onto§the§gate§agent’s§screen.§

§§ However,§ an§ agent§ must§ be§ present§ to§ read§ this§ information§ to§ passengers,§ which§ is§ not§ always§
possible,§and§certainly§not§at§all§times,§during§major§disruptions.§

 f For changes made prior to the passengers being on the aircraft or at the gate, information regarding 
the length of the flight disruption (revised schedules) are most efficiently provided automatically to 
passengers through electronic methods of communication (text messages, emails). 

§§ These§messages§cannot§be§tailored§to§include§the§reason§of§the§delay§without§costly§IT§development,§
and§without§compromising§the§efficiency§of§the§communication§mechanism.§

 f Because the benefit for consumers of such communication is more to inform of a schedule change than 
the reason for the change, a communication requirement prior to boarding time should not be required 
to include the reason for the delay.

 f Should the Agency persist with imposing such a requirement, airlines should not be required to do more 
than:

§§ make§reasonable§efforts§to§provide§length§and§reason§for§the§disruption;

§§ while§passengers§are§on§board§or§at§the§gate§after§scheduled§boarding§time;§and

§§ if§the§revised§departure§time§evolves,§make§a§reasonable§effort§to§provide§updated§information§every§
30§minutes;§

 f At other times, airlines should not be required to provide a reason.
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CANCELLATIONS OR DELAYS THAT ARE WITHIN THE AIRLINE’S CONTROL 
AND NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY PURPOSES

Compensation Levels

1. MINIMUM COMPENSATION LEVELS: ILLEGAL

 f Before providing views on compensation levels, it is essential to recognize 
that there can be no valid legally enforceable “minimum” compensation for 
delays on international flights. 

§§ Under§ the§ Montreal§ and§ Warsaw§ Convention§ system,§ compensation§
must§be§based§on§damages§actually suffered;§it§is§well-established§that§
the§Montreal§Convention§does§not§admit§non-compensatory§damages.

§§ Case§law§has§referred§to§the§Montreal§Convention§as§being§a§“complete§
code”.§ The§ Agency§ should§ therefore§ avoid§ adding§ any§ condition§ or§
provision§ in§ order§ to§ add§ to,§ or§ modify,§ provisions§ of§ the§ Montreal§
Convention.19

 f Doing otherwise will create a regime susceptible to legal challenge that will 
cause confusion and uncertainty, undermining objectives of the regime.

§§ In§ the§ 2014§ case§ of§ Thibodeau vs. Air Canada,§ the§ Supreme§ Court§ of§
Canada§ clearly§ affirmed§ the§ exclusivity§ of§ the§ Montreal§ Convention,§
a§principle§that§the§Supreme§Court§affirmed§had§already§been§widely§
recognized§internationally.20§

§§ At§the§root,§this§means§that§for§international§air§travel,§the§only§possible§
remedies§are§those§which§exist§under§the§Montreal§Convention,§to§the§
exclusion§of§ all§ others.21§ This§ regime§already§establishes§ an§exclusive§
international§process§for§compensating§damages§caused§by§delay,§and§it§
does§not§allow§for§non-compensatory§damages.§

19§ Thibodeau v. Air Canada,§[2014]§3§SCR§340;§Air Canada c. Thibodeau,§2012§FCA§246§paragraph§33;
§ O’Mara v. Air Canada,§2013§ONSC§2931;§Rita Lemieux c. Halifax International Airport Authority§et§al§§2011§NSSC§396;§Stott v. Thomas Cook Tour Operators 

Ltd.,§[2014]§UKSC§15,§[2014]§2§W.L.R.§521;§King v. American Airlines 284§F.3d§352§(2nd§Cir.§2002)§(on§the§Warsaw§Convention).

20§ Thibodeau v. Air Canada,§[2014]§3§SCR§340§[Thibodeau]:§
§ “[39]§§§The§Montreal Convention§sets§out§in§Chapter§III§the§types§of§liability§of§carriers§that are permitted and§the§applicable§limits§on§compensation.§It§

also§clarifies§the§set§of§events§that§Article§29§purports§to§cover.§Articles§17§to§19§establish§that§the§carrier§is§liable§for§damage§sustained:§in§case§of§an§
accident§causing§the§death§or§bodily§injury§of§a§passenger§on§board§the§aircraft§or§in§the§course§of§embarking§or§disembarking§(Article§17);§in§case§of§
destruction§or§loss§of,§or§of§damage§to,§baggage§while§in§the§charge§of§the§carrier§(Article§17);§in§the§event§of§the§destruction§or§loss§of,§or§damage§to,§
cargo§during§carriage§(Article§18);§and for damage occasioned by delay§(Article§19).§The§full§text§of§the§relevant§provisions§of§the§Montreal Convention§
is§set§out§in§the§Appendix”.§[emphasis§added]

§ “[40]§§§The§monetary§limits§of§the§carrier’s§liability§(which§are§not§directly§relevant§to§this§appeal)§are§set§out§in§Articles§21§and§22.§These§limits§of§
liability§are§linked§specifically§and§exclusively§to§the§claims§addressed§in§Articles§17§to§19§and,§by§virtue§of§Article§26,§any§contractual§provision§tending§
to§relieve§a§carrier§of§liability§or§fix§a§lower§limit§of§liability§than§that§established§in§the§Montreal§Convention§is§null§and§void.§Chapter§VI§of§the§Montreal§
Convention§underlines§its§exclusive§force§by§providing§that§any§provision§in§a§contract§of§carriage§or§special§contract§that§purports§to§infringe§the§rules§
laid§down§by§the§Montreal§Convention§is§null§and§void:§Article§49.§As§discussed§earlier,§Article§29§establishes§that§in§relation§to§claims§falling§within§
the§scope§of§the§Montreal§Convention,§“any§action§for§damages,§however§founded”§may§only§be§brought§“subject§to§the§conditions§and§such§limits§of§
liability§as§are§set§out§in§this§Convention”.§(…)§

§ “[60]§§§The§limitation§applies§to§“any§action”§in§the§carriage§of§passengers,§baggage§or§cargo,§“for§damages,§however§unfounded,§whether§under§this§
Convention§or§in§contract§or§in§tort§or§otherwise”.§§There§is§no§hint§in§this§language§that§there§is§any§intention§to§exempt§any§“action§for§damages”§in§
the§carriage§of§passengers,§baggage§or§cargo§depending§on§its§legal§foundation,§such§as§when§a§plaintiff§brings§forward§a§statutory§monetary§claim§of§
a§public§law§nature§based§on§the§breach§of§quasi-constitutional§rights.”

21§ While§the§Court§of§Justice§of§the§European§Union§(CJEU)§determined§that§Regulation§(EC)§No§261/2004§(§supra§note§1)§complements§rather§than§
contradicts§the§Montreal§Convention,§on§the§basis§that§loss§of§time§is§not§damage,§but§an§inconvenience,§which§does§not§fall§under§the§scope§of§the§
Montreal§Convention,§its§reasoning§has§met§with§widespread§serious§criticism§on§the§basis§that§delay§in§any§form§remains§delay§and§falls§under§the§
scope§of§Article§29§of§the§Montreal§Convention:§Kinga,§Arnold§and§Pablo§Mendes§de§Leon.§“Regulation§(EC)§261/2004§in§the§Light§of§the§Recent§Decisions§
of§the§European§Court§of§Justice:§Time§for§a§Change?!”§(2010)§35:2§Air§&§Space§L§91;§Paul§Stephen,§Dempsey§&§Svante§O.§Johansson.§“Montreal§v.§
Brussels:§The§Conflict§of§Laws§on§the§Issue§of§Delay§in§International§Air§Carriage”§(2010)§35:3§Air§&§Space§L§207.

Legal certainty

Setting “minimum” 

compensation for delays 

on international flights 

would threaten the legal 

validity of the entire 

regime.
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 f The Agency should not implement regulations which would be invalid and cause breaches of international 
law incorporated into Canadian law. 

§§ Aside§from§the§other§obvious§effects,§doing§so§will§only§cause§passenger§confusion§regarding§their§
rights,§ and§ undermine§ the§ coherence§ of§ the§ regulations,§ an§ essential§ objective§ of§ the§ regulatory§
modernization§initiative.§

 f Should the Agency resolve that it is nonetheless vital to make regulations setting minimum compensation 
for delays on international flights, the way to do so would be to have the Montreal Convention updated 
through ICAO.

 f Air Canada refers the Agency to IATA’s model passenger rights regulations, adherence to which would 
promote clarity of passenger rights, which does not provide for compensation for delays on international 
itineraries and in fact, specifically states that any contravention to the Montreal Convention would be 
invalid.

2. COMPENSATION REGIME SHOULD APPLY TO DOMESTIC FLIGHTS ONLY

Air Canada’s answers to the Agency’s questions below on the compensation regime are subject to this 
overriding concern expressed regarding validity. 

 f Comments below apply to a regime applicable to domestic travel only. Though it can be construed to 
apply to international flights, actually extending the regime to international flights will confront the 
validity issue.

3. COMPENSATION SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOLLOWING A CLAIM

 f Airlines should not be required to compensate on a proactive basis, but only following a claim, as is 
provided for in the New Act.22 For the sake of clarity, this should be reiterated in the regulations.

22§ 86§(1)§ ”The§Agency§shall,§after§consulting§with§the§Minister,§make§regulations§in§relation§to§flights§to,§from§and§within§Canada,§including§connecting§
flights§(…)§(h)(iii)§ authorizing§the§Agency§to§direct§a§licensee§or§carrier§to§take§the§corrective§measures§that§the§Agency§considers§appropriate§and§
to§pay§compensation§for§any§expense§incurred§by§a§person§adversely§affected§by§the§licensee’s§or§carrier’s§failure§to§apply§the§fares,§rates,§charges§or§
terms§or§conditions§of§carriage§that§are§applicable§to§the§service§it§offers§and§that§were§set§out§in§its§tariffs,§if§the§Agency§receives§a§written§complaint§
and,§if§the§complaint§is§related§to§any§term§or§condition§of§carriage§concerning§any§obligation§prescribed§by§regulations§made§under§subsection§
86.11(1),§it§is§filed§by§the§person§adversely§affected”§(emphasis§added)
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4. CLAIMS MUST BE FILED FIRST BY PASSENGERS THEMSELVES

 f Regulations should require that, unless a passenger is disabled or a minor, passengers should file their 
claim themselves. 

§§ The§proliferation§of§claim§farms§in§Europe§has§not§served§consumers;§it§has§only§served§to§enrich§the§
claim§companies§and§has§robbed§passengers§of§portions§of§compensation§to§which§they§were§entitled§
to.23§

§§ This§trend§is§starting§in§Canada§as§well§(e.g.§volenretard.ca.)

§§ Advertising§in§the§EU§by§these§claim§companies§is§akin§to§ambulance-chasing,§a§practice§that§would§
be§illegal§in§Quebec§for§lawyers§to§engage§in,§as§it§recognizes§that§such§practices§cause§abuse§of§the§
judicial§system§and§promote§litigious§behaviour.24

§§ Inspired§by§the§County§Court§decision§in§Menditta§v.§Ryanair25 in§May§2017,§Air§Canada’s§tariffs§now§
require§that§claims§be§filed§by§passengers§first.§The§High§Court,§in§March§2018,§also§held§similarly§in§
Bott§v.§Ryanair26 when§it§found§in§favour§of§Ryanair.§

§§ Air§Canada’s§current§Rule§105(F)§of§its§tariff§is§very§similar§to§that§of§Ryanair.§

§§ The§High§Court§found§the§terms§of§this§rule§“fair§and§reasonable”§and§in§no§way§prevents§a§passenger§
from§seeking§legal§advice§from§a§third§party§before§submitting§a§claim§directly§to§the§airline.§

 f Claims should be made directly to the airline and as far as possible, it should come from the passenger 
himself/herself, with payment to be made directly to the passenger. 

§§ In§any§event§where§a§decision§by§the§airline§is§unsatisfactory§to§the§passenger,§then§at§that§stage,§it§
should§be§permissible§to§use§a§duly§mandated§claim§company§to§pursue§the§claim.

1. Should the level of compensation established by the air passenger protection regulations be the 
same for any cancellation and for any delay that is within the airline’s control and not required for 
safety reasons?

 f Cancellation causing a delay, or other delays, should be treated the same. However, not all delays and 
cancellations should be treated the same. 

 If not, what criteria should be used to set compensation levels? For example, should the length of 
the delay (time) or the length of the flight (distance) be used, as is done in the EU?

 f Compensation should vary based on the length of the delay at arrival at final destination. Compensation 
for a delay of a certain length on a long international flight should not be the same as the same delay for 
a short, domestic flight, for example. 

23§ In§fact,§the§European§Commission§has§issued§an§information§notice§warning§consumers§against§these§claim§agencies,§reporting§on§allegations§of§
their§improper§behaviour§and§encouraging§passengers§to§contact§the§national§enforcement§bodies§of§each§Member§State§instead§of§using§them.§See:§
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2017-03-09-information-note-air-passenger-rights-on-claim-agencies_en.pdf

24§ Code de Déontologie des Avocats,§c.§B-1,§r.§3.1§–art.§7§and§16.

25§ See§Lexology,§EC261§–§Menditta§v§Ryanair§–§further§justification§for§passengers§to§liaise§directly§with§airlines.§https://www.lexology.com/library/
detail.aspx?g=4e7e9c36-caa6-4da8-aa54-6a9c4218999f

26§ [2018]§EWHC§534§(Ch)
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1. DISTANCE SHOULD NOT BE USED AS A CRITERION

 f Experience with using distance under the EU regime shows that using distance is unduly complex. 

§§ The§calculation§of§distance§generates§complexity§ in§ the§handling§of§a§claim§and§can§ inaccurately§
represent§the§actual§duration§of§a§flight,§which§can§vary§depending§on§the§flight§path§taken§for§a§
particular§flight§(not§always§a§straight§line).§

§§ It§can§also§inadvertently§lead§to§unequal§treatment§of§passengers.27

2. PROPOSAL REGARDING LENGTH OF FLIGHT: NORTH AMERICAN/SUN VS. ELSEWHERE

 f Instead, there should be two regimes of compensation based on geography: one for itineraries within 
North America/Sun (including Mexico, Hawaii and the Caribbean) and one for all other international 
destinations. 

§§ Such§a§breakdown§would§be§more§suited§to§expectation§for§travel§ from§Canada§and§the§clearest,§
simplest§for§passengers§to§understand,§and§easier§for§airlines§to§manage.§

§§ Also,§such§a§breakdown§more§fairly§and§accurately§reflects§the§difference§in§length§or§duration§of§flights§
and§the§expectation§of§passengers§traveling§on§those§itineraries§in§terms§of§rapidity§and§punctuality.§

§§ Lastly,§compensation§levels§should§bear§some§relation§to§the§fare§paid,§and§as§fare§levels§in§North§
America/Sun§tend§to§be§lower§than§for§international§flights,§compensation§for§North§American/Sun§
flights§should§be§lower§than§for§international§flights§as§well.

3. PROPOSAL REGARDING LENGTH OF DELAY

 f Delays are unfortunately an unavoidable part of air travel due to the complexity and breadth of operations. 
For this reason, delays at final destination under 3 hours for North American/Sun flights and under 4 
hours for other international flights should not be subject to any amount of compensation. 

§§ These§ minimum§ thresholds§ would§ make§ the§ Canadian§ regime§ more§ generous§ than§ the§ proposed§
revisions§to§the§EU§regime.28

 f For many international flights, the only available rerouting is the following day (24 hours later). 

§§ This§is§due§to§restrictions§related§to§slot§availability,§airport§curfew§times,§considerations§linked§to§
what§is§a§more§civilized§reprotection§option§considering§time§of§day,§time§zones,§etc.§

 f For international flights, there should therefore be a time threshold for the highest level of compensation 
at 27 hours, where there should be no additional compensation for failure to reroute under that timeline.

§§ A§ three-hour§ buffer§ from§ the§ 24-hour§ rerouting§ flight§ is§ needed§ to§ allow§ for§ the§ proper§ ground-
handling§of§a§second§flight§over§and§above§normal§operations.§

27§ Example:§ § Martinique§ and§ Guadeloupe§ are§ on§ either§ side§ of§ the§ 3,500§ km§ threshold§ from§ Montreal,§ which§ means§ that§ passengers§ departing§
these§islands§toward§Montreal§are§subject§to§two§different§compensation§levels§pursuant§to§EC§261.§This§is§surely§an§unintended§and§unfortunate§
consequence§of§the§distance-based§approach§chosen§by§the§EU.

28§ Regulation§of§the§European§Parliament§and§of§the§Council§amending§Regulation§(EC)§No§261/2004:

§ “The Commission has decided to present a proposal in line with the conclusion of the impact assessment, i.e. corresponding to its option 2a, including 
a uniform 5-hour threshold for delay compensation for all intra-EU journeys. With regard to the sub-options, the proposal does not modify the 
compensation levels, but it introduces a longer threshold for delay compensation for extra-EU journeys of more than 3500 km, given the specific 
problems encountered by long-haul journeys to deal with the causes of delays far from the air carrier’s home base (9 hours for extra-EU journeys between 
3500 and 6000 km and 12 hours for extra-EU journeys of 6000 km and more)”§(page§6).§
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 f For North American operations, carriers typically have more rerouting options, given the multitude of 
gateways and more frequent schedule. As such, the time thresholds for compensation can be shorter and 
up to 8 hours. 

4. APPLICATION TO OPERATING CARRIERS ONLY – NEEDED FOR REGULATORY COHERENCE

 f It is vital that compensation obligations apply only to operating carriers in order to achieve clarity, 
simplicity and coherence and to avoid risks of misalignment with international regimes and double-
compensation. 

§§ To§this§end,§the§regime§should§clearly§stipulate§that§the§responsibility§for§delay§compensation§should§
be§that§of§the§operating§carrier§only§and§not§that§of§the§marketing§carrier.§

§§ This§will§ensure§that§passengers§do§not§manipulate§the§system§to§obtain§compensation§from§both§the§
operating§and§the§marketing§carriers§who§likely§do§not§have§common§systems§and§therefore§do§not§
communicate§or§coordinate§effectively.§

 Example: 

§- Air§Canada§and§Lufthansa§both§offer§flights§between§Frankfurt§and§Toronto§and§code§share§on§
the§other’s.§EC§261/2004§applies§to§Lufthansa§as§the§operating§carrier§for§flights§between§Canada§
and§Europe.§If§the§New§Act§were§to§apply§to§Air§Canada§both§as§operating§and§marketing§carrier,§
passengers§travelling§on§an§Air§Canada§codeshare§flight§operated§by§Lufthansa§would§be§able§to§
claim§EU§compensation§ from§Lufthansa§as§operating§carrier§as§well§ as§ from§Air§Canada§as§ the§
marketing§carrier§under§ the§Canadian§ regime,§with§no§ability§ to§offset§compensation§ if§a§claim§
is§made§ in§Canada§first.§This§could§be§the§case§for§flights§both§ from§and§to§Canada,§since§both§
regulations§would§be§applicable§in§both§directions.

 f Finally, in the event of multiple applicable legal regimes, regulations under the New Act must explicitly 
provide that passengers may not obtain more compensation than permitted under the most generous 
regime. 

§§ Passengers§have§ the§ choice§of§ seeking§ compensation§ from§any§of§ the§operating§ carriers,§ but§ any§
compensation§received§under§one§from§one§regime§may§be§offset§against§compensation§under§another§
regime.§Attempts§to§obtain§double§compensation§should§be§considered§fraud,§and§such§behaviour§
should§expose§claimants§to§fines.

2. If the length of the delay is a factor in setting compensation levels, what are the appropriate 
starting and end points for calculating the delay?

 For example, should the expected time of arrival at the final destination as indicated on the 
boarding pass, reservation or ticket versus the actual time of arrival at the final destination be used 
to calculate the delay?

 f Delay should be assessed by time of arrival at final destination compared to the scheduled arrival time 
conveyed on the original itinerary (or modified itinerary if a scheduling change was made more than 
72 hours in advance – see below). Time of departure should not enter into the assessment, although 
delays of less than 15 minutes at arrival of a particular flight should not lead to compensation, even if it 
results in a misconnection.

 f Clearly choosing the right regime is key to rectifying one of the complexities and unfortunate consequences 
of EU261, under which compensation has been interpreted, through evolving caselaw, as being owed for 
both short delays at departure causing long delays at arrival, and for long delays at departure causing 
short delays at arrival.
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1. COMPENSATION FOR DELAYS AT ARRIVAL AT FINAL DESTINATION VS. AT DEPARTURE FROM CANADA

 f There are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches:

 f If compensation were payable for flights departing Canada, this regime would:

§§ Be§simple§to§regulate;

§§ Cause§no§extraterritorial§concerns;

§§ Generate§the§lowest§direct§costs§to§industry;29§and

§§ Have§clearest§impact§to§improve§on-time§performance§(and§reduce§the§cost§impact§of§the§compensation§
regime§on§airlines).

 f However, such a regime would only cover part of the itinerary for itineraries involving connecting flights 
outside Canada (of which there is a large proportion, as explained below). Therefore, it would be least 
responsive to customers’ overall experience and expectations.

 f On the other hand, a regime that calls for compensation to be paid for delay at arrival at final destination 
would be:

§§ Simplest§and§most§comprehensible§for§consumers;§and§

§§ Most§aligned§with§their§expectations,§as§it§would§address§compensation§for§the§entire§itinerary.

 f Because of Air Canada’s focus on customer satisfaction, we consider these factors to be most important 
and would be supportive of this approach, despite the higher costs and greater complexity it would entail.

 f Moreover, such a regime is key to avoiding:

§§ Undue§compensation§to§passengers§who§have§not§suffered§any§delay§ in§their§ travel§plans,§having§
arrived§at§a§connection§point§on§time§to§make§their§connecting§flight§and§who§arrive§at§final§destination§
on§time;§and

§§ Situations§of§double§compensation.30

 f Arrival time at final destination is what affects a passenger and should govern exclusively. This would be 
more in keeping with the spirit of “compensation”.

 f However, if this regime is chosen, the complexity and unfairness of delays caused by other airlines 
operating flights outside Canada that are part of an itinerary originating in Canada must be carefully 
addressed.

29§Based§on§Air§Canada’s§financial§analysis,§the§cost§impact§of§an§EC261-like§regime§in§Canada§would§be§about§50%§less§costly§if§it§were§applied§to§flights§
departing§Canada§only,§as§opposed§to§delays§at§arrival§at§final§destination§caused§by§a§delay§of§the§flight§departing§Canada§(i.e.§assuming§a§connecting§
flight§is§not§itself§delayed).

30§For§example,§a§flight§from§Frankfurt§to§Montreal,§operated§by§Lufthansa§and§marketed§by§Air§Canada,§is§delayed§by§5§hours.§The§passenger§misses§their§
UA-operated§connection§from§Montreal§to§New§York,§is§re-booked,§and§arrives§at§the§final§destination§with§a§9-hour§delay.§The§passenger§could§be§
entitled§to§compensation§from§both§Lufthansa§(under§EC261,§at§least)§and§United§(under§the§Canadian§regime)§for§the§delay§of§each§flight,§unless§the§
regime§clearly§stipulates§that§it§applies§to§itineraries originating in Canada and to delays at arrival at final destination.

§ Note§that§ if§ the§regime§fails§to§restrict§application§to§operating§carriers§only,§passenger§could§obtain§triple§or§quadruple§compensation§from§the§
marketing§carrier§and§both§operating§carriers.
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2. COMPLEXITY AND UNFAIRNESS OF ACCOUNTING FOR OAL DELAYS

 f Network carriers such as Air Canada flow passengers onto other carriers.31

 f A carrier has no way of knowing whether a claim for a delay at final destination involving another carrier 
was caused by a circumstance within or outside that carrier’s control, and often does not even know 
whether one even occurred. 

§§ Carriers§do§not§share§such§information§on§such§items;§and§

§§ Canada’s§definition§of§whether§a§circumstance§is§within§or§outside§a§carrier’s§control§would§not§likely§
be§known§to§carriers§operating§outside§Canada.

 f A regime offering compensation for delay at arrival at destination must address the complexity involved 
in including itineraries where other airlines are involved and carefully exclude all delays at arrival that are 
caused by other airlines.

§§ Under§ such§ a§ regime,§ a§ carrier§ should§ take§ responsibility§ for§ a§ delay§ within§ its§ control§ causing§ a§
misconnection§(even§if§the§delay§is§of§a§length§that§would§not§entitle§a§passenger§to§compensation§
if§the§passenger§were§arriving§at§final§destination),§and§would§compensate§passenger§for§the§delay§
caused§by§the§misconnection,§based§on§the§arrival§time§at§final§destination.§

§§ However,§if§the§connecting§airline’s§flight§is§also§delayed§and§compounds§the§overall§delay,§the§carrier§
should§not§be§ liable§for§compensating§beyond§what§would§normally§have§been§the§compensation§
owed§as§a§result§of§the§misconnection.

§§ Similarly,§if§the§carrier’s§flight§departing§Canada§is§not§delayed,§but§the§connecting§flight§operated§by§
another§carrier§is§delayed,§causing§a§long§delay§at§arrival§at§final§destination,§the§carrier§should§not§
incur§any§liability§for§the§delay.§The§other§airline§would§be§responsible,§whether§under§the§applicable§
foreign§regime,§or§the§Montreal§Convention.

3. SOLUTION: APPLICATION TO OPERATING CARRIERS DEPARTING CANADA CAUSING A DELAY AT FINAL 
DESTINATION ON ITINERARIES ORIGINATING IN CANADA

 f The scope of application of a regime of compensation must be defined in this specific manner for operating 
carriers departing Canada to be responsible for delays that they have caused, but not for those caused or 
compounded by carriers operating flights outside of Canada as part of the same itinerary.32

31§ In§fact,§half§of§the§passengers§Air§Canada§carriers§on§transatlantic§itineraries§are§connecting§to§flights§of§another§airline.§Air§Canada§has§over§100§interline§
partners.§Together§with§its§Star§Alliance™§partner§airlines§,§Air§Canada§offers§service§to§1,300§airports§in§191§countries.

32§ The§question§of§scope§of§application§to§flights§within§and§departing§from§Canada,§for§itineraries§originating§in§Canada§is§further§discussed§in§section§7.
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3. Taking into account any criteria you propose for setting compensation, what would be the 
appropriate levels of compensation for flight cancellations and delays that are within the airline’s 
control and not required for safety reasons?

 f Air Canada proposes that compensation be set in accordance with the following tier-level:

 f North America and Caribbean: 

§§ $62.533§for§delays§equal§to§or§greater§than§3h§and§less§than§4h

§§ $12534§ for§delays§equal§to§or§greater§than§4h§and§less§than§8h

§§ $25035§ for§delays§equate§to§or§greater§than§8h

 f Other International Flights

§§ $30036§ for§delays§equal§to§or§greater§than§4h§and§less§than§12h

§§ $60037§ for§delays§equal§to§or§greater§than§12h§and§less§than§27h

§§ $90038§for§delays§equate§to§or§greater§than§27h

 f Given that passengers arriving late still do get to fly to their destination despite the delay, their 
compensation should be less than the value of the ticket.39

§§ Otherwise,§the§economics§may§encourage§carriers§to§cancel§the§ticket§outright§and§refund§passengers§
rather§than§reroute§them.40

§§ Carriers§are§typically§conscientious§about§honouring§their§contract§of§carriage§with§the§passengers§and§
do§their§utmost§to§avoid§delays§and§cancellations§and§accommodate§passengers§when§they§do§occur.§
Carriers§do§not§need§a§disincentive§for§delays.§

§§ It§is§therefore§imperative§that§the§compensation§to§which§a§passenger§is§entitled§reflect§the§passengers’§
experience§and§a§reasonable§service§expectation§rather§than§be§punitive.§This§is§especially§so§since§air§
tickets§are§sold§without§any§guarantee§as§to§the§schedule.§

33§ Equivalent§to§approximately§25%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§within§North§America/Sun.

34§Equivalent§to§approximately§50%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§within§North§America/Sun.

35§ Equivalent§to§approximately§100%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§within§North§America/Sun.

36§Equivalent§to§approximately§50%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§to§other§international§destinations.

37§ Equivalent§to§approximately§100%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§to§other§international§destinations.

38§Equivalent§to§approximately§150%§of§Air§Canada’s§average§fares§(including§surcharges)§on§flights§to§other§international§destinations.

39§Our§proposal§allows§for§a§single§exception§for§unusually§long§delays§on§international§flights§(compensation§would§be§150%§of§the§average§fare§-§supra),§
given§the§potential§level§of§disruption§for§consumers.

40§While§Air§Canada§does§not§do§so,§it§is§reasonable§to§expect§that§some§carriers§may.
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1. COMPENSATION VS. PUNISHMENT

 f Monetary compensation should be to truly compensate for failure to 
provide the service expected. It should not be punitive. 

 f For international travel, if additional damages result from a delay as a result 
of a passenger’s personal circumstance, any additional compensation for 
damages caused by the delay or cancellation in question can still be sought 
under the Montreal Convention.

 f Accordingly, a compensation regime linked to the value of the fare, such as 
the one proposed above, is reasonable.

2. COMPENSATION AS A FIXED AMOUNT VS. PERCENTAGE OF FARE

 fWhile there is a logic to setting compensation levels that have a relation to 
average fares, the actual compensation should be set amounts rather than 
percentages of fares, which would be impossible to accurately apply.

§§ Many§ fares§ do§ not§ have§ a§ set§ value,§ such§ as§ those§ purchased§ with§
a§package,§with§a§ frequent§flyer§program,§with§a§flight§pass,§ through§
corporate§rebates,§or§net§fares.§

3. HIGH COMPENSATION COSTS WILL AFFECT FARES AND SERVICES

 f An EU-like model in Canada, or one with even higher compensation costs 
could potentially turn a profit into a loss. 

 f Such compensation costs would inevitably lead airlines to increase fares to 
offset the impact. This would work against the Minister’s stated objective of 
making lower fares more widely available.

§§ Such§additional§costs§would§not§only§impact§the§fare§levels§across§the§
country,§but§would§likely§force§us§to§cancel§or§consolidate§services§that§
do§ not§ generate§ sufficient§ margin§ to§ absorb§ these§ substantial§ extra-
costs.

§§ In§Canada,§with§its§lower§demand§for§aviation,§longer§distances,§higher§
costs§ and§ greater§ challenges§ for§ airlines41§ to§ efficiently§ serve§ remote§
communities,§a§significant§cost§ increase§could§be§expected§to§ impact§
the§viability§of§services§to§many§communities.§§

41§ Canada§is§not§Europe:§its§demographic§is§different.§§§Canada’s§territory§is§double§the§size§of§the§European§Union’s§while§its§population§represents§less§
than§8%§of§the§EU§population.§§The§EU§has§120§persons§per§square§kilometer,§Canada§has§only§4.§§
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 f The compensation levels proposed by Air Canada would meet the Minister’s objective of implementing 
a passenger rights regime without significantly impacting fares level and/or carriers’ ability to operate 
services on a commercially viable basis, either in the domestic or international markets.

4. ALLOW ROOM FOR GOODWILL COMPENSATION

 f Airlines would obviously be free to offer goodwill compensation above any legally mandated compensation 
regime. Compensation levels should be set with this in mind. 

§§ Regulated§ compensation§ levels§ should§ be§ set§ to§ reflect§ the§ “lowest§ common-denominator”,§ not§
the§highest.§This§is§important§in§order§to§allow§airlines§to§compete§on§their§service§standards§and§
distinguish§themselves§from§their§competitors§as§customer-friendly§in§terms§of§the§level§of§protection§
they§offer§in§the§event§of§a§flight§disruption.

§§ This§would§not§be§so§if§the§compensation§regime§were§to§be§set§at§punitive§levels.

5. PENALTIES TO LIMIT ABUSE

 f Given the number of different passenger rights regimes internationally, it is important to ensure that a 
passenger may not benefit by making claims for the same event against multiple carriers. 

§§ The§concern§that§compensation§is§non-compensatory§and§against§the§Montreal§Convention§would§be§
compounded§if§multiple§claims§could§be§made§for§the§same§event.§

 f Regulations should provide that attempting to benefit from multiple legal regimes or from multiple 
carriers for the same itinerary shall be deemed to constitute fraud. 

§§ A§passenger§who§commits§such§fraud§should§be§liable§to§fines.

§§ Carriers§should§be§entitled§to§ban§any§passenger§having§made§such§fraudulent§claims§from§future§
travel§on§their§services.

4. Should cash be the only form of compensation payable to passengers or should airlines be allowed 
to offer passengers other forms of compensation? For example:

•§ travel§vouchers§valued§at§more§than§the§cash§value§option

•§ frequent§flyer§points

•§ upgrades

•§ complimentary§tickets
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1. CASH SHOULD NOT BE THE ONLY FORM OF PERMISSIBLE COMPENSATION. AIRLINES SHOULD HAVE 
FLEXIBILITY TO OFFER COMPENSATION IN FORMS OTHER THAN CASH 

 f Air Canada, as others, offers different forms of compensation to passengers. These alternative forms 
ought not to be regulated as long as customers have the option to choose cash. 

 f Airlines ought to be free to set standards for the options for two reasons.

§§ First,§options§are§used§to§build§loyalty§and§ensure§that§we§are§able§to§offer§customers§what§matters§
most§to§them,§allowing§airlines§to§tailor§their§offerings§to§the§benefit§of§passengers.§

§- Airlines§should§be§permitted§to§compete§for§the§loyalty§of§passengers.§

§- Passengers§resort§to§a§number§of§comparison§factors§to§benchmark§airlines§in§terms§of§the§options§
and§services§provided§and§are§able§to§make§their§own§assessment§to§choose§their§airline§and§or/
service.§

§- It§is§reasonable§to§expect§that§customers§can§understand§where§their§own§interests§lie§and§make§
decisions§accordingly.§

§§ Second,§the§overall§cost§to§industry§of§a§compensation§regime§may§reduce§the§flexibility§of§being§able§
to§offer§value§in§different§forms.§

§- This§benefits§airlines§as§well§as§passengers,§as§airlines§would§have§the§capacity§to§better§manage§the§
cost§impact§with§less§need§to§increase§fares§to§offset§additional§costs.§

 f Restricting the options with prescriptive regulations accomplishes nothing but rigidity, contrary to the 
flexibility sought by modernizing the regulations. 

 f In this same vein, the Agency should not be involved in determining the value of alternative forms of 
payment acceptable as equivalent compensation. 

§§ Not§only§is§this§a§complex§exercise,§but§it§is§a§subjective§one,§as§the§inherent§value§varies§not§only§from§
one§carrier§to§the§next§but§also§from§one§passenger§to§the§next,§according§to§personal§preference.§

§§ The§ decision§ to§ accept§ an§ alternative§ form§ of§ compensation§ is§ a§ separate,§ additional§ agreement§
between§the§airline§and§its§customer,§which§is§above§the§minimum§protection§provided§to§customers§
through§regulation§and§which§therefore§does§not§warrant§regulatory§intervention.§

 f Therefore, airlines ought to be given the flexibility to offer their own forms of compensation in lieu of 
cash, which customers would be free to accept or reject. 

§§ The§flexibility§optimizes§the§interests§of§both§airlines§and§passengers§alike.§

§§ Limiting§the§flexibility,§conversely,§prevents§optimizing§the§interests§of§either.§
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2. FLEXIBILITY IN THE TIMELINE TO PROVIDE COMPENSATION IS NEEDED

 f Regulations must allow the airline adequate time to investigate and determine the cause of a delay, 
evaluate whether compensation is owed, exchange with customers to determine the preferred form of 
compensation, and issue the compensation. 

 f Issuance of compensation at the airport, for example, would be an impossible task, one which does not 
have its equivalent under any regime known to Air Canada, including EC 261/2004.42

5. Should airlines be exempted from having to provide compensation if they provide ample advance 
notice of a flight cancellation or delay? If so, what minimum advance notice should be required for 
such an exemption?

 f Yes, airlines should be exempted and there should be no compensation owed, as well as no obligation for 
assistance if advance notice of at least 72 hours is given prior to the outbound flight, or one week prior to 
a return flight that is part of a round-trip ticket. 

 f There are other circumstances in which airlines, likewise, should have no obligation of compensation or 
assistance (explained below).

1. EXCEPTION TO COMPENSATION AND ASSISTANCE: 72 HOURS ADVANCE NOTICE

 f Airlines should be exempted from having to pay compensation if ample notice of a flight cancellation or 
delay is provided to passengers, or if they arrive at their final destination within the time provided for 
under the compensation regime.43 

§§ Specifically,§if§an§airline§is§able§to§communicate§the§delay§or§cancellation§of§a§flight§more§than§72§hours§
before§the§scheduled§time§of§an§outbound§flight,§or§1§week§prior§to§a§return§flight§that§is§part§of§a§
round-trip§ticket,§then§there§ought§not§be§any§compensation§or§obligations§of§assistance§owing;§or

§§ If§an§airline§offers§a§rerouting§option§to§replace§the§cancelled§or§delayed§flight,§compensation,§if§any,§
should§follow§the§time§thresholds§for§arrival§at§final§destination§set§out§in§the§proposed§regime.

 f The Montreal Convention would cover any expenses incurred, if any, as a result of the cancellation.

2. EXCEPTION APPLIES WHEN NOTICE IS SENT

 f Proof by the airline of having provided the notice should be sufficient to trigger the application of the 
exception. 

§§ Any§notice§given§by§the§airline§to§the§agent§or§ intermediary§should§constitute§notification§to§the§
passenger§concerned.§No§compensation§or§assistance§should§be§owed§in§those§circumstances.§Where§
a§reservation§has§been§made§on§behalf§of§a§passenger§by§an§agent§or§intermediary§and§the§agent§or§
intermediary§provides§their§own§contact§information§in§the§booking§rather§than§that§of§the§passenger,§
it§is§impossible§for§airlines§to§contact§passengers§directly.§

§§ A§ conscious§ choice§ is§ being§ made§ in§ this§ respect§ by§ the§ consumer§ or§ his/her§ representative,§ and§
airlines§should§not§be§held§responsible§if§their§message§to§the§agent§or§representative§is§not,§in§turn,§
transmitted§to§the§passenger§in§time.§

42§While§the§U.S.§regime§does§mandate§compensation§at§the§airport,§it§does§so§for§denied§boarding,§a§relatively§rare§but§clear,§straightforward§occurrence§
and§one§affecting§far§fewer§people.§There§is§no§obligation§whatsoever§in§the§U.S.§to§compensate§for§any§delays,§which§affect§far§more§people§and§
requires§investigation§as§to§cause.§

43§ As§stated§above,§the§amount§of§compensation§should§be§linked§to§the§length§of§the§delay§at§arrival§at§final destination.
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3. EXCEPTION TO COMPENSATION AND ASSISTANCE – INFANTS AND NON-REVENUE PASSENGERS

 f Airlines should be exempted from having to pay compensation for infants not travelling in their own seat, 
as well as for non-revenue passengers (e.g. employees). 

4. EXCEPTION TO COMPENSATION: DELAY UNDER 15 MINUTES AT CONNECTION POINT

 f Under any compensation regime, one has the obligation to mitigate one’s damages. Passengers who 
select minimum connections are increasing their risk that even a modest delay will cause them to miss 
their connection.44

 f Minimum connection times set by airlines are based on feasible operating schedules. 

§§ While§airlines§have§every§incentive§and§do§strive§to§operate§on§time,§certain§delays§are§to§be§expected.§

§§ In§addition,§when§multiple§carriers§are§involved§in§an§itinerary,§the§minimum§connection§time§set§by§
the§marketing§carrier§is§not§always§an§adequate§reflection§of§the§time§reasonably§required§to§connect.§

 f As such, Air Canada proposes that if a delay at arrival of a particular flight, as compared to its originally 
planned arrival, is under 15 minutes, no compensation should be owed at all, regardless of the delay at 
the passenger’s final destination. 

§§ Airlines§could§still§decide§whether§to§compensate§passengers§on§a§goodwill§basis,§but§it§would§not§
be§fair§for§regulations§to§impose§compensation§requirements§for§situations§that§customers§should§
reasonably§foresee.

Standard of passenger treatment

1.§ When§and§how§should§an§airline§be§required§to§notify§passengers§that§their§flight§is§delayed§or§
cancelled?

 f Airlines should make reasonable efforts to notify passengers in a timely fashion, subject to contact 
information having been provided.

§§ In§line§with§our§response§to§the§question§in§the§delay§section§about§whether§airlines§should§be§required§
to§declare§the§reason§for§the§flight§disruption,§airlines§should§not§be§required§to§provide§reasons§for§the§
disruption§unless§passengers§are§on§board§or§at§the§gate§after§scheduled§boarding§time,§and§airlines§
should§not§be§required§to§notify§more§than§every§30§minutes§if§revised§departure§times§evolve.§

44§Air§transportation§is§complex,§and§delays§are,§unfortunately,§a§part§of§air§travel.§Airlines§allow§minimum§connection§times§so§that§passengers§who§are§
in§reasonably§good§health§and§able§to§complete§the§connection§process,§which§may§involve§going§through§customs,§security,§etc.,§with§reasonable§
dispatch,§are§able§to§purchase§such§connections.§Passengers§who§select§tight§connection§times§and§who§are§in§a§situation§that§may§require§more§time§
to§connect§(traveling§with§children;§passengers§with§reduced§mobility,§etc.)§put§themselves§at§risk§of§not§having§time§to§make§their§connections.

§ Some§destinations§cannot§be§reached§in§one§day§of§travel§without§a§short§minimum§connection.§For§example,§in§Bogotá,§AC1944§arrives§from§Toronto§
at§2110§and§connects§to§AV8377§to§Quito,§Ecuador§at§2245,§5§minutes§under§the§minimum§connection§time.§If§Air§Canada§were§to§stop§selling§this§
itinerary,§it§would§not§be§possible§to§reach§Quito§from§Canada§in§one§day.
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NOTIFICATION SHOULD BE A “BEST EFFORTS” OBLIGATION

a) Contact Information for Notification is Not Always Available

 f Despite our objective of improving our communication with our passengers, we are only provided with 
accurate contact information 41% of the time. 

§§ One§cause§is§that§travel§agencies§often§provide§their§own§contact§information§in§order§to§protect§their§
relationship§and§prevent§their§client§from§interacting§directly§with§Air§Canada.§

§§ Others§ may§ not§ provide§ contact§ information§ to§ avoid§ receiving§ further§ communications§ from§
Air§Canada,§and§others§may§simply§neglect§to.§Even§when§Air§Canada§does§have§adequate§contact§
information,§at§times§customers§do§not§verify§their§messages§or§may§turn§their§roaming§functions§off§
during§travel.

 f In any such case, Air Canada is unable to communicate with these passengers until they arrive and 
respond at the gate for their flight, and the airline cannot be responsible in such cases for customers not 
receiving the notice. 

b) Notification Obligations Should Be Dependent on Customers Providing Proper Contact Information

 f Therefore, while Air Canada opposes regulations imposing stringent communication obligations, if they 
do, they should be made conditional upon the operating carrier having been provided with direct contact 
information for the passenger in question and the passenger accessing the communication.45

c) Airlines Need Flexibility in Selecting Methods of Communication

 f Regulations should not prescribe how information is to be communicated in order to provide the flexibility 
needed to allow for the development and use of innovative methods of communication. 

§§ A§carrier’s§ability§to§use§flight§information§display§systems§at§airports§varies§by§airport.§Similarly,§its§
ability§to§contact§and§coordinate§with§ground§airport§staff§may§vary§as§well,§particularly§when§this§
staff§is§contracted.§

§§ It§ is§ anticipated§ that,§ with§ technological§ innovations,§ communication§ with§ passengers§ as§ well§ as§
internal§ and§external§ employees§will§ eventually§ take§place§ in§ real§ time,§but§ the§ regulations§must§
accommodate§the§reality§of§evolving§means§and§circumstances.

 f Moreover, the duration of the delay is not often known at the outset and is often related to air traffic 
control, delays of customs or security and other third parties. 

§§ Regulations§ must§ not§ penalize§ airlines§ for§ communicating§ best§ available§ information§ when§ this§
information§turns§out§to§have§been§inaccurate.

 f Therefore, airlines should be required to make reasonable efforts to notify passengers of the duration of 
delays and cancellations within a reasonable time once the information becomes available to the airline, 
but no more than every 30 minutes. 

§§ Should§the§Agency§believe§there§is§real§merit§to§prescribing§more§details,§verbal§notification§while§
passengers§are§on§board§or§at§the§gate§after§boarding§time§has§started§should§be§sufficient,§or§at§other§
times§and§through§other§means,§subject§always§to§passengers§providing§contact§information.

45§ Air§Canada§provides§the§option§to§all§our§passengers§to§register§for§delay§notifications§at§the§check-in§counter§or§on§our§website§itself.§We§continue§to§
look§into§promoting§communication§through§such§means.
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2. Should airlines be required to ensure that affected passengers are re-booked on another available 
flight in a reasonable time frame?

 If so, what would constitute a reasonable period of time, and should this obligation apply even if it 
means that the airline has to book passengers on flights with other airlines?

 f Carriers should be required to use reasonable efforts to reroute affected passengers on another flight of 
the same airline in a reasonable time frame. 

 f Any rerouting above and beyond these options should be at the carrier’s discretion and either on a 
goodwill basis or as a result of its competitive customer service policies.

1. FLEXIBILITY IS NEEDED TO DETERMINE “REASONABLE TIME FRAME” 

 f This “reasonable period of time” should not to be interpreted restrictively though and must take into 
consideration the availability of other flights and space, which airlines are best suited to determine, and 
the context in which the given flight is being operated, for example: 

§§ Major§events§such§as§weather,§labour§action,§grounding§of§entire§fleets,§and§even§high§demand§can§
prevent§rerouting§options§for§days.§

 f The assessment of what constitutes a “reasonable period of time” must account for such situations. 
What constitutes a “reasonable time frame” depends on the situation, the level of disruption, and the 
expectations of those affected.

§§ Because§of§the§complexity§of§rerouting§(further§described§below),§it§is§important§that§airlines§retain§
the§discretion§to§determine§rerouting§options§on§a§case§by§case§basis§or,§where§possible,§to§allow§
passengers§to§make§their§own§rerouting§decisions.46§

§§ Regulatory§prescription,§no§matter§how§well§intended,§that§removes§the§needed§operational§flexibility§
would§not§properly§account§for§the§operational§reality,§which§regularly§balances§multiple,§and§often§
competing§factors,§nor§would§it§account§for§each§passenger’s§particular§situation.§

2. REROUTING DECISIONS ARE COMPLEX

 f As context, it is important to appreciate how complicated re-booking is and the ripple effect it has on the 
entire network. 

§§ A§delay§to§a§single§flight§can§have§a§cascading§effect§through§the§entire§network§that§is§felt§for§days,§as§
the§aircraft§is§now§delayed§for§its§successive§missions,§with§passengers§that§have§to§be§moved§around.§

§§ For§ a§ network§ carrier’s§ full§ network,§ the§ complexities§ are§ innumerable,§ with§ variables§ such§ as§
frequencies,§passenger§documentation,§crew§legalities,§etc.§

§§ Rerouting§passengers§may§require§equipment§changes§to§provide§available§capacity§with§associated§
downline§implications,§including§factors§such§as§crewing§and§slot§availability.§Every§variable§must§be§
accounted§for§in§real§time.§

46§Air§Canada§does§have§a§system,§which§it§is§looking§to§improve,§that§would§allow§passengers§to§change§the§rerouting§decision§that§we§propose,§to§one§
that§better§suits§their§needs.
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 f Prescriptive regulatory requirements cannot possibly account for them without inevitably producing 
unintentional adverse consequences that could end up affecting more passengers than the original event.

 f Re-booking passengers on flights operated by other airlines (OAL) adds a whole additional level of 
complexity including constraints created by the reservation system,47 as well as other commercial and 
operational constraints. 

 f Airlines should have the flexibility to re-book their passengers on their own services or on OAL based on 
their own judgment and assessment of the particular situation.

§§ Even§if§reservation§system§constraints§are§overcome,§carriers§still§have§the§ability§to§deny§passengers§
re-booked§by§another§carrier§on§its§services§within§24§hours§of§the§flight.48§

§§ This§can§result§in§passengers§believing§that§they§have§confirmed§tickets§on§another§carrier,§showing§up§
for§the§flight,§and§being§denied§by§the§other§carrier,§causing§exasperation,§frustration§and§inconvenience.§

 f Air Canada is focused on ensuring that our passengers are well taken care of in situations of delays and 
denied boarding. 

§§ We§automatically§offer§re-booking§on§the§earliest§possible§flight§offered§by§Air§Canada.§

§§ If§a§passenger§is§connecting§to§another§airline,§we§offer§to§re-book§them§on§that§airline§instead.49§

3. REQUIREMENTS TO REROUTE MUST PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY TO AIRLINES

 f The ability to swiftly re-book a passenger on another flight also entails commercial and operational 
constraints. Re-booking a passenger with another airline can be costly, costs which ultimately need to be 
passed on to customers in the form of higher fares.

 f Airlines make the commercial choice whether to enter into reprotection agreements with each other. 
Regulations should not disrupt this system. 

§§ Regulatory§prescription§in§this§area§will§interfere§with§realities§of§“doing§business”§with§other§airlines§
and§disrupt§commercial§relationships§and§competitive§forces.50

47§ First,§at§present,§Air§Canada§uses§a§home-grown§legacy§reservation§system§(“RESIII”).§This§system,§like§any,§has§constraints.§It§does§not§link§to§real§time§
information§about§flights§contained§in§our§Departure§Control§System§(“DCS”),§meaning§that§once§a§flight§goes§into§DCS,§24§hours§prior§to§departure,§
any§re-booking§must§be§done§manually.§In§particular,§while§any§changes§in§RESIII§automatically§update§customer§information§in§DCS,§any§changes§
completed§in§DCS§are§not§reflected§in§the§PNR/RESIII.§If§the§airport§is§processing§any§delays/cancellations§in§DCS,§this§process§in§itself§will§inhibit§any§
travel§agency§from§re-booking§the§same§customer.§As§a§result,§re-booking§is§manual§and§therefore§burdensome.§

§ Air§Canada§is§in§the§process§of§implementing§a§new§reservation§system§that§is§shared§by§many§carriers§in§STAR§Alliance§and§that§will§resolve§some§of§
these§communication§issues.§But§beyond§the§burden,§it§has§the§consequence§that§no§other§airline§can§read§accurate§availability§in§our§system§to§reroute§
a§customer§on§us,§leading§to§passengers§being§booked§on§our§flights§even§when§the§flight§is§full§or§even§oversold.§Conversely,§if§we§want§to§re-book§
passengers§on§OAL§and§that§carrier§has§not§closed§off§its§inventory,§we§can§be§inadvertently§putting§that§OAL§in§an§overbooking§situation§close§to§
departure§(this§occurs§irrespective§of§the§legacy§nature§of§our§reservation§system).

48§ IATA§Resolution§735d,§2.4.3.§

49§Where§a§customer§requests§to§be§re-booked§on§another§airline,§we§will§offer§that§option§if§we§consider§that§we§are§reasonably§unable§to§meet§the§
expectations§of§the§customers§ourselves.§If§another§airline§is§offering§a§direct§flight§to§the§passenger’s§intended§destination§and§the§passenger§had§
originally§booked§a§connecting§itinerary§with§Air§Canada,§we§take§the§necessary§steps§to§get§that§passenger,§per§the§latter’s§request,§on§that§other§
airline’s§flight,§unless§there§is§no§available§room,§or§the§re-booking§process§is§so§uncertain§that§we§may§be§doing§a§disfavour§to§our§customer§by§sending§
them§off§to§that§OAL.

50§As§the§Agency§is§well§aware,§Air§Canada§is§currently§subject§to§a§decision§of§the§Agency§that§mandates§re-booking§passengers§on§OAL,§one§which§did§
cause§inadvertent§interference§in§contractual§negotiations.§This§decision§changed§several§issues§which§make§it§impracticable,§the§primary§one§being§
that§re-booking§is§handled§by§System§Operations§Control§as§part§of§a§holistic§re-booking§plan;§this§is§the§only§feasible§and§most§efficient§approach.§It§is§
not§handled§on§an§individual§basis§by§our§airport§agents,§as§agents§have§neither§the§time,§resources§or§tools§to§do§so.§
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 f It is not practical or even possible to instantly create a new schedule following an important disruption 
that could involve multiple diversions and cancellations in the context where aircraft and passengers are 
spread out throughout the network. 

§§ Carriers§need§to§be§able§to§optimize§the§system’s§solutions,§not§accommodate§one§passenger§while§
seriously§inconveniencing§many.§

§§ Time§is§required§to§devise§a§recovery§plan§which§may§or§may§not§include§re-booking§on§OAL,§and§
which§is§in§the§best§interest§of§all§customers,§and§not§in§the§best§interest§of§single§passengers§who§
happens§to§voice§concerns§the§loudest.§

 f Accordingly, the new regulatory framework should eliminate the effects of the Agency’s decision to 
promote the interests of the greatest number of Travellers. 

a) Regulations Should Not Detail Re-booking Options, Particularly Not on OAL

 f The airline industry and its day-to-day operations form part of a dynamic, fast paced, intricate 
environment in which change and innovation are constant. Systems improvements will continuously 
improve accurate, real time information on availability. 

§§ Detailed,§ prescriptive§ requirements§on§ reprotection§ risks§disregard§ the§ real,§ complex§environment§
in§which§these§events§occur,§stifling§innovative§solutions§and§imposing§unworkable§ones§which,§for§
example,§might§fail§to§account§for§system§limitations§of§OAL.

 f It is noteworthy that no other passenger rights regime in the world details methods of re-booking in such 
a way, except the EU Commission’s stalled proposal to review EU261, which includes the obligation of 
using OAL for delays longer than 12 hours.51

b) No Obligation to Re-book on OAL Under 27 Hours

 f Should the Agency nonetheless decide to set specific rerouting obligations onto OAL, there should be no 
obligation to reroute on OAL unless a delay exceeds the 27h, to allow airlines to reroute next day on its 
own services (within a 3-hour buffer).

c) Obligations Must Be on a “Reasonable Efforts” Basis

 f Furthermore, any obligation to reroute should be defined as a reasonable efforts obligation, regardless of 
the reason of the delay or cancellation. 

§§ This§ will§ address§ situations§ where§ there§ are§ no§ rerouting§ options§ available§ (e.g.§ Icelandic§ volcano§
eruption;§Hurricane§Irma;§other§situations§of§significant§disruption).

51§ Regulation§of§the§European§Parliament§and§of§the§Council§amending§Regulation§(EC)§No§261/2004:

§ “Right§to§rerouting:§the§proposal§clarifies§that§if§the§air§carrier§cannot§reroute§the§passenger§on§its§own§services§within§12§hours,§it§must§consider§other§
carriers§or§other§transport§modes,§subject§to§seat§availability”§(Page§7).
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 f It is unreasonable to set any time frame at all for “reasonable” rerouting in situations outside the carrier’s 
control. The assessment must be made on a case by case basis.52

 f Accordingly, there must be an exception to the obligation to reroute passengers in cases of severe weather, 
war, or any extraordinary circumstances or events outside of the airline’s reasonable control.

3. What other measures or types of assistance should passengers receive when their flight is delayed 
or cancelled? For example: 

•§ Meals

•§ Refreshments

•§ Accommodations

•§ opportunities§to§communicate§with§friends,§family§and§colleagues

•§ status§updates

•§ ability§to§obtain§a§refund§or§return§to§the§point§of§origin§if§continued§travel§no§longer§
serves§a§purpose

 f Passengers should be provided meals and refreshments in situations of delay or cancellation that are 
within the carrier’s control. 

 f Similarly, carriers should ensure that passengers are provided accommodations in situations of delay or 
cancellation that are considered within their control as provided for in the New Act. 

 f However, there should be no assistance for delays and cancellations notified 72 hours in advance 
of outbound flights, or one week in advance of inbound flights as part of a round-trip ticket, and no 
assistance if a rerouting option arrives within a reasonable time frame of the original scheduled arrival.53

1. ASSISTANCE IN SITUATIONS WITHIN THE CARRIER’S CONTROL ONLY

 f It is essential that obligations of assistance not be expanded to include situations that a carrier would not 
consider as within its control, whether by regulations or through decisions in individual cases. 

§§ The§reality§is§that§storms§and§other§adverse§weather§conditions§often§cause§hotels§to§be§overbooked§
and§unavailable.§

§§ It§is§therefore§exacerbating§the§inequity§if§airlines§were§legally§obliged§to§provide§such§assistance§in§
cases§of§delays§and§cancellations§caused§by§events§outside§of§their§control,§when§they§precipitate§
further§situations§outside§of§their§control§(hotel§unavailability).§

§§ Airlines§are§not§ travel§agents,§ and§ their§business§model§ is§not§ set§up§ to§comply§with§widespread§
obligations§to§accommodate§passengers§in§hotels.§

52§ Experience§has§shown§this§with§the§Icelandic§volcano§and§other§extreme§weather§patterns.§During§Hurricane§Irma§in§September§2017,§multiple§airports§
were§closed§for§3§days§or§more,§and§there§were§no§alternate§airports§to§be§used§on§islands.§Air§Canada§had§to§cancel§its§flights§to§and§from§Sint§Maarten§
and§Puerto§Rico§for§the§entire§winter§season§due§to§destruction§of§airport§infrastructure.§Rerouting§passengers§stuck§in§those§airports§was§extremely§
challenging,§as§space§on§OAL§was§extremely§limited§as§well,§with§air§travel§at§times§impossible.§Situations§such§as§these§become§humanitarian§crises.§
While§Air§Canada§does§its§utmost§to§assist§in§such§situations,§airlines§alone§cannot§be§held§responsible§for§transporting§passengers§out§of§disaster§
zones,§when§safe§operations§are§jeopardized.§Similarly,§the§Icelandic§volcano§closed§airspace§over§Northern§Europe§from§April§15th§to§April§23rd§and§
intermittently§from§May§4th§to§May§16th,§which§caused§the§cancellation§of§95,000§flights.§

53§ §As§stated§in§our§response§to§question§5§above.
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 f If there are situations carriers consider are outside their control that end up being considered within their 
control under regulations, then there should be a limit of 3 nights on the obligation to accommodate. 

 f This is also a recommendation in the EU Commissions’ review of EU261.54 

 f Experience in Europe under EC 261 caselaw is an opportunity to learn and to avoid unmanageable and 
unfair results.

§§ Experience§ in§ Europe§ shows§ the§ tremendous§ financial§ impact§ that§ a§ requirement§ to§ provide§
accommodations§may§have.§The§Icelandic§volcano§eruption§in§2010§cost§airlines§$1.7§billion,55§and§
within§1§week,§airlines§had§paid§1.5§times§what§they§normally§would§pay§in§a§year.56§

§§ Hotel§prices§had§ jumped§up§all§around§the§world§as§a§ result§of§European§airlines§being§unable§ to§
operate§as§planned§and§passengers§being§stranded§in§many§cities§outside§Europe.§

§§ Having§the§airlines§shoulder§the§burden§in§situations§not§within§their§control,§when§they§are§already§
bearing§the§high§cost§of§irregular§operations§caused§by§circumstances§outside§of§their§control,§is§highly§
inequitable§and§hurts§all§airline§stakeholders.57

2. LIMITS TO THE PROVISION OF MEALS AND HOTELS

a) No Hotel Accommodation for Local Customers.

 f Even when the reason for the delay or cancellation is within the carrier’s control, it should not generally 
have to accommodate local customers. In situations where “local” passengers actually live far enough 
from the airport, depending on the reprotection flight, accommodation at an airport hotel may be 
preferable. 

§§ With§limited§exception,§providing§local§customers§with§a§taxi§to§travel§to§or§from§passengers’§house/
families’§house§would§be§sufficient.§

 f The regulations should encourage airlines to account for circumstances and use their discretion to take 
care of their customers in the best possible way by taking into account a number of factors, using their 
best judgment.

b) Meals and Hotel Subject to Availability

 f Airlines have no control over hotel availability or over the operating times of food providers at airports. 
Again, the standard of treatment obligation should be understood as requiring airlines to make reasonable 
efforts in the circumstances. 

c) Refunding Costs Incurred for Hotels Should be Reasonable

 f Airlines should not be responsible for refunding excessive hotel costs.58 

§§ Circumstances§can§sometimes§result§in§particularly§high§hotel§costs§which§are§justified,§for§example,§
when§a§large§event§is§happening§at§the§time§in§question.

§§ However,§booking§a§5-star§hotel§because§it§is§attached§to§the§airport§may§not§be§reasonable,§when§
there§is§a§3-star§hotel§nearby§with§a§free§shuttle.§Nor§is§booking§a§deluxe§suite§when§there§are§regular§
rooms§available.§

54§Regulation§of§the§European§Parliament§and§of§the§Council§amending§Regulation§(EC)§No§261/2004§at§Pages§8§and§21.

55§ http://www.iata.org/pressroom/speeches/Pages/2010-04-21.aspx.

56§https://www.reuters.com/article/eu-airlines/eu-commission-wants-to-cap-stranded-air-passengers-hotel-costs-idUSL6N0C4FE920130313.§

57§ The§experience§in§Europe§under§EC§261§caselaw§is§an§opportunity§to§learn§and§must§be§avoided.

58§Air§Canada§faces§numerous§situations§where§passengers§claim§refunds§for§hotels§that§are§excessive.

https://www.reuters.com/article/eu-airlines/eu-commission-wants-to-cap-stranded-air-passengers-hotel-costs-idUSL6N0C4FE920130313
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§§ The§airline’s§responsibility§should§not§be§an§occasion§for§abuse.

 f The general principle that one is responsible for mitigating one’s damages should apply. While Air Canada 
sympathizes with passengers who are delayed unexpectedly overnight, passengers should be obliged to 
be reasonable in the expenses they incur generally, and to act in a responsible and reasonable fashion 
when making their accommodation arrangements.  

 f As such, airlines should first have the right to arrange accommodations on behalf of their passengers. 
In the event that it is unable to do so, Air Canada further submits that airlines should only be obliged to 
compensate for reasonable hotel expenses. Should passengers prefer other accommodations, they are 
free to arrange them, but airlines’ liability should be limited.

3. STATUS UPDATES PROVIDED PER NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

 f Air Canada refers to its comments regarding notification obligations above.59

4. COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE IS REDUNDANT

 f Technology has changed the need for airlines to be responsible for providing means of communication in 
all but limited circumstances. 

 f Requiring airlines to provide passengers with modes of communication would be frequently redundant in 
a world of cellular and smart phones. 

§§ Indeed,§people§are§now§easily§connected§on§their§mobile§phones§and§other§methods§of§communication§
and§airlines§cannot§readily§pay§upfront§for§calls§passengers§make§on§their§mobile§phones§as§a§result§of§
a§flight§disruption.§

§§ Carriers§no§longer§keep§“calling§cards”§or§other§methods§of§paying§for§their§customers’§communication§
using§public§telephones.60§

 f Our experience has shown that this requirement causes an undue regulatory burden, which in our 
estimation fails to pass the cost-benefit test and should not be included in the regulations. 

 f Most importantly, the Montreal Convention will apply, in any event, to impose a reimbursement 
obligation for these kinds of expenses.

59§ See§question§5§of§the§previous§section.

60§Air§Canada§used§to§keep§these,§but§they§were§of§such§limited§use§that§they§are§no§longer§offered§in§North§America,§though§they§are§kept§in§Europe§to§
comply§with§EC§261/2004.
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5. NO REFUND AND RETURN TO THE POINT OF ORIGIN IF TRAVEL NO LONGER SERVES A PURPOSE

 f The opportunity to obtain a refund for the unused portion of the itinerary should be available in all 
situations, as an alternative to being rerouted.61 

 f Airlines should not be made responsible for the purpose of a passenger’s trip that is no longer needed. 
Airlines should not be required to:

§- refund§an§entire§itinerary§that§has§been§partially§used;§and§

§- return§passenger§to§point§of§origin§at§the§airline’s§cost§

if§a§delay§causes§the§travel§to§no§longer§serve§a§purpose,§unless§the§situation§is§within§its§control.§

§- Imposing§such§obligations§would§amount§to§having§airlines§incur§high§costs§in§advance§of§a§claim§for§
damages,§which§would§be§contrary§to§the§Montreal§Convention.

 f No other transportation industry is required to compensate passengers if their trip no longer serves a 
purpose, irrespective of the nature of the travel delay. 

§§ This§would§be§akin§to§a§passenger§asking§a§taxi§driver§to§drive§them§back§home§after§having§been§stuck§
in§traffic§for§so§long§that§their§trip§no§longer§serves§a§purpose,§without§having§to§pay§for§the§ride.

4. Should the standard of treatment vary depending on the length of the delay experienced by the 
passenger? If so, how?

 f The standard of treatment ought to be proportionate to the length of the delay experienced by the 
passenger. A passenger whose flight has been delayed for 1 or 2 hours, for example, would not require 
meals, but a passenger delayed for 5 hours would.

 f As such, Air Canada proposes the following minimal standard of treatment for delays and cancellations 
within a carrier’s control, commensurate with the delay experienced by the passenger, as anything 
beyond this could be deemed non-compensatory and contrary to the Montreal Convention: 

Event Meal Entitlement Hotel Entitlement
Delay Under 4 hours No No

Delay Between 4 and 8 hours CAD10§Meal§Voucher No

Delay over 8 hours Additional§CAD10§Meal§Voucher Yes

Cancellation or Misconnection 
and Same Day Reprotection

CAD10§Meal§Voucher§per§meal No

Cancellation and Next Day 
Reprotection

CAD10§Meal§Voucher§per§meal§ Yes§except§for§local§
passengers§(unless§exceptional§
circumstances§dictate§
otherwise)

Misconnected and Next Day 
Reprotection

CAD10§Meal§Voucher§per§meal Yes§except§for§local§
passengers§(unless§exceptional§
circumstances§dictate§otherwise)

61§ It§is§reasonable§to§expect§that§refunds§can§be§offered§within§30§days.
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CANCELLATIONS OR DELAYS THAT ARE WITHIN THE AIRLINE’S CONTROL BUT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY 
PURPOSES

Standard of passenger treatment

1.§ In§what§ways,§if§at§all,§should§the§required§standard§of§treatment§for§passengers§be§different§in§a§
situation§where§the§cancellation§or§delay§is§within§the§airline’s§control§but§necessary§for§safety§purposes,§
as§compared§with§a§situation§where§the§cancellation§or§delay§is§within§the§airline’s§control§and§not§
required§for§safety§reasons?

 f Carriers should be held responsible to a standard of treatment for delays and cancellations within their 
control, irrespective of the safety-related cause. 

2.§ Should§there§be§any§other§requirements§to§assist§passengers§and§to§provide§status§updates§to§
passengers?

 f No. There should not be.62 

CANCELLATIONS OR DELAYS THAT ARE OUTSIDE THE AIRLINE’S CONTROL

Completion of travel

1.§ In§situations§of§delay§or§cancellation§due§to§circumstances§outside§the§airline’s§control§(e.g.,§natural§
phenomena§and§security§events),§what§specifically§should§the§airline§be§required§to§do§to§ensure§
passengers§complete§their§itinerary?

§ Should§airlines§be§required§to§ensure§that§affected§passengers§are§re-booked§on§another§available§flight§
in§a§reasonable§time§frame?

§ If§so,§what§would§constitute§a§reasonable§period§of§time,§and§should§this§obligation§apply§even§if§it§
means§that§the§airline§has§to§book§passengers§on§flights§with§other§airlines?

 f Yes. However, as described above, carriers should retain the ability to determine the best rerouting options 
for customers and determine what constitutes a reasonable period of time under the circumstances.63 

 f Regulations that would impose obligations in this respect would stifle flexibility and competitive focus 
and are not in the interests of passengers. 

§§ Passengers§will§fare§better§if§airlines§are§able§to§use§their§own§judgment§to§deal§with§passengers§on§an§
ad§hoc§basis§at§the§time§of§the§disruption.

62§ See§comments§above§(p.§40)§regarding§notification.

63§ See§comments§above§regarding§the§complexity§of§rerouting§(p.§41-44).§§Air§Canada§is§always§focused§on§getting§passengers§safely§to§their§destination§
regardless§of§the§cause§of§any§disruption§and,§as§a§matter§of§customer§service,§brand§and§goodwill,§Air§Canada§always§uses§its§reasonable§efforts§to§
satisfy§customers’§needs§and§exceed§their§expectations.
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2.§ Should§there§be§any§other§requirements§to§assist§passengers§and§to§provide§status§updates§to§
passengers?

 f As mentioned above,64 there is no reason to distinguish between delays and cancellations for this purpose, 
except that for cancellations, notification should provide rerouting information, if applicable, in addition 
to revised departure times.

2.2 Denied Boarding

GENERAL

The legislation distinguishes between standards of treatment for denied boarding situations that are:

•§ within§the§airline’s§control§(in§which§case§compensation§levels§are§applicable);

•§ within§the§airline’s§control§but§required§for§safety§reasons,§including§disruptions§due§to§
mechanical§malfunctions;§and,

•§ outside§the§airline’s§control,§such§as§disruptions§due§to§natural§phenomena§and§
security§events.§

Should any criteria be added to further differentiate between the three categories (e.g., where 
mechanical malfunctions raise safety issues and where they do not)? If so, which criteria?

 f No other criteria are needed to further differentiate between the three categories as they encompass all 
possible circumstances without being overly specific. 

§§ However,§it§is§crucial§that§the§determination§of§what§is§a§situation§outside§a§carrier’s§control§versus§
one§within§ its§control§be§a§ reflection§of§what§ is§actually§outside§or§within§ its§control.§Otherwise,§
airlines§will§be§subject§to§unfair§and§punitive§compensation§requirements§that§cannot§effectively§drive§
behaviour.65

Should the airline be required to declare the reason for the denied boarding when it occurs?

§§ No,§the§airline§should§not§be§required§to§declare§the§reason§for§the§denied§boarding§as§the§reason§for§
the§denied§boarding§is§usually§not§immediately§clear§to§the§airport§agent§managing§the§situation.§

§§ In§fact,§in§the§U.S.,§a§denied§boarding§rule§has§existed§for§many§years,§and§there§is§no§such§communication§
requirement.

64§See§discussion§on§page§44.

65§ Air§Canada§notes§that§fully§one-third§of§ its§overbooking§situations§are§due§to§situations§outside§ its§control§(as§defined§above§for§delays),§such§as§
an§aircraft§needing§a§gauge§change§for§mechanical§reasons,§weather§causing§weight§and§balance§restrictions,§a§passenger§missing§his/her§flight§or§
connection§or§having§to§re-accommodate§a§passenger§for§other§reasons.§Classifying§situations§which§are§in§fact§outside§a§carrier’s§control§as§in§its§
control§is§a§fiction§that§is§unfair§and§has§a§significant§detrimental§effect§on§airlines§and§its§passengers§without§sufficient§offsetting§benefits.
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DENIED BOARDING WITHIN THE AIRLINE’S CONTROL AND NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY PURPOSES

Compensation Levels

1. What do you think the minimum levels of compensation should be in situations when passengers 
are denied boarding against their wishes?

 f Compensation levels for involuntary denied boarding should not be excessively high and must not be set 
at a rate higher than average fares. Therefore they should be similar to those proposed for delays and 
cancellations within carriers’ control.

1. SETTING HIGH COMPENSATION LEVELS IS NOT NECESSARILY THE LEAST DISRUPTIVE OR MOST EFFICIENT 
MEANS OF INCENTIVIZING VOLUNTEERING.

 f It is important to find volunteers in an overbooking situation rather than force passengers off flights, to 
have a less disruptive effect on passengers generally.

 f However, high compensation levels set by regulation are not necessarily the most efficient way to 
incentivize volunteering, contrary to the Agency’s statement in the consultation document.

§§ On§the§contrary,§setting§high§compensation§levels§may§disincentivize§passengers§willing§to§fly§later§
from§volunteering.§

 Example:§

§- If§a§passenger§knows§that§the§required§compensation§payment§is§$1,500§for§being§denied§boarding,§
they§would§not§be§incentivized§to§accept§a§$500§voucher§for§future§travel.§However,§the§passenger§
chosen§to§be§denied§boarding§involuntarily§may§be§a§passenger§whose§travel§plans§are§not§as§flexible§
as§the§one§who§would§have§otherwise§been§prepared§to§accept§the§voucher.

 f There is no one-size-fits-all solution for denied boarding compensation. Airlines should be encouraged 
to set a flexible process. For example, a bidding process is more efficient and could even lead to higher 
compensation than an amount set by regulation would offer. 

 Example:§

§- Delta§and§United§both§state§that§they§will§go§up§to§$10,000§in§their§bidding§process,§as§a§means§of§
encouraging§participation.§They§have§apparently§done§so§in§the§past.§

 f A contrario, low minimum compensation levels would provide more leeway for airlines to devise creative 
compensation methods tailored to a potential volunteer’s preference to encourage volunteering by 
passengers who wouldn’t otherwise be interested in doing so, if a high compensation payment were 
being made available to those denied boarding against their will. 

2. PROMOTE PASSENGER CHOICE THROUGH A FLEXIBLE REGIME 

 f Certain American carriers (e.g. Delta and United) have put in place a reverse bid auction program to entice 
passengers to volunteer through a gamification process. 

§§ Such§ processes§ usually§ inform§ passengers§ of§ the§ overbooking§ situation§ prior§ to§ them§ arriving§ at§
the§gate,§reducing§the§tension§and§giving§them§more§time§to§consider§the§feasibility§of§alternative§
arrangements§ and§ allowing§ them§ to§ make§ choices§ in§ light§ of§ their§ own§ itineraries§ and§ personal§
circumstances§(e.g.§flexible§student§vs.§time§sensitive§Traveller;§passenger§with§hotel§bookings§that§
allow§free§cancellations;§etc.).§

§§ This§avoids§confrontations§at§the§gate§and§defuses§the§tension§by§allowing§more§flexible§passengers§to§
“bid”§against§each§other,§even§adding§a§“fun”§component§to§an§otherwise§disruptive§process.§
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§§ Most§importantly,§the§process§inherently§identifies§the§most§flexible§passengers§and§rewards§them§for§
their§flexibility.

 f Regulatory prescription for the denied boarding process would remove flexibility for airlines to come up 
with innovative processes.

3. NO “MINIMUM COMPENSATION” FOR DENIED BOARDING ON INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS 

 f For international flights, unless denied boarding causes damage to a passenger as a result of a delay 
resulting from the denied boarding, and unless compensation is linked to that damage and claimed as 
a result of denied boarding, the compensation regime would be contrary to the Montreal and Warsaw 
Convention systems66 and is susceptible to legal challenge.

 f Accordingly, comments provided are subject to this significant issue and presume valid resolution.

4. DENIED BOARDING COMPENSATION SHOULD NOT BE SET AT PUNITIVE LEVELS

 f There is no reason to “punish” overselling. 

§§ Despite§comments§made§by§certain§groups§(such§as§the§Canadian§Automobile§Association§(CAA))§that§
denied§boarding§compensation§should§be§set§at§high§levels§to§dissuade§airlines§from§using§overselling§
as§a§commercial§practice,§airlines§do§not§intentionally§overbook§their§flights.§

§§ Flights§ are§ oversold§ at§ a§ level§ lower§ than§ the§ statistically-determined§ no-show§ rate,§ with§ the§
expectation§that§they§will§not§be§ultimately§overbooked.§

§§ Flights§are§oversold§to§contain§costs§and§enable§fares§to§be§set§at§levels§ lower§than§they§would§if§
overselling§were§prohibited,§contrary§to§the§stated§objective§of§the§Minister§to§make§lower§fares§more§
widely§available.

 f Therefore, there is no need for any disincentive. 

 f Overselling has been recognized time and time again by the Agency and Transport Canada, as well as 
other regulators and courts world-wide, as being reasonable.67 

 f Moreover, as mentioned, a large number of flights end up being overbooked through no fault of the 
airline. 

§§ It§would§not§only§be§unfair§to§penalize§airlines§in§such§a§situation,§but§it§would§have§no§dissuasive§effect§
or§beneficial§impact.§

 f There is therefore no valid basis to address denied boarding with punitive compensation. 

 f If, nonetheless, the Agency determines there must be minimum compensation, the minimum 
compensation ought to be the same as that offered to passengers in the case of a delay or cancellation 
within carrier’s control. 

§§ In§no§case§should§compensation§be§higher§than§the§average§fare§on§such§market;§and

§§ Compensation§ should§ be§ related§ to§ the§ overall§ delay§ at§ arrival§ (taking§ reprotection§ flights§ into§
consideration),§as§well§as§the§length§of§the§flight§(i.e.§North§America/Sun§vs.§Other§International).

66§As§stated§above§(p.§27).

67§ For§example,§overbooking§was§described§by§Justice§Powell§of§the§U.S.§Supreme§Court§in§Nader v. Allegheny Airlines Inc.,§426§US§290§(1976):

§ “Such§overbooking§is§a§common§industry§practice,§designed§to§ensure§that§each§flight§leaves§with§as§few§empty§seats§as§possible§despite§the§large§
number§of§“no-shows”§–§reservation-holding§passengers§who§do§not§appear§at§flight§time.§By§use§of§statistical§studies§of§no-show§patterns§on§specific§
flights,§the§airlines§attempt§to§predict§the§appropriate§number§of§reservations§necessary§to§fill§each§flight.§In§this§way,§they§attempt§to§ensure§the§most§
efficient§use§of§aircraft§while§preserving§a§flexible§booking§system§that§permits§passengers§to§cancel§and§change§reservations§without§notice§or§penalty.§
At§times§the§practice§of§overbooking§results§in§oversales,§which§occur§when§more§reservation-holding§passengers§than§can§be§accommodated§actually§
appear§to§board§the§flight.§When§this§occurs,§some§passengers§must§be§denied§boarding,§that§is,§they§are§“bumped”.”
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2. What criteria could be used to set compensation levels? For example, should the length of the delay 
(time) or the length of the flight (distance) be used, as is done in the EU?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.68 

3. If the length of the delay is a factor for setting compensation levels, what are the appropriate 
starting and end points for calculating the delay (for example, the expected time of arrival at the 
final destination indicated on the boarding pass, reservation or ticket versus the passenger’s actual 
arrival time at the final destination)?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.69 

4. Should cash be the only form of compensation payable to passengers or should airlines be allowed 
to offer passengers other forms of compensation? For example:

•§ travel§vouchers§valued§at§more§than§the§cash§value§option

•§ frequent§flyer§points

•§ upgrades

•§ complimentary§tickets

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.70

 f In addition to the forms of compensation mentioned in the question, other forms of compensation can 
be offered as well, if airlines retain the flexibility to offer compensation as they see fit, as stated for delay/
cancellation.71

§§ Other§forms§may§include§free§ticket§changes§(e.g.§to§travel§on§an§earlier§flight),§free§seat§selection,§
baggage§fee§waivers,§concierge§service,§lounge§access,§onboard§café,§duty§free§discounts§and§so§on.§

 f Rigid regulation should not impede airlines’ flexibility to implement innovative compensation mechanisms 
tailored to their customers’ preferences or to their business model. 

§§ Regulations§should§not§go§beyond§setting§minimum§levels§of§cash§compensation.§

§§ They§must,§though,§clearly§allow§carriers§to§propose§alternative§forms§of§compensation§acceptable§to§
the§passenger§to§optimize§the§interests§of§both§the§airline§and§the§passenger.§

§§ Prescriptive§ regulation§ may§ impose§ a§ “solution”§ that§ is§ worse§ for§ both,§ furthering§ no§ legitimate§
objective§or§interest.

1. TIME FRAME FOR COMPENSATION ISSUANCE

 f The Agency should not prescribe such level of detail. There is no ill to rectify or evident basis or need to 
regulate time frames and interfere in operations of customer service of airlines.

 f However, should the Agency identify a need or basis to pursue such an approach, it should ensure that 
airlines have a reasonable amount of time in which to issue compensation. 

§§ Because§of§the§complexity§and§security§risks§associated§with§maintaining§methods§of§payment§in§all§
stations,§particularly§small§ones,§and§the§fact§that§many§stations§are§handled§by§contracted§service§

68§See§page§29.

69§ See§page§31.

70§ See§page§37.

71§ See§page§37.
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providers,§issuing§denied§boarding§compensation§at§the§gate§is§impractical,§in§some§cases§impossible§
and§prone§to§fraud.§

§§ Moreover,§doing§so§would§impede§the§airline’s§ability§of§offering§forms§of§compensation§more§suited§
to§a§passenger’s§preferences.§

 f Accordingly, regulations should allow payment to be issued within a reasonable time frame after the 
denied boarding occurs. 

 f Experience has shown that the 24-hour time frame provided for under U.S. rules72 is unreasonably short 
and imposes an excessive regulatory burden on airlines, without commensurate benefit to passengers. 

§§ Aviation§is§an§international§industry,§and§a§denied§boarding§situation§can§occur§at§a§time§that§is§the§
middle§of§the§night§for§the§airline’s§department§responsible§for§issuing§denied§boarding§compensation.§

§§ That§department§may§then§be§issuing§compensation§at§a§time§that§ is§the§middle§of§the§night§for§
transacting§banks.§A§24-hour§time§limit§makes§little§sense§in§this§industry.

 f A minimum of 7 days would be reasonable to issue compensation. 

 f The Agency should allow for an additional 2 weeks for compensation to be received if sent by mail, at 
least until e-transfers become the norm throughout the industry.

5. If no one volunteers, how should an airline determine who will be involuntarily denied boarding? 
Examples of how an airline might do this include:

•§ choosing§the§last§person(s)§to§check§in§for§the§flight

•§ choosing§passengers§who§have§not§pre-selected§their§seats

•§ choosing§non-connecting§passengers

•§ making§a§random§selection

•§ exempting§unaccompanied§minors§and/or§families§travelling§with§children

 f An airline should have full autonomy to determine the order of priority for denied boarding. 

1. AIRLINES SHOULD NOT BE SUBJECT TO SCRUTINY ON DENIED BOARDING PRACTICES AND SERVICE 
STANDARDS

 f Airlines should be free to determine their boarding priorities in accordance with their business model 
(subject to the protection for certain special groups as stated below). 

§§ Some§airlines§may§wish§to§set§priorities§based§on§fare§class.§Others§may§wish§to§offer§fares§that§include§
“denied§boarding§protection”.§

§§ There§is§no§one§approach§that§fits§the§business§model§of§all§airlines.

 f Regulations should not prescribe the criteria, not only because strict criteria may impede innovation in 
this area, but also because these are linked to service standards upon which airlines compete. 

§§ Regulating§ would§ encroach§ upon§ airlines’§ operational§ and§ service§ criteria,§ their§ relationship§ with§
passengers,§and§their§ability§to§decide,§for§example,§to§choose§to§do§more§for§certain§passengers,§like§
high-value§customers§or§those§with§premium§status.

72§ 14§CFR§250.8.
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2. FIXED CRITERIA MAY NOT ALWAYS BE APPROPRIATE 

 fWhile Air Canada recognizes the benefit for consumers of having a requirement that protects passengers 
who would suffer undue hardship from a denied boarding situation, in its experience, rules to address 
such situations are difficult to make. 

 Example:

§- A§large§number§of§passengers§on§flights§to§Orlando§are§families§with§young§children.§While§it§is§
desirable§to§exempt§this§passenger§group§from§being§denied§boarding§on§such§flights,§there§may§be§
no§other§passenger-type§to§choose§from.§

Even§without§ regulatory§ interference,§ carriers§would§naturally§ strive§ to§avoid§ removing§ families§
to§avoid§disrupting§them§(as§such§passengers§usually§do§not§wish§to§be§separated)§and§because§
removing§them§as§a§group§may§ leave§the§aircraft§with§empty§seats,§and§cause§an§overbooking§
situation§on§the§next§flight.

 f Determining what may cause undue hardship to a passenger requires a case by case analysis, as it is linked 
to an unlimited range of factors affecting each passenger’s personal situation. 

3. PASSENGERS WITH DISABILITIES AND UNACCOMPANIED MINORS SHOULD BE PROTECTED

 f Should the Agency persist in regulating boarding priorities, Air Canada concedes that the only groups 
of passengers who should be protected from denied boarding are passengers with a disability, as special 
accommodations may have been made for them on the flight they chose to travel on, and unaccompanied 
minors, to protect their safety and well-being. 

 f Such a requirement would be in line with EC261 article 11, as well as with the recommendation made in 
14 CFR Part 250.3 (U.S. rule).

 f However, as the definition of “minor” is not uniform around the world, a clear definition should be 
provided in the regulations.

4. PRESERVING INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY HARMONY

 f No other regulatory regime in the world, to Air Canada’s knowledge, mandates specific criteria to be 
followed to determine who gets denied boarding apart from those that address passengers with a 
disability and unaccompanied minors. 

 f To do otherwise would create a compliance standard that is impractical due to varying requirements 
internationally and a burden that is not offset by any sufficient benefit
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Standard of passenger treatment

1. In what ways, if at all, should the required standard of treatment for passengers be different in a 
situation where the denied boarding is within the airline’s control but necessary for safety purposes 
(for example, an unavoidable change of aircraft that has fewer seats), as compared with a situation 
where the denied boarding is within the airline’s control and not required for safety reasons (for 
example, overbooking)?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation73 

2. When and how should an airline be required to notify a passenger that they will not be boarded on 
the flight?

1. OVERBOOKING IS ONLY DEFINITELY IDENTIFIED AND CONFIRMED AT THE GATE

 f Airlines should not notify a passenger of a denied boarding until the passenger has arrived at the gate.

§§ Overbooking§situations§can§only§be§confirmed§at§the§gate,§near§the§closing§of§the§flight,§when§it§is§
confirmed§that§all§passengers§have§shown§up§and§that§there§are§more§passengers§than§available§seats.§

§§ For§an§airline§like§Air§Canada§which§offers,§as§part§of§its§global§price§offering,§flexible§fares§allowing§
for§free§changes,§and§which§caters§to§passengers§whose§plans§can§often§change§on§short§notice,§like§
business§travellers,§determining§how§many§passengers§will§actually§show§up§for§a§flight§is§a§science§
involving§complex§statistical§analysis.§

§§ The§outcome§is§only§confirmed§when§the§departure§control§system§closes§the§flight§close§to§departure.§

§§ Many§factors§cause§the§accurate§information§to§only§be§known§at§the§gate,§such§as§the§high§volume§
of§connecting§passengers§arriving§late.§

 f As such, the volunteering process can be completed only at the gate once the overbooking situation is 
confirmed. 

§§ Ideally,§the§process§of§seeking§volunteers§begins§beforehand§(e.g.§at§check-in),§but§volunteers§identified§
would§only§be§called§upon§to§give§up§their§seat§once§the§overbooking§situation§is§confirmed,§at§the§
gate,§a§few§minutes§prior§to§departure.

 f Accordingly, passengers cannot be notified that they are being denied boarding involuntarily until they 
are at the gate.

2. IMPACT OF REGULATING THE NOTIFICATION TIME FRAME

 f If any obligation to notify earlier is imposed, flights will inevitably leave with empty seats, as compliance 
would drive airlines to deny passengers boarding even before it is apparent that they are required to for 
operational reasons. 

§§ Doing§so§would§not§only§increase§operating§costs§(with§an§inevitable§impact§on§fares)§but§will§also§
needlessly§inconvenience§a§greater§number§of§passengers§including§those§who§would§not§have§been§
denied§boarding§but§for§the§regulatory§requirement.

73§See§page§48.
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 f Moreover, requiring that the notification be earlier may cause airlines to reduce the time allotted for the 
volunteering process to ensure they have sufficient time to confirm and notify selected passengers of the 
boarding denial. 

 f It is in the consumers’ interest that the volunteering process be as long as possible so that the least 
amount of people are denied boarding against their will.

3. PRESERVING INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY HARMONY

 f No other regulatory regime in the world, to Air Canada’s knowledge, mandates the time frame in which 
notification must be given. 

 f To do so would cause an impractical compliance burden to the operation and to international carriers 
who must comply with varying or conflicting requirements worldwide.

3. Should airlines be required to ensure that affected passengers are re-booked on another available 
flight in a reasonable time frame?

§ If§so,§what§would§constitute§a§reasonable§period§of§time,§and§should§this§obligation§apply§even§if§it§
means§that§the§airline§has§to§book§passengers§on§flights§with§other§airlines?

 f Yes, same as for delay/cancellation.74 

4. What other measures or types of assistance should passengers receive when they have been denied 
boarding? For example:

•§ meals

•§ refreshments

•§ accommodations

•§ opportunities§to§communicate§with§friends,§family,§and§colleagues

•§ status§updates

•§ ability§to§obtain§a§refund§or§return§to§the§point§of§origin§if§continued§travel§no§longer§
serves§a§purpose

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.75

5. In what ways should the standard of treatment vary depending on the length of the delay 
experienced by the passenger?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.76

74§ See§page§41.

75§ See§page§44.

76§ See§page§47.
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6. Should there be any other requirements to assist passengers and to provide status updates to 
passengers?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.77

DENIED BOARDING THAT IS OUTSIDE THE AIRLINE’S CONTROL

Completion of travel

1. In situations of denied boarding due to circumstances outside the airline’s control (e.g., natural 
phenomena and security events), what specifically should the airline be required to do to ensure 
that passengers complete their itinerary?

 Should airlines be required to ensure that affected passengers are re-booked on another available 
flight in a reasonable time frame?

 If so, what would constitute a reasonable period of time, and should this obligation apply even if it 
means that the airline has to book passengers on flights with other airlines?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.78

2. Should there be any other requirements to assist passengers and to provide status updates to 
passengers?

 f Same as for delay/cancellation.79

77§See§page§44.

78§ See§page§48.

79§ See§page§49.
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III.§ TARMAC§DELAY

1. What is the appropriate starting point for calculating a tarmac delay (e.g., 
the time at which the door of the aircraft closes, the time at which the 
aircraft pulls away from the gate, or the time at which the aircraft lands 
at an airport)?

 f For tarmac delays at departure, the appropriate starting point is when the 
brakes are released (“brake release”) and there is pushback from the gate. 
The end point should be when wheels are off the tarmac (“wheels up”). 

 f Conversely, for tarmac delays at arrival, the starting point should be wheels 
touching down and the end point when brakes are set back on.

1. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS SUPPORTS BRAKES ON/OFF

 f There is no sure way to track whether passengers are on or off the aircraft, 
and even less when the first or last passenger embarked or disembarked. 

§§ Any§ requirement§ to§ track§ the§ length§ of§ tarmac§ delays§ that§ is§ not§
automated§will§inevitably§be§inaccurate.§

 f The calculation of the duration of a tarmac delay must be precise and 
automated. 

§§ It§is§important,§to§promote§regulatory§compliance§that§clear,§automated§
triggers§ are§ used§ to§ prompt§ crew§ into§ action§ when§ a§ tarmac-delay-
related§obligation§arises.§

 f Most carriers, as Air Canada, have the ability to automatically determine 
when brakes have been set and released. Therefore, these should be the 
automated triggers for the tarmac delay calculation.

§§ Air§Canada§estimates§that§the§average§cost§of§retrofitting§older§aircraft§
with§the§ability§to§track§when§aircraft§doors§open§and§close§would§be§
significant§ and§ would§ entail§ removal§ of§ the§ aircraft§ from§ service§ for§
many§days,§with§associated§significant§indirect§costs§of§lost§revenue.§

§§ The§main§risks§which§the§regulations§should§aim§to§address§would§be§
effectively§addressed§with§a§definition§of§tarmac§delays§based§on§brakes§
on/off.

 f Although there may be situations where the aircraft remains at the gate 
with passengers on board and door open even though brakes have been 
released, and there may be situations where passengers remain on board 
well after brakes have been put back on but door remains closed, the cost 
of retrofitting aircraft to add triggers for door open/close would be so high 
and the added benefit to consumers minimal (catching only a slightly higher 
number of tarmac delays) that the cost-benefit analysis of this requirement 
vs. brakes on/off is patently not justified. 

Regulatory 
Modernization: 
Cost-Benefit 
Analysis

The cost of having 

regulations that calculate 

delays at door open/close 

versus brakes on/off would 

be unduly burdensome, 

while the added consumer 

benefit would be marginal.
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2. SMALL AIRCRAFT OPERATORS SHOULD BE EXCLUDED

 f Certain carriers operating smaller aircraft may not have automated tracking abilities. 

§§ In§such§case,§all§timings§are§recorded§manually,§leaving§the§exercise§susceptible§to§human§error.§

 f As such, the Agency may wish to consider excluding any aircraft without automated tracking abilities 
having under a certain number of seats (i.e. 30 seats and under) from the application of these rules, as 
the U.S. has done.80 

2. How frequently should passengers be updated throughout a tarmac delay?

 f Passengers should be updated as often as appropriate without interfering with other core processes to 
which the crew must attend, and as a basic standard, approximately every 30 minutes, as stated above.81 

§§ A§tarmac§delay§situation§is§wearisome§for§passengers§and§on§board§crew§alike.§

§§ Having§regular,§frequent§updates§contributes§to§alleviating§the§frustration§and§stress,§increasing§their§
patience.

 f This is in line with our standard policy and requirements under U.S. and Chinese regulations.82

What types of information should the airline be required to share?

 f Airlines should be required to share basic information about the nature and length of the delay, subject, 
however, to the points raised above regarding accuracy and complexity of such assessments.83 

80§US§14§CFR§259.2

81§ See§page§39.

82§ For§tarmac§delays§in§the§U.S.,§Air§Canada§has§automated§messages§fed§to§the§flight§deck§via§the§Aircraft§Communications§Addressing§and§Reporting§
System§(ACARS)§that§include§the§standard§text§to§be§read§out§to§passengers.§

§ Accordingly,§pilots§are§aware§of§the§length§of§the§delay§that§is§conveyed§to§them§via§ACARS§and§are§in§a§position§to§convey§it§to§passengers.§

83§ §See§section§on§notifying§reasons§of§delays,§at§p.§40.
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3. What should be the minimum standard of treatment for passengers who wait on the tarmac for 
over three hours?

For§example:

•§ disembarkation

•§ water

•§ food

•§ functioning§lavatories

•§ medical§attention

•§ proper§ventilation

•§ heating§and§cooling

•§ ability§to§communicate§with§people§outside§the§aircraft

Air Canada is commenting on the regulatory scope as defined in the New Act, which sets obligations to 
begin at the 3-hour mark, as stated in the question (“Regulated Tarmac Delays”). 

 f In line with its focus on customer care, Air Canada is committed to exceeding the minimum time frame 
set out in the New Act wherever possible.

1. RETURN TO GATE AND OFFER TO DISEMBARK SHOULD BEGIN AT 4-HOUR MARK

 f The one exception to obligations starting at the three-hour mark is for disembarking. 

 f Obligations to disembark should not begin before the 4-hour mark and should be subject to the airline’s 
reasonable discretion. 

§§ Carriers§should§be§required§to§begin§returning§to§gate§and§offering§a§deplaning§opportunity§only§if§
there§is§a§tarmac§delay§in§excess§of§4§hours§following§“brakes§off”§further§explained§below.

§§ The§same§should§apply§to§tarmac§delays§at§landing;§procedures§should§begin§after§4§hours§following§
wheels§touching§down,§keeping§in§mind,§however,§a§key§difference§that§tarmac§delays§at§landing§are§
often§caused§by§an§inability§to§access§a§gate§in§the§first§place,§in§light§of,§for§example,§airport§congestion§
or§customs§processing§issues.§

§§ In§such§cases,§the§regulatory§prescription§is§less§likely§to§have§an§impact.

2. PROVISION OF FOOD AND WATER 

 f Air Canada fully supports ensuring passengers have access to food and water during Regulated Tarmac 
Delays to the extent of their ability to provide, having reasonably provisioned for such an event.

 f Air Canada endeavors to exceed the 3-hour minimum standard set by the New Act, but given the 
operational complexity of managing such situations and the operational flexibility needed, no 
requirements should be set below the 3-hour mark.
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3. FUNCTIONING LAVATORIES IF SEATBELT SIGN IS OFF

 f Similarly, Air Canada agrees that carriers should be required to provide functioning lavatories throughout 
Regulated Tarmac Delays. In fact, Air Canada does allow access to functioning lavatories at all times that 
the seat-belt sign is not on.

 f Accessing lavatories is necessarily always subject to safety requirements, however. 

§§ Whenever§the§aircraft§is§in§movement,§passengers§must§be§seated,§with§their§seatbelt§fastened.

§§ Flight§crew’s§best§assessment§of§upcoming§aircraft§movement§will§and§must§guide§the§determination§
of§whether§passengers§should§be§seated§with§their§seatbelt§fastened§or§free§to§move§and§use§lavatories.§

4. BASIC MEDICAL ATTENTION ON A REASONABLE EFFORTS BASIS

 f Air Canada will make reasonable efforts to secure the presence of ambulatory services on the tarmac if 
the situation requires.

 f However, Air Canada does not support carriers having any obligations to provide medical attention. 

§§ While§Air§Canada§has§basic§medical§supplies§and§basic§training§in§preliminary§medical§attention,§our§
staff§are§not§medical§practitioners§and§should§not§be§expected§to§provide§medical§attention.§

 f In cases where a passenger is in need of medical attention, Air Canada personnel make a public 
announcement on board asking if there is a doctor or nurse onboard. If an emergency arises, pilots have 
the ability to discuss the situation with a doctor. An airline can also work with an airport authority to 
summon an ambulance. 

 f There should be no requirements beyond the provision of a medical kit, the making of a public 
announcement and alerting the airport authority to the medical need. 

§§ No§medical§expertise§from§airline§staff§should§be§expected.§

 f Should the Agency set obligations to alert or facilitate obtaining medical attention, they must be on a 
reasonable efforts basis.

5. VENTILATION AND HEATING, BUT COOLING CAN BE MORE LIMITED

 f Airlines should have the obligation to heat aircraft reasonably but should maintain full discretion 
regarding cooling. 

§§ The§Auxiliary§Power§Unit§(APU),§which§provides§energy§to§the§aircraft§for§heating§and§cooling§functions,§
is§costly§to§operate,§consuming§a§high§amount§of§fuel.§

§§ After§pushback,§when§the§aircraft§is§no§longer§at§the§gate,§the§APU§is§the§only§available§source§of§
power.§Airlines§use§it§not§only§to§control§the§temperature,§but§to§start§the§aircraft§engine§as§well.§

§§ Sometimes§the§APU§is§not§enough§to§provide§the§required§ventilation.§On§hot§days§and§for§prolonged§
periods,§the§APU§may§not§be§sufficient§as§its§ventilation§system§is§not§as§strong§as§when§the§engines§
are§running,§and§cooling§mechanisms§(air§conditioning)§must§be§used.

§§ While§proper§ventilation§and§heating§is§generally§feasible,§cooling,§on§the§other§hand,§can§require§the§
burning§of§significant§quantities§of§fuel.
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 f Excessive use of fuel for cooling may lengthen a tarmac delay if refueling then becomes necessary. 

§§ Because§refueling§the§aircraft§elsewhere§than§at§a§gate§is§a§safety§hazard,84§refueling§always§entails§
first§finding§a§gate§when§one§is§not§necessarily§available,§and§more§wait§time§may§thereby§result§from§
the§requirement.

 f Accordingly, the use of cooling systems should be left to the discretion of the airline so that they may 
take informed decisions based on the forecasted duration of the delay and other factors.

6. REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE AIRCRAFT IS OUTDATED

 f Airlines should have no obligation to facilitate communication with people outside the aircraft. 

§§ Passengers§are§now§connected§more§than§ever,§and§in§fact,§are§better§able§to§connect§and§communicate§
themselves§than§through§any§facilities§the§airlines§can§provide,§especially§considering§passengers§are§
able§to§use§on§board§power§for§their§communication§devices.

 f Airlines are not equipped to provide communication services, and the cost of implementing such 
mechanisms would not be justified in a world where the vast majority of people are connected. 

§§ It§is§doubtful§that§the§imposition§of§such§a§requirement§would§pass§any§cost-benefit§analysis.

7. THE NEED FOR INTERPRETIVE HARMONY AT AN INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

 f Having a single standard in Canada that is consistent with the standard in the U.S. is more feasible 
operationally and is more coherent from a customer service perspective. 

§§ Air§Canada§complies§with§the§U.S.§tarmac§delay§service§standards,§as§do§many§airlines§and,§in§fact,§has§
voluntarily§adapted§its§extended§tarmac§delay§plan§for§its§Canadian§operations.§

 f Accordingly, Air Canada stresses the importance of ensuring coherence with U.S. service standards set, 
not only in the drafting of the rules, but also in interpreting and applying them.85

 Should certain airline obligations only kick in after a lengthier delay (e.g., four or five hours)?

 f Yes, while all other obligations should apply on a reasonable efforts basis (as of the 3-hour mark, as stated 
in the New Act), airlines should use reasonable efforts to enable passengers to disembark no earlier than 
the 4-hour mark for both domestic and international flights, subject to carrier’s discretion based on the 
circumstances at hand. 

§§ Carriers§should,§however,§be§encouraged§to§provide§service§standards§above§the§regulatory§threshold,§
which§should§be§promoted§as§the§baseline§requirement.

84§ It§is§easier§to§disembark§passengers§when§the§aircraft§is§at§the§gate,§as§disembarking§passengers§in§the§middle§of§the§tarmac,§if§there§are§stairs§available§
to§perform§this§operation,§can§be§dangerous§due§to§surrounding§traffic§and§facility§constraints.

85§ For§example,§if§there§is§a§requirement§to§provide§“adequate§food”§without§clear§guidance§as§to§what§it§means§or§without§alignment§from§regulators§as§to§
what§this§means,§airlines§risk§being§put§in§a§situation§where§it§is§in§compliance§from§one’s§regulations§perspective§and§not§another,§e.g.§a§bag§of§pretzels§
may§be§deemed§to§be§an§adequate§food§proposal§(as§is§the§case§in§the§U.S.)§in§one§place§but§not§the§other.§This§would§create§uncertainty§as§to§what§is§
acceptable,§and§undue§compliance§risk.§
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1. COMPLEXITY OF DISEMBARKING SUPPORTS DISCRETIONARY DECISION-MAKING

 f Tarmac delays are most often related to safety matters (e.g. operational restrictions due to storms), and 
are not voluntary or desired.86 

 f There are a number of operational factors that cause tarmac delays and that require airlines to have 
discretion during a reasonable window to decide whether to hold their position for departure or return 
to the gate. 

§§ When§ the§U.S.§ conducted§a§cost-benefit§analysis§on§a§ tarmac§delay§ rule,§ it§ initially§established§a§
threshold§of§four§hours.§

§§ The§present§3-hour§threshold§in§effect§ in§the§U.S.§for§domestic§flights,§for§ instance,§resulted§from§
a§political§compromise§and§is§not§supported§by§any§objective§evidence§or§any§cost-benefit§analysis§
made§available§to§the§public.87§

§§ In§ fact,§ the§EU§Commission’s§ review§of§ EC261§proposes§ tarmac§delay§ rules§with§an§obligation§ to§
disembark§at§the§5-hour§mark.88

 f Returning to gate often generates additional delays for passengers who wish to remain on board to 
improve their prospects of arriving at destination as soon as possible. 

§§ Gates§are§often§unavailable§to§accommodate§a§return§to§gate;§refueling§may§be§needed§as§a§result§of§
the§increased§delay;§return§to§deicing,§additional§catering,§etc.§may§be§needed§as§well.§

§§ These§additional§delays§may§cause§the§crew§to§exceed§the§allowable§work§hours§and,§in§turn,§cause§
flight§cancellations.§

 f Therefore, a premature return to gate increases flight cancellations and exacerbates disruptions to flight 
schedules. 

§§ In§the§context§of§harsh§Canadian§winters§which§require§lengthy§deicing§procedures,§which§themselves§
inevitably§cause§lengthy§tarmac§delays§as§part§of§normal§operations,§a§lower§trigger§for§an§obligation§
to§allow§deplaning§would§have§widespread,§significant§adverse§effects§on§the§Canadian§transportation§
network§and§operations.§

86§ §It§is§not§in§Air§Canada’s§interest§to§leave§its§passengers§and§flight§crew§stranded§on§an§aircraft§for§hours.§Air§Canada§does§its§best§to§manage§these§
situations§in§light§of§the§various§considerations§that§must§be§taken§into§account.

87§ §Joshua§Marks§and§Darryl§Jenkins,§Impact§of§Three-Hour§Tarmac§Delay§Rules§and§Fines§on§Passenger§Travel§Time§and§Welfare,§July§20,§2010§at§p.§5.§
Available§at:§http://avstop.com/news_july_2010/Tarmac_Paper.pdf§

88§ §Regulation§of§the§European§Parliament§and§of§the§Council§amending§Regulation§(EC)§No§261/2004§at§Page§7.

http://avstop.com/news_july_2010/Tarmac_Paper.pdf
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Typical Timelines Needed to Address Causes of Tarmac Delays

 f The typical amount of time to deal with certain causes of tarmac delay varies greatly depending on the 
airport, airport conditions and other factors. As an illustration: 

§- De-icing§a§B777(from§gate§to§take-off):§45-90§minutes,§depending§on§weather;

§- Offloading§the§baggage§of§a§passenger§who§does§not§show§up§at§boarding:§10-45§minutes,§depending§
on§the§type§of§aircraft§and§location§of§bag;

§- Returning§to§gate§after§an§aborted§take-off:§45-70§minutes,§depending§on§possible§brake§cooling§or§
tow-in§requirements.

2. DISEMBARKING REQUIREMENT WILL INCREASE OVERALL PASSENGERS DELAYS – TOO EARLY A TRIGGER 
SHOULD BE AVOIDED FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NETWORK AND THE LARGEST MASS OF PASSENGERS 

 f U.S. experience shows an increase in the number of cancelled flights after the tarmac delay rule came 
into effect. 

§§ In§fact,§while§the§tarmac§delay§provisions§did§reduce§delays,§a§U.S.§Government§Accountability§Office§
study§confirmed§that§cancellations§had§increase§by§359§percent,§causing§more§harm§to§consumers§
than§good§they§were§meant§to§cure.89§

 f Airlines are opting to cancel flights that would not have otherwise been to avoid facing long tarmac 
delays, causing more significant disruptions to more passengers than otherwise, as returning to the gate 
causes excessive and additional delays.90

 f In fact, a number of studies assessing the impact of the U.S. tarmac delay rule question the overall benefit 
to consumers, as a result of the short 3-hour rule. One study states:

While§110,000 passengers§a§year§will§be§spared§an§average§of§3.26§hours§of§taxi-out§delays,§at§least§200,000 
passengers§will§be§on§more§than§2,600§flights§cancelled§directly§and§solely§to§comply§with§tarmac§delay§
regulations.§Due§to§aircraft§availability§and§network§design,§these§2,600§flights§will§drive§at§least§another 
2,600 indirect cancellations, displacing another 200,000 passengers.§The§total§impact§will§be§at§least§5,200§
flights§and§400,000§passengers§impacted§(…)§The§net§cost§to§public§welfare§from§the§DOT§rules§approaches§
$4§billion,§discounted§over§a§20§year§period.91§[emphasis§added]

89§Hideki§ Fukui§ and§Koki§Nagata,§ Flight§Cancellation§as§a§Reaction§ to§ the§Tarmac§Delay§Rule:§An§Unintended§Consequence§of§ Enhanced§Passenger§
Protection,§ Economics§ of§ Transportation,§ Vol.§ 3,§ Issue§ 1,§ Mar.§ 2014,§ pages§ 29-44,§ available§ at§ http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S2212012214000100?_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_origin=gateway&_d

90§For§example,§if§U.S.§customs§permit§passengers§off§the§aircraft§in§Canada,§the§flight§may§lose§its§status§as§a§pre-cleared§flight,§causing§passengers§to§
have§to§go§through§Canadian§and§U.S.§customs§again,§prior§to§re-departure§to§the§U.S.§To§make§matters§worse,§pre-clearance§ports§at§different§airports§
have§varying§closure§times,§often§much§earlier§than§regular§security,§further§reducing§the§ability§to§ensure§departure§of§a§flight§returning§to§the§gate§
rather§than§resulting§in§a§cancellation.§For§example,§at§Toronto§Pearson,§the§CBP§closes§pre-clearance§at§21:00§and§will§not§let§us§depart§after§23:30§for§
U.S.§destined§flights.§If§a§tarmac§delay§is§ongoing§and§the§flight§is§ready§to§depart§after§23:30,§special§approval§must§be§sought§from§CBP§and§the§Port§
Authority§of§the§airport§of§destination.§Approval§in§those§tight§deadlines§is§extremely§difficult§to§obtain,§and§contact§is§usually§not§made§in§time,§which§
means§that§a§Canadian-departing§flight§may§be§cancelled,§causing§a§more§severe§impact§of§an§overnight§disruption,§as§a§result§of§the§impact§of§U.S.§
rules§on§Canadian§territory.

91§ Marks§&§Jenkins,§Supra§note§87.§
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 f These statistics should not be taken lightly. While regulation may be politically expedient, the impact 
of the regulation should not be disregarded. Oversimplified regulation as cure should not be resorted to 
when the remedy is worse than the disease. 

3. DEPLANING NOT EARLIER THAN THE 4-HOUR MARK IS CRITICAL FOR LARGE AIRCRAFT

 f Disembarking and re-emplaning passengers from larger aircraft takes much longer than the smaller ones. 

§§ If§there§are§350§passengers§on§a§plane§and§the§obligation§is§to§offer§disembarking§so§that§passengers§
have§deplaned§at§the§4-hour§mark,§the§process§would§need§to§begin§much§earlier§than§4§hours.§

 f For this reason, the disembarkation trigger should begin no earlier than the 4-hour mark, and should 
entail only an offer of the opportunity to disembark to allow only those passengers who wish to leave 
to do so and the rest to remain on board to have the opportunity to depart when it remains a possibility.

4. PASSENGERS WHO DISEMBARK CHOOSE TO NO LONGER TRAVEL

 f Those passengers who choose to disembark when the airline deems that there is still a reasonable 
opportunity to depart, and the aircraft in fact does, ultimately, depart, should be deemed to have chosen 
to no longer travel. 

 f Accordingly, the carrier should be free to have a policy to refund the ticket in accordance with its refund 
policy. 

§§ In§ certain§ cases,§ and§ on§ certain§ carriers,§ this§ may,§ however,§ mean§ that§ the§ value§ of§ the§ ticket§ is§
considered§forfeited§where§the§ticket§is§non-refundable.§If§the§ticket§is§refundable,§the§airline§would§
refund§the§ticket,§according§to§its§terms.

5. APPLICATION TO DEPARTURES FROM OR ARRIVALS AT CANADIAN AIRPORTS ONLY

 f Canadian regulations on this matter should apply to departures and arrivals on Canadian territory only, 
for flights scheduled to depart or arrive in Canada.92 

§§ Applying§the§rule§at§ foreign§airports§would§be§an§extraterritorial§application§of§Canadian§ law§and§
would§inevitably§cause§inconsistencies,§confusion§and§conflict§with§local§regimes.93§

§§ From§an§enforcement§perspective,§while§the§Agency§may§be§able§to§exert§authority§to§encourage§
Canadian§governmental§entities§(CBSA,§NavCan,§etc.)§to§work§with§airlines§to§avoid§tarmac§delays,§it§
is§unlikely§that§it§would§be§able§to§do§so§in§other§countries.§

 f To be effective, it is vital that regulations should apply to third party entities as well whose actions and 
inaction directly impact delays. 

§§ Canadian§regulations§cannot§target§such§entities§that§are§located§outside§Canada,§further§supporting§
an§application§of§the§rule§on§Canadian§territory§only.

92§ As§mentioned§in§Section§7§below§regarding§scope§of§application.

93§ The§U.S.§regime,§for§example,§recognized§the§importance§of§limiting§the§application§of§its§tarmac§delay§rules§to§American§territory§even§for§international§
flights§(14§CFR§259.4(a)(2)).
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6. OBLIGATIONS SHOULD BE SHARED WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

 f As mentioned above, it is vital that regulations not apply to airlines only, but also to the airport authorities, 
ground handlers and other relevant entities directly involved in airport operations that in any way affect 
or are related to tarmac delay. 

§§ Airlines§face§severe§constraints§when§deplaning§passengers.§

§§ Not§only§is§their§own§staff§often§limited§or§reduced§during§sudden§disruptive§weather§events§(causing§
delays§in§connecting§a§bridge,§opening§an§aircraft§door,§etc.),§but§most§tarmac§delays§are§in§fact§linked§
to§or§even§caused§by§service§failures,§action§or§inaction§by§third§parties,§such§as§the§airport§authority§
and§its§staff,§ground§handlers,§navigational§services,§and§customs§authorities.§

a) Limited Airport Access and Services

 f In congested airports, ad hoc gate access is limited at the best of times. Gate access is obviously 
determinative of an airline’s ability to deplane passengers. 

§§ When§weather§events§cause§flights§to§be§grounded,§gate§access§is§even§more§limited.§

§§ The§situation§is§exacerbated§when§airports§allow§flights§to§land§even§when§gate§access§is§so§limited§
that§aircraft§cannot§be§provided§a§gate§for§hours.

 f De-icing facilities and services are provided by airports. 

§§ Congestion§at§de-icing§is§a§regular§occurrence,§a§situation§over§which§airlines§have§no§control.§

 f Therefore, regulations must address the shared responsibility and collaboration of airlines, airport 
authorities and other entities. 

§§ To§do§otherwise§and§place§responsibility§on§airlines§alone§will§not§only§fail§to§address§any§problem,§it§
will§exacerbate§it§by§relieving§other§actors§of§their§responsibility,§ignoring§their§pivotal§role§which§is§
vital§to§any§effective§approach§to§providing§passengers§the§opportunity§to§deplane.§

b) Third Parties Over Which Airlines Have Little to No Control

 f The vast majority of fuel operators in Canadian airports are either airport-imposed, or the sole source. In 
either case, airlines have no control over the services and no ability to impose service standards.94 

 f Under such circumstances, imposing tarmac delay obligations on airlines without imposing parallel 
obligations on key service providers is not only unfair but will be wholly ineffective. 

§§ Such§obligations§would§only§generate§complaints§misdirected§at§airlines§and§create§frustration§and§
the§fiction§of§a§solution§and§culprit,§punishing§airlines§for§occurrences§which§they§cannot§prevent§or§
even§influence.

c) Instructions from Customs Authorities

 f Often, even when a gate is available, customs authorities will forbid deplaning until they have the capacity 
to handle the inflow of passengers. It is an issue that airlines cannot rectify.

§§ With§ CBSA,§ this§ happens§ on§ a§ regular§ basis.§ If§ the§ agency§ is§ to§ impose§ obligations§ to§ disembark§
passengers§upon§airlines,§it§will§need§to§address§CBSA§operations§and§responsibility§as§well.

§§ Complicating§the§environment§even§further§is§U.S.§Customs§and§Border§Protection§(CBP),§who§will§
often§refuse§the§disembarkation§of§pre-cleared§passengers,§as§they§are,§according§to§some§CPB§agents,§
already§considered,§through§a§fictitious§effect§of§law,§as§being§on§U.S.§soil,§when§in§fact,§they§have§not§
left§Canada.§(In§effect,§CBP§is§exercising§jurisdiction§on§Canadian§soil).§

94§There§are§only§two§airports§in§Canada§where§Air§Canada§has§any§choice§of§a§fuel§operator§at§all.
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§§ While§ this§ is§ consistent§ with§ the§ Canada-U.S.§ Preclearance§ Agreement,95§ it§ causes§ situations§ for§
passengers§in§Canada§that§are§unacceptable.§This§can§often§completely§stymie§efforts§of§airlines§to§
disembark§passengers.96§

 f Given the notice of the shared responsibility, the regulatory regime must be designed to ensure that 
enforcement action is not targeted against airlines no matter what the cause and that airlines are not 
pursued for failures caused by third parties over which airlines have no control. 

d) Regulations Governing Airports and Other Service Providers are Required

 f Transport Canada has regulatory-making power to address the concerns raised here, under s. 4.9 of the 
Aeronautics Act.97

4.9§The§Governor§in§Council§may§make§regulations§respecting§aeronautics§and,§without§restricting§the§
generality§of§the§foregoing,§may§make§regulations§respecting

(e)§activities§at§aerodromes§and§the§location,§inspection,§certification,§registration,§licensing§and§operation§
of§aerodromes;§(…)

(n)§the§enforcement§of§such§ laws§as§may§be§deemed§necessary§for§the§safe§and§proper§operation§of§
aircraft;§(…)

(t)§the§handling,§marking,§storage§and§delivery§of§fuel§and§any§lubricants§or§chemicals§used§during§or§in§
connection§with§the§operation§of§aircraft;§(…)

(u)§the§provision§of§facilities,§services§and§equipment§relating§to§aeronautics;

 f Air Canada strongly urges the Agency to work with Transport Canada to ensure that a coherent 
regulatory framework is designed that will effectively address the handling of tarmac delay, imposing 
clear obligations upon all parties involved, rather than unfairly targeting airlines alone for expediency 
that will prevent the regime from achieving the objectives stated to be sought.

95§ See§http://www.treaty-accord.gc.ca/text-texte.aspx?id=103842§In§view§of§the§fact§that§the§law§of§the§Host§Party§applies§in§the§preclearance§area§and§
that§preclearance§officers§of§the§Inspecting§Party§must§also§administer§the§Inspecting§Party’s§laws,§referred§to§in§paragraph§6,§preclearance§shall§be§
carried§out§in§a§manner§consistent§with§the§laws§and§constitutions§of§both§Parties.

96§Air§Canada§has§voiced§its§concern§at§this§situation§on§a§number§of§occasions§and§has§not§yet§seen§any§improvement.§

97§ R.S.C.§1985,§c.§A-2.
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IV.§ LOST§OR§DAMAGED§BAGGAGE

1. What should be the minimum compensation that airlines are required to pay when baggage is lost 
or damaged? Might include:

•§ a§refund§of§baggage§fees

•§ payments§reflective§of§the§financial§loss§suffered§by§the§passenger,§perhaps§up§to§a§
certain§maximum

 f Beyond a refund of baggage fees if warranted, there should be no “minimum” compensation at all. 
Compensation should be based on actual material damages resulting from the loss or damage to checked 
baggage and its contents. 

§§ Doing§ otherwise§ would§ contravene§ rules§ of§ international§ carriage,§ basic§ tort§ law§ principles§ and§
evidentiary§rules§for§domestic§carriage.§

 f Payments should indeed reflect the financial loss suffered by the passenger, up to the maximum amount 
set in the Montreal Convention, for both international and domestic carriage.

I. INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

1. INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS - CONTRAVENTION OF THE MONTREAL CONVENTION

 f The compensation contemplated by Article 17.2 of the Montreal Convention is limited to the financial 
loss (damage) suffered by the passenger. It is well established and uncontroversial that damages for 
inconvenience resulting from loss of, or damage to, baggage are precluded by the Montreal Convention.98

§§ The§amount§of§compensation§to§which§a§passenger§is§entitled§turns§on§the§facts§of§each§case.§Prescribing§
a§minimum§level§of§compensation§in§an§amount§that§is§greater§than§the§passenger’s§provable§damages§
in§a§given§case§is§tantamount§to§compensating§that§passenger§for§the§inconvenience§for§loss§of,§or§
damage§to,§baggage,§in§a§manner§that§is,§therefore,§non-compensatory.§

 f Consequently, unless the minimum compensation established by section 86.11(1)(c) of the New 
Act does not apply to international carriage by air, it will result in the awarding of general damages 
for inconvenience, placing the regulation squarely in conflict with the Montreal Convention, making it 
susceptible to legal challenge.99

98§ Section§29§of§the§Montreal§Convention.§

§ Article§29§—§Basis§of§Claims§-§In§the§carriage§of§passengers,§baggage§and§cargo,§any§action§for§damages,§however§founded,§whether§under§this§
Convention§or§in§contract§or§in§tort§or§otherwise,§can§only§be§brought§subject§to§the§conditions§and§such§limits§of§liability§as§are§set§out§in§this§
Convention§without§prejudice§to§the§question§as§to§who§are§the§persons§who§have§the§right§to§bring§suit§and§what§are§their§respective§rights.§In§any§
such§action,§punitive,§exemplary§or§any§other§non-compensatory§damages§shall§not§be§recoverable§(emphasis§added)

§ See§also§Bassam v. American Airlines,§2008§U.S.§App.§Lexis§15131§(5th§Cir.§2008);§Booker§v.§BWIA§West§Indies§Airways,§2007§U.S.§Dist.§LEXIS§33660§
(E.D.N.Y.),§affd§2009§U.S.§App.§LEXIS§523§(2d§Cir.§2009);§Jones§v.§TD§Ombudsmen,§TD§Gold§Travel§Service§and§British§Airways§(July§23,§2008),§Doc.§No.§
TO57211/07§(Ont.§Sm.§Cl.§Ct.).§

99§ See§comments§on§p.§27§ (Delays§&§Cancellations)§ regarding§non-compensatory§damages§ for§ international§ travel§ conflicting§with§ the§Montreal§
Convention.
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2. CANADA MUST RESPECT ITS INTERNATIONAL TREATY OBLIGATIONS

 f A State Party to an international treaty is not permitted to pick and choose which provisions of a treaty 
it will apply, or to assert the primacy of certain domestic laws over the treaty. 

§§ Indeed,§under§Article§19(c)§of§the§Vienna Convention,100§States,§including§Canada,§are§precluded§from§
adopting§a§reservation§that§is§incompatible§with§the§object§and§purpose§of§a§treaty.§

§§ It§follows§that,§pursuant§to§both§the§Montreal§Convention and§the§Vienna Convention, Canada§may§
not§implement§a§regulatory§framework§inconsistent§with§the§Montreal§Convention.§

 f Therefore, Canada would be contravening its international commitments if it enacts regulations that 
impose minimum compensation for lost or damaged baggage in connection with international itineraries.

3. SUPREMACY OF THE MONTREAL CONVENTION RECOGNIZED IN CANADA

 f The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the supremacy of the Montreal Convention’s liability 
framework and has ruled that application of another regime covering a carrier’s liability would be against 
Canada’s international obligations.101 

 f The regulations to be adopted must reflect the underlying principles behind the Montreal Convention, the 
purpose of which was to clearly set out limits of compensation and not create a framework for minimum 
compensation that violates the underlying principles. Under the Montreal Convention, the amount of 
compensation is directly linked to the actual damage suffered and proven.102

4. NO OTHER JURISDICTION PROVIDES FOR MINIMUM COMPENSATION 

 f To Air Canada’s knowledge, no other jurisdiction in the world imposes minimum compensation for lost 
or damaged baggage. 

 f In fact, at least one other jurisdiction has recognized that the Montreal Convention has exclusivity on 
the issue of baggage claims in international transportation and explains why it cannot impose liability 
different from the provisions of the Montreal Convention.103

100§ Ratified§by§Canada,§see§Can.§T.S.§1980§No.§37.§

101§ In§Thibodeau§the§Supreme§Court§stated:

§ The§Montreal§Convention’s§uniform§and§exclusive§scheme§of§damages§liability§for§international§air§carriers§does§not§permit§an§award§of§
damages§for§breach§of§language§rights§during§international§carriage§by§air.§To hold otherwise would do violence to the text and purpose 
of the Montreal Convention, depart from Canada’s international obligations under it and put Canada off-side a strong international 
consensus concerning its scope and effect. The§general§remedial§power§under§the§OLA§to§award§appropriate§and§just§remedies§cannot§—§
and§should§not§—§be§read§as§authorizing§Canadian§courts§to§depart§from§Canada’s§international§obligations§under§the§Montreal§Convention.§
(emphasis§added)§

102§ Supra note§98,§and§see§also§Montreal§Convention§Chapter§III§(Liability§of§the§Carrier§and§Extent§of§Compensation§for§Damage),§more§specifically§Articles§17,§19,§
20§and§22

103§ 14§CFR§Part§382§(comments§on§liability§for§mobility§aids)
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NOTE: If, despite our assertions, the Agency determines there must be minimum compensation, 
Air Canada requests to be permitted to make additional submissions on what this minimum 
compensation should be.

II. DOMESTIC TRAVEL

1. LIABILITY LIMITS MAY BE APPLIED FOR DOMESTIC CARRIAGE 

 f Prescribed limits or minimums can be applied for domestic carriage only where the Montreal Convention 
does not apply. Other jurisdictions, such as the U.S.,104 Australia,105 and the EU,106 have set such limits 
of liability (not minimums) at the same level as those set in the Montreal Convention, but for domestic 
carriage.

2. MINIMUM COMPENSATION IS INCONSISTENT WITH BASIC LEGAL PRINCIPLES

 f As a basic principle of law, damages must be proven before financial compensation is awarded. 

§§ The§general§elements§required§are§the§presence§of§a§duty§of§care,§a§breach§of§that§duty,§damage§and§
causation.§The§burden§of§proving§all§these§elements,§including§that§the§alleged§damage§flows§directly§
from§that§breach,§rests§on§the§person§seeking§compensation.§

 f A passenger wishing to obtain compensation should be held to a similar standard. 

§§ It§goes§against§basic§rules§of§law§for§airlines§to§be§forced§to§pay§compensation§where§no§valid§evidence§
is§put§forward.

III. REFUNDING BAGGAGE FEES FOR LOSS 

 f Air Canada is not opposed in principle to the Agency’s proposal of a requirement of a refund of baggage 
fees, but only for lost or delayed baggage, or for damaged baggage but only where clear proof is made at 
the airport of arrival and the airline accepts its liability. 

§§ In§other§cases§where§it§is§clear§that§the§carrier§did§in§fact§carry§the§bag,§liability§should§be§limited§to§
compensating§for§damages§actually§suffered;§refunding§baggage§fees§amounts§to§providing§minimum§
compensation.

IV. MINIMUM COMPENSATION WILL CAUSE FRAUDULENT CLAIMS TO INCREASE

 f Assessing damages caused by loss or damage of baggage is extremely difficult, particularly because 
assessing a claim is challenging given that our claims agents often do not have an opportunity to examine 
damaged or pilfered baggage or even discuss with the customer in person. 

§§ A§carrier§often§has§to§rely§on§indirect§or§circumstantial§evidence§in§the§absence§of§better§evidence,§as§
passengers§seldom§have§receipts§for§all§the§items§contained§in§their§baggage.§

104§ 14§CFR§Part§254.4.

105§ Civil§Aviation§(Carriers’§Liability)§Act§1959,§Article§31.

106§ Regulation§(EC)§No§2027/97,§as§amended§by§Regulation§(EC)§No§889/2002.
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 fWe believe that offering minimum compensation for claims, particularly when carriers must accept 
minimal and unconvincing proof of loss or damage, will substantially increase the proportion of claims 
that are unsubstantiated, unsupported by credible evidence, or ill-founded.  

 f Accordingly, no minimum compensation should be required to be paid, and all claims should be assessed 
on a case by case basis, taking all circumstances into account.

V. FRAUDULENT CLAIMS WILL INCREASE THE OVERALL COST OF TRAVEL

 f If compensation costs increase substantially, as they inevitably will with minimum compensation, 
carriers will have no choice but to attempt to offset the costs through higher fares. Such a result would 
be contrary to Minister Garneau’s commitment of lowering fares for Canadians.

2. What criteria should be used to determine if a bag has been lost or damaged?

1. LOSS: 21 DAYS

 f A bag should be considered lost after 21 days of unsuccessful tracing in accordance with the Montreal 
Convention and, for consistency, this should apply to both domestic and international travel. However, 
airlines should be free to continue tracing efforts, particularly if requested by the customer. 

a) Bag that Is Found, Even After the 21 Days, Cannot Be Considered Lost 

 f The fact that a bag is found within or after the stipulated deadline irrefutably reverses the presumption 
that it was lost.

§§ Doing§otherwise§disincentivizes§carriers§from§continuing§to§attempt§to§locate§baggage§as§it§would§
be§expending§resources§when§the§matter§has§been§closed,§ultimately§only§reducing§the§possibility§of§
reuniting§a§passenger§with§his/her§bag,§when§that§is§what§the§passenger§would§clearly§prefer.

 f The Agency should avoid any criteria for lost baggage that lead to a convoluted conclusion that a bag is 
lost when it is, in fact, found.107

b) Currently Baggage Can Only Be Considered Lost Some Time After 21 days

 f At any time prior to 21 days, a claim for delay can be filed pursuant to article 31(2) of the Montreal 
Convention. Accordingly, prior to 21 days, a baggage is considered delayed, not lost.108 

§§ At§any§time§following,§a§presumption§that§the§baggage§has§been§lost§can§be§made.§

107§ Following§Agency§Decision§No.§36-C-A-2018,§Air Canada v. Scordo,§a§bag§that§was§delayed§by§more§than§21§days§was§considered§lost,§even§though§
it§was,§in§fact,§found§and§returned.§This§odd§decision§unfairly§subjects§the§carrier§to§pay§a§windfall§of§damages§on§the§basis§that§the§bag§was§lost§
(rather§than§delayed)§even§when§the§passenger§recovers§the§belongings.§This§decision§is§ill-founded§in§law§and§violates§the§principles§of§the§Montreal§
Convention.§Judicial§review§of§this§decision§is§being§sought,§but§the§Agency§should§take§the§opportunity§to§clarify§that§a§bag§that§is§found§cannot§be§
considered§lost.

108§ Per§the§IATA§standard§notice§for§baggage§claims:§

§§ “[w]ritten§notice§to§the§carrier§must§be§made§within§7§days§of§the§receipt§of§checked§baggage§in§the§case§of§damage,§and,§in§the§case§of§delay,§
within§21§days§from§the§date§on§which§it§was§placed§at§the§disposal§of§the§passenger.§https://www.aircanada.com/ca/en/aco/home/legal/conditions-
carriage-tariffs.html
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 f Obviously, if the baggage is found at any time before or after a presumption of loss is made, the claim for 
lost baggage should be dismissed (although a claim for damage caused by delay may be pursued), and the 
carrier should not be required to pay any unpaid compensation for loss.

§§ If§Air§Canada§does§happen§to§find§the§baggage§after§compensation§has§been§paid,§we§would§not§ask§
the§customer§to§return§the§money.§

 f For consistency and coherence for both consumer comprehension and claims processing purposes, the 
same logic should apply for both domestic and international travel.

c) Longer Search Period May be Preferable

 f Irrespective of when the presumption of loss may begin from a claims perspective, carriers may wish to 
search for lost bags for a longer period of time for two reasons: 

a) from a customer service perspective, because passengers usually prefer being reunited with their 
baggage than being given compensation for loss; and 

b) because airlines are logistically reliant on the performance of others (such as airport baggage handlers, 
ground operations staff, other carriers who may have been involved in the itinerary, and baggage 
tracing companies), so that the necessary period of time to conclude that a bag is irretrievably lost 
may be longer and continued search may prove fruitful until appropriate efforts are exhausted.109 

§§ In§ practice,§ carriers§ will§ offer§ to§ keep§ tracing§ open§ for§ up§ to§ 100§ days,§ after§ which§ a§ baggage§ is§
considered§officially§and§permanently§lost.§

2. DAMAGE: DAMAGE IS SELF-EVIDENT

 f Damage is self-evident,110 subject to credible proof (see next section), but it is essential that the Agency 
clarify that carriers are not liable for damage caused by the inherent quality or vice of the baggage or the 
item (such as inherently fragile or highly perishable items).

§§ To§clarify§past§decisions,111§it§is§important§that§the§Agency§specifically§recognize§that§carriers§should§
not§be§held§responsible§for§damage§caused§to§items§that§were§unsuitably§packed§for§travel§in§checked§
baggage,§or§due§to§their§inherent§nature,§such§as§inherently§fragile§items§or§highly§perishable§items§
that§cannot§withstand§normal§baggage§handling§or§the§planned§duration§of§a§flight§(allowing§for§a§
reasonable§margin§for§delay)§in§normal§flight§conditions§and§temperatures.

§§ This§has§been§recognized§by§the§Montreal§Convention112§and§is§a§reflection§of§a§basic§principle§of§law,§
whereby§passengers§are§obliged§to§mitigate§their§damages,§and§cannot§claim§damages§caused§by§their§
own§negligence§or§fault.113

109§§Despite§the§complexities§of§modern§air§travel§ (connecting§flights,§transfer§airports,§ lengthy§destinations,§uncontrollable§flight§disruptions§and§rerouting),§
airlines§in§North§America§have§managed§to§reduce§the§percentage§of§mishandled§baggage§by§66%§over§the§last§decade,§according§to§the§latest§SITA§Baggage§
Report,§in§spite§of§the§7.6%§rise§in§global§passenger§traffic§in§2017§alone.§It§thus§makes§sense§to§allow§airlines§more§leeway§to§actively§find§the§baggage§before§
closing§a§file§and§suspending§tracing§as§a§result§of§compensation§having§been§issued.§

110§ Forms§of§damage§can§include§a§tear§in§the§baggage§material§or§a§deformation§of§the§baggage§itself,§a§broken§zipper§or§breakage§of§other§hardware§of§
the§baggage§such§as§the§wheels§or§handles,§or§damaged§or§broken§items§inside§the§baggage.

111§ See§Decision§No.§182-C-A-2012;§Decision§No.§291-C-A-2011;§Decision§No.§477-C-A-2010.

112§ Article§18§of§the§Montreal§Convention.

113§ Unfortunately,§in§light§of§past§Agency§decisions,§application§of§this§principle§is§unclear.
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3. What evidence should a claimant have to submit to receive compensation for lost or damaged 
baggage?

1. EVIDENCE OF LOST BAGGAGE

 f Today, proof of loss is usually based on a statement from the passenger that the baggage did not arrive. 
While this is hardly ideal and often incomplete or inadequate, there can be no hard and fast rule to 
determine what evidence is acceptable for all cases. 

§§ Each§ case§ must§ be§ assessed§ individually§ and§ can§ only§ be§ assessed§ based§ on§ passenger’s§ credible§
statement.

a) Assessment of Credible Proof

 f The statement may need to be supported for credibility with documents such as the baggage receipt 
provided at check-in if the passenger flew on multiple airlines.114 

 f The statement can then be verified by the airline through its World Tracer system to determine whether 
the baggage was delivered at arrival or not, or where it was last scanned. 

 f If the passenger claims that the bag was not on the carousel for delivery after the flight when the carrier 
has proof that the baggage arrived, a sworn statement of the passenger of that fact may be required by 
the carrier.

b) Evidence as to Ownership and Value of the Lost Items

 f Adequate evidence depends on the circumstances of the claim at hand and should establish ownership 
and value. 

 f Carriers should accept best available evidence.115 

§§ Requirements§for§best§available§proof§will§vary§based§on§credibility§of§statements§made§and§of§the§
evidence§itself,§other§information§provided§by§passenger,§sufficiency§of§the§information§based§on§the§
nature§or§cost§of§the§items§claim§(e.g.§receipts§can§usually§be§provided§for§more§expensive§items;§there§
may§no§longer§be§receipts§available§for§older§items;§etc.).§

§- Specifically,§such§evidence§includes,§but§is§not§limited§to§receipts,§proof§of§credit§card§transaction,§
pictures,§and/or§an§affidavit§supporting§the§claim.§

§§ Where§passengers§have§ incurred§expenses§due§ to§ the§ lost§or§delayed§baggage,§evidence§of§ items§
purchased§as§replacements§is§usually§easily§provided§in§the§form§of§receipts§or§credit§card§bills.

114§ Usually§in§the§form§of§an§adhesive§label§with§a§barcode§printed§on§it,§to§prove§the§existence§of§the§baggage§and§that§it§was§handed§to§the§airline.§
Air§Canada§usually§captures§this§information§in§its§Baggage§Reconciliation§System§(BRS),§but§not§in§all§cases,§in§which§case§the§baggage§receipt§is§
required.§If§passenger§flew§on§Air§Canada§only,§proof§that§we§checked§the§baggage§would§be§in§our§systems.

115§ As§Air§Canada§does.
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2. EVIDENCE OF DAMAGED BAGGAGE

 f The Agency should sensitize the public through its communication channels as to the importance of 
reporting damage while still at the airport so that the extent of the damage can be examined by one of 
the airline’s employees. 

§§ Physical§examination§at§the§airport,§upon§arrival,§is§the§most§efficient§way§for§an§airline§to§determine§
whether§there§has§been§actual§damage§to§a§baggage§as§the§credibility§and§quality§of§the§evidence§is§
then§at§its§highest.§

 f In any case where reporting at the airport is not done, airlines would have to rely on a passenger’s pictures 
of the alleged damage of the baggage or an affidavit or witnessed declaration from the passenger to 
confirm the credibility of the claim.

Evidence as to Ownership and Value of the Damaged Items

 f Evidence of ownership and value can only be assessed on a case by case basis. 

§§ Again,§however,§an§opportunity§ for§ the§airline§to§exchange§at§ the§airport§with§the§passenger§and§
examine§the§damage§at§the§airport,§upon§arrival,§would§simplify§and§expedite§the§claim§process.§
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V.§ SEATING§OF§CHILDREN§UNDER§THE§AGE§OF§14§YEARS

1. How should “close proximity” be defined in the air passenger protection regulations (e.g., adjacent 
seat, same row, or within three rows)?

 f An adjacent seat is not always the most adequate seat, for the reasons elaborated upon below. “Close 
proximity”116 should be defined as including the seats immediately adjacent, the bank of seats in the 
row in front, the row in back and the bank of seats across the nearest aisle from where the parent or 
accompanying adult is seated, as well as the bank of seats in front and in back of the bank of seats across 
the nearest aisle, in accordance with the following seat map:

1. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS LINKED TO ADJACENT SEATING

a) In Business Class

 fWhile the most appropriate seat for young children may be the adjacent seat in the Economy cabin, in the 
Business class cabin, there are safety reasons for which an adjacent seat is not always best. 

§§ In§certain§seating§configurations,§the§oxygen§mask§cord§is§not§long§enough§for§the§parent§to§be§able§to§
assist§their§child§in§the§event§of§an§emergency.§Also,§the§partitioning§of§certain§configurations§would§
make§any§assistance§challenging.§

 f “Close proximity” would have to take into account the individual seating configurations on different 
types of aircraft. 

 f Understanding that a uniform definition is preferable, it should, therefore, admit flexibility and not, at the 
very least, be limited to the adjacent seat.

116§ Air§Canada§is§committed§to§providing§proximity§seating§and§has§set§up§family-friendly§policies§and§developed§automated§processes§to§ensure§that§
proximity§seating§is§secured§for§families§most§efficiently§and§to§the§maximum§extent§possible.§
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b) In Economy Class

 f Because there is only one extra oxygen mask per bank of seats in the Economy cabin, situations where 
there is more than one lap-held infant traveling with a parent means that the bank of seat cannot be the 
appropriate definition of “close proximity”. 

§§ Even§though§one§parent§cannot§carry§two§lap-held§infants§per§Canadian§regulations,117§one§parent§can§
travel§with§another§person§aged§16§or§older,§who§may§hold§the§second§infant.§However,§this§person§
cannot§sit§with§the§infant§on§the§same§bank§of§seat§as§the§parent,§who§is§already§holding§an§infant.§

§§ Accordingly,§“close§proximity”§cannot§always§be§defined§as§the§same§bank§of§seats.

2. COMPLEXITY OF SEATING ALL PASSENGERS

 f Adjacent seating is not always achievable based on a number of factors, including when the booking was 
made, the load factor and the seating requirements of other passengers.

§§ A§number§of§other§factors§also§come§into§play,§including§Agency§caselaw.118

§§ Air§Canada§also§sells§preferred§seat§and§offers§seat§selection§to§certain§of§its§passengers,§either§as§an§
attribute§of§a§fare§class,§or§status§or§for§a§fee.§These§seats§are§allocated§on§a§valid§commercial§basis§and§
the§selections§or§purchases§must§be§respected.§

§§ There§ is§often§a§ large§proportion§of§ families§ traveling§with§young§children,§particularly§on§ leisure§
routes.§This§adds§complexity§to§required§seating§arrangements.§

 f As a result, a requirement to sit a child in an adjacent seat, or even bank of seats if this bank is 3 seats or 
less, would simply be impossible to fulfill.

117§ S.§605.26§of§the§Canadian§Aviation§Regulations,§SOR/96-433:§Use§of§Passenger§Safety§Belts§and§Restraint§Systems§

§ 605.26§(1)§Where§the§pilot-in-command§or§the§in-charge§flight§attendant§directs§that§safety§belts§be§fastened,§every§passenger§who§is§not§an§infant§
shall

§ (a)§ensure§that§the§passenger’s§safety§belt§or§restraint§system§is§properly§adjusted§and§securely§fastened;

§ (b)§if§responsible§for§an§infant§for§which§no§child§restraint§system§is§provided,§hold§the§infant§securely§in§the§passenger’s§arms;§and

§ (c)§if§responsible§for§a§person§who§is§using§a§child§restraint§system,§ensure§that§the§person§is§properly§secured.

§ (2)§No passenger shall be responsible for more than one infant”.§(emphasis§added)

118§ Air§Canada§must§sit§passengers§who§are§allergic§to§animals§far§from§passengers§traveling§with§animals.§Air§Canada§must§offer§free§adjacent§seats§for§
passengers§who§are§obese§or§whose§mobility§is§otherwise§disabled§(e.g.§fused§or§immobilized§leg).§Similarly,§Air§Canada§must§also§offer§additional§
adjacent§floor§space§to§passengers§sitting§with§service§animals.
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3. EVEN AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS CANNOT RESPOND PERFECTLY TO ALL SEATING NEEDS119

 f Regardless of technology used to assign seats, all the seating requirements described above must be 
addressed, so it is inevitable that there will be times when an adjacent seat is unavailable to be assigned 
by the seating robot. 

§§ The§same§logic§will§carry§over§into§Air§Canada’s§new§reservation§system§when§launched,§and§adjacent§
seating§will§not§always§be§possible,§even§with§enhanced§technology.§

4. DEFINITION OF “CLOSE PROXIMITY” MUST OFFER FLEXIBILITY

 f Proximity seating must be defined broadly so that its scope accounts for an appropriate balance between 
a family’s need to sit together and the airline’s commercial and operational constraints. 

§§ Air§Canada§submits§that§its§proposal§above§strikes§an§acceptable§balance.

§§ Airlines§should§be§given§leeway§to§provide§proximity§seating§using§reasonable§efforts.120§

 f The Agency could provide a definition of close proximity that incorporates the needed flexibility as a 
form of regulatory guidance, but it is critical that airlines be allowed the flexibility to assess the extent of 
proximity seating within a given parameter (as proposed above). 

 Should the maximum acceptable seating distance between the child and a parent or guardian 
depend on the child’s age?

 f Yes, but not for children of 12 or above, and within broad regulatory parameters airlines should be given 
the flexibility to determine that distance for different ages (as described above).

§§ While§Air§Canada§agrees§that§young§children§are§best§cared§for§when§seated§next§to§their§parent,§older§
children§do§not§need§such§close§supervision§and§care.§However,§prescribing§different§seating§distances§
for§different§ages§would§be§an§unjustifiably§detailed§and§burdensome§regulatory§requirement.§Such§
complexity§risks§discouraging§compliance§and§weakening§the§effectiveness§of§the§overall§regime.

 f Air Canada urges the Agency not to focus its regulatory-making powers on imposing a tiered requirement, 
but rather to provide airlines with the flexibility within a set parameter to take such criteria into account 
in the manner that is best adapted to their commercial and operational reality. 

 f There should be no requirement to sit children/youth between the ages of 12 and 14 in close proximity 
to their parents.

§§ While§there§is§no§set§or§uniform§standard§for§the§definition§of§“child”§across§the§industry,§many§airlines§
including§Air§Canada,§define§a§child§(Special§Service§Request§(SSR)§code:§CHLD)§as§being§one§between§
the§age§of§2§–§11§inclusive.§At§12,§a§passenger§can§travel§unaccompanied.§

§§ Some§airlines§permit§unaccompanied§travel§based§on§the§whether§the§child§is§flying§overseas§(2-14)§
versus§domestic§(2-11).121§

119§ Air§Canada§is§proud§of§having§developed§an§automated§solution§for§its§legacy§reservation§system§to§ensure§that§families§are§seated§together,§in§line§
with§its§efforts§to§provide§family-friendly§services§to§customers§traveling§with§young§children.

§ This§system§automatically§sits§children§in§close§proximity§to§their§parents,§to§the§extent§possible,§with§adjacent§seating§as§a§priority§in§Economy§class,§
subject§to§the§factors§described§above.§Seat§selection§is§free§of§charge§for§this§purpose,§and§we§even§offer§Preferred§Seats§free§of§charge§if§those§are§
the§only§seats§offering§adjacency.§

120§ As§is§currently§already§the§case§at§Air§Canada.§

121§ See§for§example,§Air§France,§Your§Child’s§Journey.§Available§at:§https://www.airfrance.ca/CA/en/common/guidevoyageur/assistance/enfant_seul_um.htm
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 f If airlines are mandated to sit a child between the ages of 12 and 14 in close proximity to his or her parent / 
guardian, the requirement may not be sent through to onward carriers because of system limitations in 
the systems airlines use to exchange information.122 

§§ While§it§is§customary§in§the§industry§to§sit§children§with§their§parents,§if§an§operating§carrier§is§currently§
making§seating§decisions§based§on§the§presence§of§an§SSR§CHLD§in§the§PNR§(rather§than§Date§of§Birth§
(DOB),§for§example,§which§may§not§be§collected§at§time§of§booking),§that§carrier§must§rely§on§the§
marketing§or§ticketing§carrier§sending§SSR§CHLD§in§the§PNR.§That§carrier§would§not§be§able§to§identify§
seating§requirements§for§that§child§unless§it§undergoes§system§changes§to§have§DOB§trigger§a§seating§
requirement.

§§ Unfortunately,§ the§ infrastructure§ does§ not§ currently§ exist§ to§ be§ able§ to§ deliver§ on§ child§ seating§
requirements§ internationally,§ with§ “child”§ being§ defined§ as§ under§ 14§ years§ of§ age.§ International§
alignment§would§be§required§for§this§to§change.

2. How should an airline “facilitate” the assignment of seating?

1. INFORMATION REQUIRED TO FACILITATE SEATING ASSIGNMENT

 f For the Agency’s objective of proximity seating for families to become operational, DOB information 
would have to be required of passengers at the time of booking. 

§§ This§is§the§most§effective§way§for§airlines§to§be§aware§that§a§child§is§accompanying§an§adult§passenger§
with§sufficient§advance§notice§to§ensure§that§adequate§seating§arrangements§can§be§made.§

§§ Currently,§passengers§on§domestic§flights§are§not§legally§required§to§provide§their§DOB§prior§to§travel,§
with§the§exception§that§passengers§who§appear§to§be§18§years§of§age§or§older§must§provide,§at§time§of§
boarding,§one§government-issued§photo§identification§that§shows§the§passenger’s§name,§date§of§birth§
and§gender§or§two§pieces§of§positive§government-issued§identification,§at§least§one§of§which§shows§his§
or§her§name,§date§of§birth§and§gender.§

§§ Capturing§ DOB§ information§ at§ boarding,§ though,§ is§ too§ late§ for§ airlines§ to§ make§ proper§ seating§
arrangements.123

 f Due to privacy considerations (see below), collecting DOB information cannot be easily done by the 
airlines unless mandated by the Agency.

 f However, because such a requirement would not apply to bookings made outside of Canada, the Agency 
should provide that a carrier’s obligation to seat families together should be conditional upon passengers 
providing the DOB information needed well in advance of check-in and boarding, ideally at time of 
booking. 

122§ Air§Canada§reviews§its§age§rules§on§an§ongoing§basis§to§balance§various§needs,§based§on§commercial§imperatives§and§to§ensure§a§consistent§approach§
with§other§carriers,§including§to§facilitate§transfers§with§codeshare§partners.§

123§ Example§of§complexity§of§providing§proximity§seating§without§DOB§provided§in§advance§of§travel:

§ If§a§family§of§four§is§traveling,§with§an§adult§aged§42,§two§teenagers§aged§13§and§15,§and§a§3-year-old§child,§the§only§person§allowed§to§care§for§the§
3-year-old,§per§safety§requirements,§is§the§42-year-old.§

§ There§would§be§no§special§seating§requirement§for§the§15-year-old§teenager,§who§could§even§travel§unaccompanied,§but§there§would§be§for§the§
13-year-old,§under§the§regulations§as§proposed.§If§there§is§only§one§adjacent§seat§available§next§to§the§adult,§the§3-year-old§should§be§assigned§that§
seat,§and§another§seat§should§be§found§in§close§proximity§to§the§adult§for§the§13-year-old.§

§ However,§if§DOB§is§not§provided§at§time§of§booking,§none§of§these§seating§arrangements§could§be§made§in§advance,§and§the§presence§and§seating§
needs§of§the§3§minors§would§only§be§known§at§boarding,§at§which§time§there§may§be§few§(or§no)§seats§available§offering§close§proximity.
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2. PROVIDING DATE OF BIRTH – PRIVACY CONSIDERATIONS

 f The collection of DOB information is needed to achieve the objective of proximity seating for families and 
would therefore be reasonable. 

§§ The§collection§of§age§range§information§which§may§appear§to§be§more§appropriate,§as§less§intrusive§to§
achieve§the§same§purpose,§would§be§ineffective§because§bookings§made§through§Global§Distribution§
System’s§(GDS)§collect§DOB,§not§age§ranges.124§

§§ Airlines§are§already§required§to§collect§DOB§information§for§international§travel§due§to§various§security-
related§requirements,§and§the§Canadian§government§is§expected§to§require§DOB§information§for§all§
transportation§by§air§by§2020.§But§until§then§it§may§be§argued§by§some§that§collection§of§DOB,§which§
will§not§be§mandated§for§collection§for§domestic§Canadian§travel,§cannot§be§done§without§regulatory§
requirement.

 f If the Agency wishes to achieve proximity seating for families, it should resolve any potential ambiguity 
and ensure that regulations provide airlines with the ability to collect DOB information at time of 
booking.125

 What measures should an airline take to ensure that children are seated in close proximity to a 
parent or guardian?

 f Airlines know that children are best cared for by their parents sitting in proximity to them rather than 
by a flight attendant who is also managing other duties. It is in an airline’s best interests to ensure that 
children are adequately cared for on flights, and they should be permitted to do so in a manner that takes 
their operational and commercial realities into consideration.

§§ Therefore,§airlines§should§be§required§to§adopt§reasonable§practices§that§balance§the§legitimate§interests§
of§children§sitting§in§close§proximity§to§a§parent§or§guardian§with§the§operational§and§commercial§
realities§of§the§airline§to§determine§the§measures§are§to§be§taken§in§any§particular§situation.

1. OBLIGATIONS MUST BE ON A REASONABLE EFFORTS BASIS

a) Processes are Inevitably Manual 

 f For situations where an automated seating robot cannot find seats that respond to the proximity criteria, 
which can inevitably happen,126 both Air Canada airport agents and flight attendants have processes in 
place to ensure that families are seated as closely as possible. However, these are manual processes that 
rely on the staff’s best judgment and are not fail-safe. 

§§ Air§Canada§expects§that§most§airlines§use§similar§manual§processes§to§comply§with§seating§obligations§
as§well.§Not§all§airlines§are§in§a§position§to§invest§in§costly§seating§robotic§systems.§

124§ DOB§is§a§standard§field§built§into§booking§flows,§and§it§is§the§only§currently§available§source§of§information§provided§at§time§of§booking§that§would§
flow§from§a§GDS§(travel§agents,§online§resellers,§etc.)§to§an§airline.§Accordingly,§this§is§the§information§that§must§be§provided§for§carriers§to§fulfill§
seating§obligations.§

125§ Compliance§with§all§other§privacy§protection§requirements§would§continue§to§be§required,§such§as§restricted§access§to§DOB§information,§proper§
safeguards§within§airlines’§internal§policies§in§dealing§with§this§type§of§personal§information,§retention§rules,§etc.

126§ For§example,§when§flights§are§full§and§families§are§booked§or§seated§last§minute,§or§when§families§are§not§booked§on§the§same§ticket.
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b) Factors That Limit Automated Solutions

 fWhen family members are booked on different PNRs,127 an airline cannot know that these passengers 
are part of a family traveling together (even if they do not, but particularly when, they have different last 
names, which is often the case). In such instances, a seating robotic cannot assist in ensuring proximity 
seating. Any seating arrangement would need to be made manually. 

§§ In§such§cases,§reseating§during§flight§disruptions§would§not§automatically§reseat§these§families§that§
were§previously§manually§seated§together.

§§ Parents§often§purposely§book§themselves§in§business§class§and§their§children§in§economy§class,§or§
otherwise§make§a§conscious§decision§to§forego§proximity§seating.§Airlines§should§not§be§required§to§
impose§proximity§seating§when§parents§have§chosen§otherwise.§

2. REGULATING SPECIFIC MEASURES WOULD BE TOO INVASIVE

 f Therefore, any obligation to sit families together should be on a reasonable efforts basis and should not 
mandate specific measures beyond, if anything, setting out general parameters that comprise adequate 
scope and flexibility. 

 f If the Agency were to dictate measures to be taken to ensure “close proximity”, it would be imposing 
operational requirements into processes that are already complex and often airline-specific. Such 
invasive regulation would inevitably produce unintended side-effects without necessarily achieving the 
desired outcome. 

§§ It§would§be§unduly§burdensome§and§would§inhibit§opportunities§for§innovative,§competitive§initiatives.

 f Instead, the Agency should encourage airlines, through guidance materials and workshops, to develop 
innovative policies and communicate them. 

§§ The§Agency§should§assist§in§communicating§them,§so§that§passengers§are§aware§of§opportunities§to§
facilitate§their§own§travel.128§

3. REQUIREMENTS MUST BE SUBJECT TO THE RIGHTS OF OTHER PASSENGERS AND ALLOW FOR HEALTHY 
COMPETITION 

a) Passengers Who Have Preselected Seats Are Entitled to Their Seat

 f Airlines should not be required to move passengers who have chosen and paid for a seat even if a flight 
is completely booked. 

§§ If§a§passenger§has§purchased§a§specific§seat§or§otherwise§had§a§right§to§preselect§ it,§he/she§has§a§
reasonable§expectation§to§sit§in§that§seat§on§the§day§of§the§flight.§

§§ Moving§such§passengers§will§cause§service§disruptions§to§everyone’s§detriment,§not§to§mention§the§
adverse§impact§on§the§carrier’s§reputation.

127§ It§is§not§uncommon§today§to§have§family§members§travelling§on§different§reservation§records§(PNR),§either§because§one§of§the§legs§of§the§trip§for§one§
or§more§member§of§the§family§is§on§a§different§flight§or§because§the§source§of§payment§for§the§ticket§is§different§(E.g.:§revenue§ticket,§frequent§flyer§
reward§ticket§or§affinity§programs§bonus§ticket).

128§ For§example,§Air§Canada§provides§free§seat§selection§for§families§with§at§least§one§child§aged§12§or§under.§While§Air§Canada§has§actively§communicated§
this§policy,§many§families§in§this§situation§are§still§not§aware§and§not§taking§advantage§of§this§policy.
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 f Airlines need to retain flexibility to address the various customer service imperatives, of which there are 
many, including, but not only, disability.129

b) Airlines Compete on Family Products – Including Seat Selection

 f Airlines compete on their service reputation. It is important that their service policies and fines for non-
compliance not be determined by regulation and that regulation not inhibit healthy competition on 
service standards, including for free seat selection for families.

§§ Free§market§forces§have§led§Air§Canada§to§offer§a§range§of§family-friendly§services§catering§to§the§
distinct§needs§of§unaccompanied§minors§and§families§traveling§together.§

§§ As§part§of§this§promise,§a§range§of§services§is§specially§designed§to§ensure§a§simple,§easy§and§enjoyable§
travel§experience§for§customers§with§children.§One§component§of§these§services§is§the§offering§of§free§
seat§selection§for§families§with§at§least§one§child§under§the§age§of§12.

§§ Air§Canada’s§focus§on§family§travel§is§part§of§the§airline’s§ongoing§wider§commitment§to§customer§
service,§an§approach§which§sets§Air§Canada§apart§from§its§competitors.§The§waiving§of§a§key§ancillary§
fee§like§seat§selection§is§a§business§decision§made§by§Air§Canada§to§facilitate§family§travel§and§attract§
their§business.

 f Regulation in this area should not disincentivize innovation or thwart competitive forces.

3. What steps should an airline be required to take to ensure that its terms and conditions and 
practices with respect to the seating of children are made readily available to passengers?

 f Airlines should be required to provide clear and readily accessible information on their terms, conditions 
and practices on their websites. 

§§ As§discussed§above,§websites§provide§the§most§effective§platform§where§information§is§conveyed§in§
simple§terms§with§the§use§of§a§number§of§visual§designs§to§guide§passengers§through§the§specific§
information§they§need§to§know§when§travelling§with§a§minor.§

§§ Given§the§ubiquity§of§websites,§airlines§should§be§mandated§to§ensure§that§their§websites§contain§
sufficient§ and§ updated§ information§ regarding§ the§ carriage§ of§ children§ and§ infants.§ Furthermore,§
consumers§can§be§easily§provided§with§the§airline’s§contact§information§for§any§related§queries,§as§
they§are§on§the§Air§Canada§website.

 Should there be any specific obligations in this regard at the time a flight is booked for a child under 
the age of 14 and/or at the time of check in?

 f Yes. As explained above, airlines should be expressly allowed to collect the DOB of children at time of 
booking to have enough time to take adequate measures to seat children and their parents / guardians 
in proximity.

§§ Airlines§should§not§be§held§responsible§when§passengers§fail§to§provide§DOB§information§or§provide§
incorrect§DOB§information.

129§ Example:§Many§elderly§passengers§traveling§together§rely§on§each§other§for§care§and§comfort.§There§may§be§cases§where§the§needs§of§an§elderly§
couple§to§be§seated§in§adjacent§seats§would§be§greater§than§that§of§a§13-year-old§to§be§seated§next§to§their§parent.
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VI.§ TRANSPORTATION§OF§MUSICAL§INSTRUMENTS

1. What specific elements should an airline be required to address in its tariff provisions regarding the 
transportation of musical instruments?

For§example:

•§ carry-on§and§checked§baggage§requirements§for§small§and§large§instruments

•§ cabin§storage§options

•§ additional§fees

•§ requirements§in§circumstances§of§aircraft§substitution§that§has§space§constraints§for§
the§instrument

 f Airlines should only be required to provide key terms and conditions in tariffs, such as: 

§§ Whether§an§airline§forbids§the§carriage§of§musical§instruments§as§carry-on§or§checked§baggage;

§§ The§fact§that§a§policy§provides§discounted§fares§for§an§extra§seat§for§musical§instruments§on§board.

 f Apart from those elements, all other aspects are procedural or process-oriented (stowage requirements, 
boarding priority, usage of nets, etc.), and not a term or condition of carriage that would belong in tariffs. 

§§ The§Agency§should§not§regulate§this§topic§ in§any§further§detail§or§establish§specific§policies§to§be§
included§in§tariffs.§It§must§allow§for§competitive§forces§to§work§and§allow§room§for§airlines§to§shine§in§
innovative§and§open§policies.§

§§ The§Agency§can§fulfill§its§mandate§by§simply§requiring§carriers§to§adopt§a§policy§but§not§prescribing§its§
content§or§any§details.

1. POLICY DETAILS BELONG ON WEBSITES, NOT IN TARIFFS

 f Including details of a musical instruments policy in tariffs would unduly burden it, contrary to the 
Agency’s objective of having easily accessible and legible tariffs.

§§ Websites§are§the§best§place§to§access§such§information.130§

130§ All§details§of§Air§Canada’s§policy,§procedures§and§recommendations,§including§packing§instructions§and§recommendations§for§musical§instruments,§
are§effectively§available§on§Air§Canada’s§website.
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2. COMPETITION, NOT REGULATION, YIELDS THE BEST RESULTS 

 f As with the seating of children, the handling of musical instruments is another topic on which Air Canada 
strives to distinguish itself from its competitors.131 Regulating in the area, especially by imposing 
requirements similar to what Air Canada offers, would inhibit healthy competitive forces and potentially 
cause certain airlines to lose a competitive edge.132

 f It is important that any regulatory action in this area not impose standards or requirements that would 
inhibit innovation and competition. 

3. AIRLINES SHOULD HAVE THE FREEDOM TO SET THEIR SERVICE STANDARDS IN AREAS WHERE THERE IS NO 
CLEAR ILL TO BE REMEDIED

 f The Agency should also refrain from making regulations that would impose requirements in operationally 
complex areas and restrain the flexibility of airlines to adapt their business models as they see fit in the 
absence of any clearly established need. 

§§ Carrying§musical§instruments§generates§operational§complexity§and§takes§up§valuable§real§estate§on§
the§aircraft§that§is§then§unavailable§for§other§passengers§and§baggage.§Low-cost§carriers,§for§example,§
may§not§have§a§business§model§that§is§well§adapted§to§support§the§carriage§of§musical§instruments.§

§§ There§ is§ a§ myriad§ of§ aircraft§ interior§ configuration§ as§ well§ as§ types,§ sizes§ and§ shapes§ of§ musical§
instruments.§Trying§to§impose§a§one-size-fits-all§solution§would§be§neither§feasible§nor§beneficial.

 f It is very much a commercial decision for airlines as to whether and how or not to accommodate musical 
instruments, balancing commercial and operational factors. There is no basis to convert the commercial 
interests into regulated conduct.

131§ Air§Canada§was§selected§as§the§best§airline§in§the§world§for§professional§musicians,§by§the§International§Federation§of§Musician’s§(FIM),§an§organization§
which§represents§professional§musicians§and§their§trade§unions§in§more§than§60§countries.§FIM§has§just§awarded§Air§Canada§with§its§first§“Airline§
of§Choice”§award,§following§a§careful§assessment§by§an§international§jury§of§a§selection§of§nominees,§during§a§meeting§held§in§Budapest§on§27-28§
June§2018.§FIM§concluded§that§Air§Canada§was§ahead§of§its§competitors§as§regards§the§level§of§services§offered§to§professional§musicians§travelling§
with§their§instruments§and§the§clarity§of§the§information§available§on§the§Air§Canada§website§in§this§respect.§The§FIM’s§public§recognition§positions§
Air§Canada§as§a§preferred§airline§among§musicians.

132§ Air§Canada§distinguishes§ itself§ from§ its§competitors§ in§many§ways.§Air§Canada’s§carry-on§baggage§program§allows§a§musical§ instrument§ to§be§
brought§on§board§as§part§of§the§passenger’s§carry-on§baggage§provided§that§it§meets§the§current§Air§Canada§carry-on§size§requirements.§The§musical§
instrument§in§question§must§fit§in§the§overhead§bin§or§under§the§seat§in§front§of§the§passenger.§As§part§of§our§in-flight§services,§Air§Canada§provides§
nets§on§board§which§can§be§used§for§the§safe§stowage§of§musical§instruments.§A§customer§also§has§the§option§of§purchasing§a§seat§to§accommodate§
the§musical§instrument.§Our§proactive§musician-friend§policy§provides§customers§a§fifty§percent§(50%)§discount§on§a§second§seat§for§an§instrument§
that§is§too§valuable§or§fragile§to§be§put§in§the§aircraft§cargo§hold§to§be§carried§on§board.§We§also§offer§pre-boarding§for§musicians§and§their§instruments§
to§allow§them§to§safely§stow§their§instruments§in§the§overhead§baggage§compartments.§Canadian§competitors§do§not§offer§an§extra§seat§at§a§discount§
to§have§musical§instruments§on§the§seat§next§to§them.§Passengers§flying§on§competing§airlines§are§required§to§stow§their§musical§instruments.
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VII.§ SCOPE§OF§THE§NEW§REGULATIONS

1. Should any of the obligations set out in the air passenger protection regulations be modified for 
certain types of airlines; for example, small airlines operating small aircraft?

 If so, which obligations, which types of airlines, and why?

 f No, the regulator should not modify the air passenger protection regulations for certain types of airlines, 
with the exception of single-entity, non-resellable charters.

1. REGULATIONS MUST APPLY TO ALL TYPES OF FLIGHTS

 f Regulations should apply uniformly to all types of airlines that fly from Canada. Any modification based 
on type of carrier, including those operating smaller aircraft, for example will compromise the regulatory 
objective of clarity and will hamper a level playing field. 

2. EXCEPTION FOR SINGLE-ENTITY CHARTERS 

 f For reasons previously expressed,133 Air Canada does not see any relevant distinction to be made between 
scheduled services and charters (with one important exception below). We compete for the same 
business and the issues are the same. Accordingly, there is no basis for excluding charter operations from 
the passenger rights regime.

 f One exception, however, should be made: air passenger regulations should not apply to single entity 
charter operations which are different in that the entire capacity of the aircraft is purchased by contract, 
and not sold via normal distribution channels. This difference would make the regulation essentially 
inapplicable.

3. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: EXTRA-TERRITORIAL APPLICATION OF CANADIAN LAW

 f The passenger protection regime should apply to flights departing Canada only. 

§§ The§ only§ exception§ to§ that§ is§ tarmac§ delays§ that§ occur§ in§ Canada§ regardless§ of§ where§ the§ flight§
originated.

 f Most regimes in the world apply to flights departing from their territory and not from another territory 
destined to their territory.134 

 f For Canada to impose such requirements to flights departing from other countries would be an extra-
territorial application of Canadian law and cause the confusion the regime aims to dispel, situations of 
conflict with local laws, doubt as to the regime that applies, and duplicative recourses.

133§ See§Air§Canada’s§response§to§Phase§2§of§the§Regulatory§Modernization§Initiative,§filed§on§October§5th,§2017.

134§ See§for§example§EC§Regulation§No.§261/2004§which§applies§to§the§28§members§of§the§European§Union;§Decision§619§which§applies§to§current§
members§of§the§Andean§Community§(Boliviá,§Colombia,§Ecuador,§Peru);§Art§133,§Aeronautical§Code§of§Chile;§Regulation§of§Air§Passenger§Rights§in§
Turkey.§See§also§countries§where§rules§on§passenger§rights§apply§only§to§domestic§carriage§such§as§in§Thailand§(Announcement§of§the§Ministry§of§
Transport§on§Protection§of§Passenger§Rights§using§Thai§Air§Carriers’§Services§for§Domestic§Scheduled§Air§Services§2010),§Mexico§(Civil§Aviation§Act§
and§Federal§Consumer§Protection§Law)§and§China§(Civil§Aviation§Law§and§Rules§for§Domestic§Civil§Air§Transport§of§Passengers§and§Luggage).
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a) Extraterritorial Application Will Cause Double Compensation

 f The Agency should not create a situation where passengers can claim compensation for the same event 
in both the country of the point of departure and the destination country. 

§§ If§the§Canadian§passenger§rights§regime§applies§to§flights§coming§to§Canada§and§is§not§restricted§to§
operating§carriers,§double§compensation§would§inevitably§result,§even§with§a§cumbersome§process§
aimed§at§avoiding§it.

§§ While§s.§86.11§(3)§of§the§New§Act§aims§to§prevent§double§compensation§by§providing§that§a§person§
cannot§receive§compensation§from§a§carrier§under§the§Canadian§law§if§that§same§person§has§already§
received§compensation§for§the§same§event§under§another§law,§it§cannot§preclude§a§passenger§from§
claiming§first§under§the§Canadian§regime§and§then§under§another§regime.§In§such§a§case,§it§would§be§
up§to§the§foreign§law§to§legislate§to§preclude§double§compensation,§which§foreign§regimes§do§not.135

§§ In§interline§situations,§situations§of§double§compensation§would§be§inevitable§and§unavoidable.§With§
carriers§operating§several§international§routes§through§flights§connecting§from§one§airline§to§the§next,§
it§cannot§be§determined§whether§a§passenger§might§have§claimed§compensation§from§one§carrier§or§
both.§The§risk§of§double§compensation§is§high.

 f To achieve international regulatory harmony, regulatory fairness and the clarity sought for passengers 
who will benefit by gaining a clear understanding of their rights, the Agency should apply regulations to 
flights departing Canada only. Failing to do so would inevitably invite confusion, complexity and inequity.

 f To address the extra-territorial application of Canadian law, potential foreign conflict of law issues, and 
duplicative recourses, the regime should therefore be made only applicable to flights from and not to 
Canada and to any carrier.136

b) Defining Scope to More Effectively Limit Double Compensation by Referring to “Other Benefits Owed”  
As Well

 f There is another respect in which s. 86.11(3) of the New Law does not adequately limit double 
compensation (even though the objective of this section is clearly to do so) which needs to be clarified in 
the regulations. The provision limits compensation only where compensation had already been awarded 
under another passenger rights regime.

 f The regulations should stipulate that the definition of compensation includes benefits owed to avoid 
double-refunds and other benefits, in line with article 3(b) EC Regulation 261/2004, under which benefits 
can include rerouting or refunds. A passenger should not be both rerouted under one regime, and refunded 
under another, for example.

 f Second, the concept of a “passenger rights regime” should be expressly made to include not only any 
other laws in any jurisdiction, but also a body of caselaw or guidance from a regulatory authority. 

§§ Many§countries§use§a§variety§of§tools§with§legal§effect§other§than§law-making,§so§a§narrow§interpretation§
of§this§term§would§be§an§error§that§would§give§rise§to§double§compensation.

135§ Article§12§of§EC261§does§not§preclude§such§double§compensation§from§taking§place§first§in§Canada§and§then§in§the§EU.§The§following§table§illustrates§
how§the§application§of§a§passenger§rights§regime§to§flights§“to”§that§country§would§lead§to§double§compensation,§using§the§EU§and§Canadian§regimes§
as§examples:

Flight§from§Canada§to§EU§on§a§§
European Carrier

Flight§from§the§EU§to§Canada§on§a§§
Canadian Carrier

First Claim in Canada; Second Claim in the EU Not§permitted§(art.§3(1)(b)) Permitted

First Claim in the EU; Second Claim in Canada Not§permitted§(s.§86.11(3)) Not§permitted§(s.§86.11(3))

136§ On§the§other§hand,§as§explained§in§Section§11§below,§the§All-Inclusive§Pricing§Regulations§should§either§be§made§applicable§to§all§sellers§of§air§services§
offered for sale§in§Canada,§and§not§just§to§“advertising§in§all§media§of§prices§for§air§services§within,§or§originating§in,§Canada”§(135.7§(1))
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VIII.§APPLICATION§OF§THE§NEW§REGULATIONS§WHEN§DIFFERENT§§
AIRLINES§ARE§INVOLVED

1. When a single itinerary includes flights with multiple airlines, in which of the following areas 
should the marketing airline be responsible (regardless of whether an issue arises on one of its 
flights or on flights operated by one of its partner airlines)?

•§ Airline’s§obligation§to§communicate§clearly

•§ Flight§delays§and§cancellations

•§ Denied§boarding

•§ Tarmac§delays

•§ Lost§or§damaged§baggage

•§ Seating§of§children§under§the§age§of§14§years

•§ Transportation§of§musical§instruments

 In which areas should the operating airline be responsible?

 fWith the exception of the matter referred to in (a) above regarding communication, the Operating Carrier 
(OC) should be the carrier responsible. Doing otherwise fails to recognize the reality of modern aviation, 
would be based on a fiction and create passenger frustration and confusion without yielding benefit. 

1. THE REGIME SHOULD APPLY TO OPERATING CARRIERS ONLY

 f It is essential the Agency’s regulations apply only to the OC (in the case of code share or another 
arrangement). Not doing do so will not only give rise to inevitable double compensation, unjustly enriching 
some passengers at the expense of all utterly but fails to account for the reality of airline operations.

§§ Marketing§carriers,§in§the§context§of§code§share§situations,§are§not§in§a§position§to§manage§day-of§
operational§issues§and§cannot§comply§with§obligations§to§provide§standards§of§treatment.§Imposing§
the§obligations§on§them§has§no§effect§on§the§terms§and§conditions§being§applied§in§practice§and§no§
impact§on§the§standards§achieved.137

§§ Moreover,§since§carriers§frequently§operate§through§code§share§arrangements§and§cannot§in§practice§
determine§whether§a§passenger§has§claimed§compensation§ from§one§carrier§or§both,§not§ limiting§
recourse§to§the§OC§as§is§done§in§Europe,§U.S.§and§most§countries,§would§cause§misalignment§and§
inequitable§double-dipping.§

 f Failing to ensure that Canadian requirements respecting passenger rights align with regimes developed 
around the world risks causing:

§§ Confusion§ for§ passengers§ who,§ instead§ of§ gaining§ a§ clear§ understanding§ of§ their§ rights,§ will§ be§
increasingly§confused§about§which§carrier§to§file§a§claim§with;

§§ A§failure§to§achieve§the§benefits§of§clarity§and§certainty§that§a§well-designed§passenger§rights§regime§
can§provide;§and

137§ For§example,§it§is§simply§not§possible§to§have§different§passengers§on§a§flight§be§entitled§to§deplane§at§different§times§from§other§passengers,§be§
entitled§to§a§different§meal§than§that§which§is§offered§on§board,§or§be§entitled§to§carry§a§lap-held§pet,§when§all§other§passengers§must§have§their§pets§
in§carriers,§based§on§their§contract§of§carriage§with§any§of§the§MCs§that§may§have§their§code§on§the§flight.
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§§ Situations§of§double§compensation,§as§passengers§will§be§legally§entitled§to§claim§from§MCs§in§Canada,§
and§OCs§elsewhere,§as§illustrated§in§Section§2§on§Delays§and§Cancellations§above.§

 f The Agency must allow carriers to provide in their tariffs that certain rules apply to flights operated by it, 
and not to flights operated by other carriers but marketed by it.138

2. WHY MARKETING CARRIERS CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE

 f MCs simply cannot be expected to list all the rules of all OCs for aspects that pertain to operations, and 
OCs cannot be expected to apply the rules of MCs. 

§§ No§matter§what§regulations§require,§it§simply§cannot§be§done.§

 f Failing to account for this reality will have no positive impact whatsoever or will do nothing more than create a fiction 

that causes false expectations and confusion.

§§ The§practice§of§holding§MCs§responsible§causes§situations§that§are§confusing§and§inevitable§failure.§

§§ It§also§extends§the§jurisdiction§of§a§State§well§beyond§its§natural§borders§and§to§airlines§that§do§not§
even§ operate§ or§ have§ any§ contact§ in§ that§ State§ and§ who§ are,§ consequently§ and§ understandably,§
unaware§of§their§laws.139

 f The optimal way to address the reality is to require MCs to inform passengers of it, not to create false 
expectations through legal or regulatory fictions.

2. Should the answer to the previous question change for different sorts of cooperation arrangements 
(e.g., code sharing, interlining, and joint ventures)?

 f No. In all these cases, the OC’s tariffs should apply because it is the reality of operations. 

§§ In§the§case§of§interlining,§in§fact,§the§rules§of§the§OC§already§apply,§as§ticketing§carriers§sell§on§behalf§
of§the§OC,§without§marketing§the§services,§and§the§contract§of§carriage§is§already§clearly§with§the§OC.§
This§has§not§caused§issues§for§passengers.

138§ Air§Canada§had,§in§the§past,§tried§to§amend§its§tariff§to§include§language§referring§customers§to§the§terms§and§conditions§of§the§OC§for§certain§rules.§
The§Agency§refused§these§changes.§As§a§result§of§the§inconsistency§between§legal§requirements§and§operational§reality,§Air§Canada’s§tariffs§now§
specify§that§they§apply§to§“carriage§on§flights§marketed§by§Air§Canada§but§operated§by§another§carrier,§unless§otherwise§stated§in§this§tariff,”§and§each§
section§of§the§tariff§then§specifies§if§it§applies§to§flights§operated§by§Air§Canada/Rouge/AC§Express§only§or§not.§In§the§event§that§they§do§not§apply,§
there§is§no§information§on§where§to§find§the§policy§that§applies§to§flights§not§operated§by§Air§Canada/Rouge/AC§Express.§The§outcome§is§a§lack§of§
clarity§for§consumers.§It§is§time§for§a§different§approach.§

139§ Example§1:§Flight§Disruptions
§ It§is§the§OC§which§is§best§placed§to§re-book§the§passenger§onto§a§next§available§flight,§communicate§with§passengers§and§guide§them§through§the§

next§steps§to§deal§with§a§particular§situation§such§as§a§delay§or§a§denied§boarding.§

§ Example§2:§Tarmac§Delays
§ There§is§absolutely§nothing§an§MC§can§do§to§deal§with§such§a§situation.§Even§communicating§the§duration§of§the§tarmac§delay§isn’t§feasible,§as§it§is§

the§OC§that§has§the§information§and§that§can§communicate§it§directly§to§passengers.§The§same§can§be§said§for§lost§or§damaged§baggage,§acceptance§
and§handling§of§musical§instruments,§and§the§seating§of§children.§These§areas§are§all§practically§and§operationally§outside§of§the§MC’s§control.§
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3. Should the air passenger protection regulations require that marketing airlines explain to 
passengers which airline is responsible for which issues when selling an itinerary that includes 
flights with several airlines?

 f Yes. MCs should have to make passengers aware of which of the OC’s terms and conditions apply, so that 
they are able to seek accurate information from the correct carrier. 

§§ However,§MCs§should§only§be§required§to§refer§passengers§to§the§terms§and§conditions§of§carriage§of§the§
OC§for§operational§items.§MCs§cannot§be§expected§to§know,§understand§and§properly§communicate§
the§specific§terms§and§conditions§of§each§OC§with§which§they§are§code-sharing,§particularly§when§
there§are§ so§many§of§ them,140§and§when§there§are§ so§many§different§ terms§and§conditions§ to§be§
referred§to.141

IX.§ TARIFF§AVAILABILITY§AND§FILING

1. For passengers, what measures, if any, would make it easier to access and understand an airline’s 
tariff, beyond the terms and conditions already covered under issue 1?

 Are there electronic options that would help ensure the transparency and clarity of an airline’s 
obligations towards their customers? If so, what are the electronic options for satisfying this 
requirement?

TARIFFS SHOULD BE ELIMINATED OR GREATLY SIMPLIFIED

 f If tariffs are to be retained (contrary to our recommendation in Section 1), they should be significantly 
simplified, shortened and with burdensome requirements alleviated. 

§§ They§have§become§excessively§long§and§convoluted§over§the§years,§resulting§in§a§document§that§is§
anything§but§usable§or§clear.§

 f If tariffs are eliminated, there are a number of electronic sources of information on the carrier’s website 
that provide adequate and clear communication:

§§ Transparency§and§clarity§of§information§is§better§achieved§through§a§carrier’s§website.142

§§ Websites§are§where§the§vast§majority§of§passengers§find§the§travel§information§related§to§their§needs.§

140§ For§example,§Air§Canada§has§34§code§share§partners,§and§providing§every§OC’s§terms§and§conditions§would§generate§needless§complexity§and§
confusion§for§consumers.

141§ For§example,§check-in§times,§boarding§times,§carriage§of§animals,§services§for§children§and§infants,§special§items§(sporting§equipment,§dangerous§
goods,§etc.),§accommodations§for§passengers§with§a§disability,§special§seating§requirements,§oxygen§services,§etc.

142§ At§ Air§ Canada,§ all§ information§ related§ to§ conditions§ of§ carriage§ is§ available§ on§ aircanada.com,§ in§ even§ greater§ detail,§ and§ in§ a§ more§ legible,§
comprehensible,§interactive§format§than§in§tariffs.§See§for§example§the§General§Conditions§of§Carriage,§the§Customer§Service§Plan,§and§informational§
pages§on§the§carrier’s§website§specifically§identified§by§topic.
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a) Filing Tariffs Is a Bureaucratic Exercise that Provides No Benefit to Consumers

 f Legislation and regulation require airlines to update the tariffs and file a request for amendment whenever 
even a minor change in policy occurs, an anachronism conceived in the pre-internet age.  The exercise has 
become a bureaucratic charade without a purpose.143

§§ Advance§filing§requirements§no§longer§exists§for§the§domestic§market§(which§has§been§deregulated),§
but§for§international§services,§the§requirement§leads§to§a§review§process§by§the§Agency§before§carriers§
can§use§the§updated§conditions§of§carriage.§There§is§no§basis§for§the§international§market§to§be§treated§
differently.

§§ The§current§regulatory§approach§imposes§an§artificial§and§costly§administrative§burden§upon§carriers§
and§prevents§them§from§changing§their§conditions§of§carriage§in§a§timely§and§efficient§manner§to§react§
to§competitive§conditions§or§initiatives;§the§approach§necessitates§a§whole§unproductive§allocation§
of§Agency§and§airline§resources§to§a§function§that§serves§no§practical§purpose,§without§providing§any§
benefits§whatsoever§to§the§travelling§public.§

 f Bilateral agreements today and the way in which they are implemented in practice do not support the 
continued use of tariffs or such high regulatory scrutiny into carriers’ terms and conditions of carriage. 

b) Tariff Approach Is Not in Line with International Best Practices

 f The Canadian anachronistic approach is contrary to the one in jurisdictions like the European Union, 
where relevant and detailed information regarding conditions of carriage must be made available to 
consumers through the airlines’ website but not necessarily filed with a public authority. This is a far 
more practical and useful model.

 f Canada is the only regulator, to our knowledge, that regulates carriers on a case by case basis by evaluating 
the reasonableness aspect of a particular policy. 

§§ Other§regulators,§and§regulators§in§other§industries,§regulate§all§players§in§an§industry,§in§an§equal§and§
fair§manner.§

§§ In§fact,§this§is§exactly§what§the§Agency§is§doing§with§its§Regulatory§Modernization§Initiative,§and§now§
has§residual§regulatory-making§power§against§all§carriers§under§s.§86.11§(2)§of§the§Act,§that§would§
permit§it§to§regulate§in§this§way§as§well.

 f Canada’s efforts to liberalize Bilateral Air Service Agreements (“BASA”) also include the liberalization of 
tariff (including prices and terms and conditions related to the price) filing requirements, removing the 
administrative burden of filing tariffs and prices on statutory notice. 

§§ This§is§in§line§with§the§international§trend§to§liberalize§the§marketplace,§and§in§fact,§to§move§away§from§
tariff§filing§requirements§altogether.

 f Moreover, several carriers are no longer using the Airline Tariff Publishing Company (“ATPCO”) to file 
terms and conditions of carriage, and most international carriers do not keep their tariffs updated. 

§§ Many§rules§are§no§longer§in§use,§and§most,§if§not§all,§are§never§read§by§the§vast§majority§of§consumers.§

§§ Although§they§may§make§changes§when§directed§to§satisfy§the§Agency,§carriers§operating§to§and§from§
Canada§do§not§even§maintain§current§versions§of§their§tariff§provisions§in§a§manner§that§accurately§
reflects§their§policy.§

 f This burdensome requirement puts Canadian carriers at a disadvantage as they do have to maintain and 
file their tariffs provisions and diligently respond to Agency reviews, concerns and inspections and plan 
for notice periods. 

§§ The§waiting§period§itself§causes§Canadian§carriers§to§lose§competitive§ground.

143§ The§formatting§requirements§imposed§by§the§Air§Transportation§Regulations§(“ATR”)§are§another§example§of§burdensome§obligations§which§provide§
little§added§benefit§to§consumers.§These§ATR§rules§should§be§eliminated§(e.g.§S120,§S124,§S125,§S127,§S127.1,§S132,§S133,§S135).
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 f Accordingly, there is no longer any legitimate need or justifiable reason for the Agency to preserve broad 
powers to review the reasonableness, etc. of a carrier’s term or condition of carriage filed in its tariffs.

c) Access to Tariffs at Airports is Even More Anachronistic and Burdensome with Little Added Value to 
Consumers

 f Public access to tariffs at airlines’ physical offices is even more (and entirely) anachronistic. Today, 
customers have access to airlines’ websites, and most can do so from anywhere, using their personal 
devices.

§§ The§public§prefers§reviewing§a§carrier’s§website§to§get§information§on§terms§and§conditions§of§carriage,§
and§on§the§rare§occasion§that§they§review§tariffs,§they§do§so§by§accessing§a§carrier’s§website.§

 f In addition, not all of Air Canada’s airport employees have access to the website, creating challenges for 
agents needing to provide public access to tariffs at airports, which, incidentally, only ever happens on 
rare occasions if it all.144 

§§ when§asked,§airport§agents§must§ leave§their§counter,§find§a§ lead§agent,§and§go§to§a§desk§that§has§
internet§access,§like§a§connection§counter,§ticketing§desk,§or§back§office,§taking§time§away§from§serving§
other§customers,§causing§other§service§issues.§

§§ If§access§at§airports§is§nevertheless§deemed§important,§it§would§be§more§appropriate§and§effective§to§
require§airports§to§provide§pubic§computer§access§stations.

 f Therefore, the obligation in S. 67 CTA and S.116 ATR to provide public access to tariffs at carrier’s offices 
should be removed, or, at the very least, the term “business offices” should not be interpreted as including 
an airport location. 

d) Requirement to Access Tariffs at “Business Offices” Should be Removed

 f Accordingly, the definition of “business office” in section 2 of the ATR should be deleted or amended to 
include only headquarter offices of a carrier, or, at most, ticketing offices.

2. Should the filing requirements for international airlines be retained?

 If so, are there electronic filing options that would simplify the filing process without compromising 
the timeliness or completeness of filings?

 f No. As stated above, the Agency should completely eliminate tariff filing requirements for all airlines. 

 f However, as asserted previously, if such requirements are to be retained, tariff content should be greatly 
simplified, and the Agency should require and monitor filings for international airlines, which it does not 
currently seem to be actively doing. 

§§ This§approach§is§essential§to§ensure§a§competitive§level§playing§field§among§all§airlines.

 f In such a case, filing electronically should be the required format, and filed tariffs should take effect in real 
time, instantly, not on 45 days’ advance notice.

§§ Managing§the§effectiveness§of§rules§and§understanding§which§rule§takes§effect§when,§creates§confusion§
for§customers§creating§needless§operational§complexity§for§our§agents.

144§ §We§have§no§record§of§this§actually§happening,§except§at§times§when§an§inspector§has§asked.§
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X.§ TRANSPORTATION§OF§UNACCOMPANIED§MINORS§

1. The age to be considered an “adult” varies in Canada, internationally and in airline practices. What 
should be the age of an “adult” for the purpose of applying the definition of an “accompanying 
person”?

 f There is no need for the Agency to regulate this matter. 

§§ It§is§in§the§interest§of§airlines§to§ensure§that§children§and§infants§are§accompanied§by§a§responsible§
adult.§Airline§policies§on§this§topic§are§designed§to§ensure§the§protection§and§care§of§minors§on§board,§
and§regulatory§interference§in§this§area§would§be§burdensome§and§not§useful.

 f However, should the Agency decide to prescribe requirements in this area, an individual of 16 years or older should qualify 

as an accompanying adult.

§§ While§the§definition§of§“adult”§varies§depending§on§the§purpose§for§which§it§is§used,§for§many§carriers§
(including§Air§Canada),§there§needs§to§be§an§“accompanying§person”§who§is§an§adult§defined§as§a§
passenger§16§years§of§age§or§older,§in§the§case§of§travelling§infants§and§children,§

§§ Based§on§current§industry§standards§and§observations§in§practice,§at§16§years§of§age,§an§individual§is§
generally§able§to§shoulder§the§responsibility§and§care§of§another§younger§individual.§

2. Should similar standards apply on domestic flights? If so, are there specific factors that the CTA 
should consider? If not, please provide a justification.

 f Yes, there should be no difference in the treatment of minors on domestic flights versus international 
flights departing Canada. 

THE AGENCY SHOULD NOT REGULATE UNACCOMPANIED MINOR REQUIREMENTS

 f There is no need for regulation in this area.

§§ This§is§another§policy§on§which§airlines§compete,§that§is§at§the§heart§of§the§service§levels§offered§by§
airlines,§and§that§the§Agency§should§not§regulate.

 f The Agency has not been mandated by law to make regulations in this area, and, to Air Canada’s 
knowledge, no other regulator in the world does so. 

§§ Regulating§in§this§area§would§be§contrary§to§good§regulatory§practice,§causing§needless§interference§
with§market§forces§without§any§apparent§targeted§or§clear§policy§objective§on§this§topic.

 f Accordingly, the Agency should refrain from setting standards relating to unaccompanied minors and 
leave market forces to act.
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XI.§ AIR§SERVICES§PRICE§ADVERTISING

1. Are any changes in the regulations needed to help consumers easily determine the total price of 
advertised air services – including the separate components of the total price – and the total price 
of any optional services that an airline may offer as part of a passenger’s itinerary?

 f Yes, the current All-inclusive Air Price Advertising Regulations (“ASPAR”) should be revised to be made 
more flexible. The principle of having all-inclusive pricing should, however, remain.

§§ As§drafted,§ASPAR§do§not§provide§sufficient§flexibility§for§allowing§innovative§marketing§practices§in§
the§competitive§landscape§where§regulated§entities§are§competing§with§parties§that§are§outside§the§
scope§of§the§regulatory§regime.§

§§ As§experience§has§shown,§any§regime§of§detailed§regulatory§requirements§in§this§area§needs§to§be§
constantly§amended§to§keep§pace§with§technological§developments,§which§is§not§practicable,§or§be§
interpreted§in§ways§that§dilute§the§regulatory§objective,§which§removes§regulatory§certainty.145

§- Instead,§regulations§should§be§flexible§and§contain§general§principles§of§consumer§transparency§that§
would§be§more§suitable§considering§the§rapid§pace§of§change.§

§- The§Agency§can§provide§industry§guidance§and§direction§as§matters§evolve§by§issuing§statements,§
caselaw,§etc.§This§would§be§more§effective§and§pertinent.

1. PERFORMANCE-BASED ENFORCEMENT FLEXIBILITY IS ALSO NEEDED

 f Enforcement efforts should must be more flexible as well, to recognize the context of dynamic advertising, 
IT-complexity, the challenges presented by rapidly evolving IT requirements and other factors. 

 f Consultation should be encouraged and expressly recognized to be an essential aspect of compliance 
enforcement in most cases. 

§§ §Compliance§with§detailed§requirements§in§a§dynamic§environment§of§evolving§advertising§methods§
and§ techniques§ can§ only§ be§ achieved§ through§ collaboration§ and§ communication§ that§ clarifies§
marketing§objectives§while§ensuring§requirements§are§met.§A§heavy-handed§approach§to§enforcement§
when§errors§or§inadvertent§omissions§are§made§is§less§effective§and§not§in§keeping§with§a§collaborative§
approach§aimed§at§promoting§compliance§rather§than§punishment.§

§§ For§ carriers§ with§ recognized§ high§ standards§ of§ compliance,§ a§ heavy-handed§ approach§ is§ also§ less§
appropriate§and§far§less§constructive.

 f Compliance review should have a stratified approach that considers, among other things, the corporate 
compliance and culture, standards of compliance, informed commercial action, past compliance record, 
and whether there is intent to deceive. 

§§ Weight§should§also§be§given§to§the§volume§of§advertisements§made§and§relative§overall§compliance§
levels.§

145§ Example:

§ While§non-interactive§advertisements§are§exempted§from§the§requirements§of§s.§135.8(1)(d)§through§(f),§interactive§advertisements§must§comply§
with§all§requirements§of§s.§135.8(1).§However,§some§prices§online§(in§banner§ads,§for§example,§and§other§forms§of§innovative§advertising§online)§are§
advertised§succinctly§and§cannot§be§expected§to§include§such§detailed§requirements§on the same display§as§the§one§where§the§price§first§appears.§Such§
a§requirement§would§unduly§cloud§the§advertisement.§The§information§can§be§reasonably§displayed§throughout§the§following§pages,§as§consumers§
click§through,§and§the§Agency§seems§to§have§accepted§such§an§approach§in§its§enforcement§activity.§Unfortunately,§there§is§no§clear§guidance§as§
to§which§requirement§should§be§displayed§during§which§phase§of§the§process.§This§creates§regulatory§uncertainty§which§may§unfairly§disadvantage§
those§who§choose§to§comply§“earlier§on”§in§the§process.
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 f The Agency should implement a performance-based approach to compliance and monitoring, in line 
with the regulatory objectives. 

2. Should the application of the air price advertising requirements be extended to other air travel 
services (e.g., charter airlines and tour operator packages)?

 f Yes. Absolutely, they must be. These new players are increasingly competing for sales and marketing in 
the same space and are gaining large portions of market share (e.g. enhanced search engines), yet many 
are not directly covered by the current regulations due to their business models or overseas location. This 
is in addition to travel agents that have never been covered by ASPAR, even when selling packages that 
include an air portion. 

§§ Though§they§may§be§covered§by§provincial§regulators§ if§they§are§registered§in§a§province§that§has§
specific§advertising§requirements,§the§requirements§with§which§they§must§comply§are§not§equivalent§
to§ASPAR.§Therefore,§not§only§are§all§those§competing§for§the§sale§of§air§services§not§on§a§level§playing-
field,§but§with§different§standards,§there§is§less§clarity§for§consumers§and§less§understanding§of§their§
rights§on§associated§risks.§Having§that§determined§by§the§provider§rather§than§the§service§or§product§
they§are§purchasing§is,§from§a§consumer§perspective,§an§artificial§distinction§that§does§nothing§but§
create§confusion.

 f Regulators in some other countries have broader jurisdiction over sellers of travel services and do not 
distinguish between sales by air carriers and sales by travel agents.146 

 f The requirements imposed upon airlines in Canada for the sale and advertising of air services should be 
equally applicable to other entities against which it competes for sales. Regulatory uniformity and hence 
clarity, as well as a level playing field for all those competing for the sale of air services, whatever their 
form, should be basic guiding principles that inform the objective.

2. PRICE ADVERTISING RULES SHOULD APPLY TO ANYONE DIRECTLY ADVERTISING TO CANADIANS

 f Price advertising rules typically apply in the territory where a price is being advertised to protect citizens 
of that territory, irrespective of where the flights are operated. This is not currently the case with ASPAR, 
which applies only to the advertising of flights to/from Canada.

§§ This§leaves§an§unacceptable§gap§in§requirements§and§airlines§at§a§disadvantage§compared§to§other§
sellers§of§air§services§with§which§airlines§compete§directly.

146§ For§example,§see§U.S.§Rule§14§CFR§399.84.
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3. REGULATORY GAP FOR BORDER SERVICES

 f American carriers and sellers of air travel are targeting Canadians by offering domestic U.S. flights from 
border airports in the U.S. as a cheaper alternative to flying from a Canadian airport.147 

§§ Airlines§that§do§so§are§subject§to§U.S.§advertising§rules§when§advertising§in§the§U.S.§only,§but§are§not§
subject§to§ASPAR§when§advertising§in§Canada,§leaving§them§unregulated.148

§§ There§are§also§dedicated§websites§of§online§sellers§ (such§as§CheapOAir.ca149)§ that§target§Canadian§
consumers§by§offering§border§city§flights§that§are§equally§in§a§regulatory§gap§that§leaves§a§growing§
segment§of§providers§outside§the§scope§of§the§regulations,§reducing§their§impact,§and§effectiveness.§

147§ §Targeted§advertisements§can§be§found§in§the§market§promoting§flights§departing§from§a§border§airport.

§

148§ American§carriers§advertising§in§Canada§for§border§flights§are§not§subject§to§Part§V.1§Section§135.7(1)§of§the§Air§Transportation§Regulations§which§
states§that§“Subject§to§subsection§(2),§this§Part§applies§to§advertising§in§all§media§of§prices§for§air§services§within,§or§originating§in,§Canada”.§These§
carriers§are§also§not§liable§to§Part§14§CFR§399.84§(U.S.§price§advertising§rules)§when§advertising§in§Canada,§as§U.S.§requirements§apply§to§advertisers§
located§in§the§U.S.

149§

§
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4. COMPETING IN ADVERTISEMENT AGAINST RAIL AND BUS

 f Air Canada is at a similar, significant disadvantage on short haul routes where it competes for 
transportation services against bus and rail companies which are not required to have all-inclusive pricing 
in their advertising under Agency requirements.

§§ There§is§no§valid§reason§from§a§regulatory§perspective§for§which§one§mode§of§transport§should§be§
targeted§over§another.

 f Therefore, ASPAR requirements should apply to advertising from rail and bus companies as well.

3. Should the rules be changed to accommodate innovative sales approaches like auctions/price 
bidding?

 If so, what safeguards, if any, are needed to ensure price transparency?

 f Yes, the rules ought to be changed to accommodate evolving and innovative practices. 

§§ New§ and§ innovative§ technologies§ are§ being§ adopted§ at§ record§ pace§ and§ should§ be§ recognized§ as§
important§drivers§of§consumer§choice§and§business§development.§

§§ The§pace§of§innovation§accentuates§the§need§for§flexibility§in§the§regulatory§regime.

 f A regulatory regime that rigidly fixes prescribed requirements for practices that will inevitably change 
over time will become rapidly outdated. Instead, the Agency can mandate that the practices employed 
conform to accepted competitive standards and ensure price transparency at all times. 
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XII.§ OTHER§TOPICS§TO§INCLUDE§IN§A§TARIFF

1. Are there other topics that airlines should be required to address in their tariffs? Some possibilities 
could include:

•§ treatment§of§passengers§delayed§on§board§an§aircraft§before§the§specific§requirements§
for§a§tarmac§delay§of§more§than§three§hours§kicks§in

•§ baggage§acceptance§policies,§including§allowances§and§charges

•§ ancillary§services§policies,§including§seat§selection§fees

•§ carrier-operated§frequent§flyer§programs

•§ transportation§of§animals§§

 f No, there are no additional topics that should be covered in tariffs: theyare already too long and complex. 
Setting such requirements would not address any identifiable need or achieve any desirable purpose and 
would be contrary to efforts to improve tariff clarity, accessibility and simplicity. 

§§ Extending§the§scope§of§tariffs§would§broaden§Agency§jurisdiction§to§areas§in§which§Agency§involvement§
would§unduly§impede§healthy§competitive§behaviour§and§innovation,§adding§regulatory§burden§without§
enhancing§the§protection§of§passengers,§serving§only§to§make§Canadian§players§less§competitive.§

1. CARRIER-OPERATED FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAMS (FFP) SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED IN TARIFFS

a) Frequent Flyer Programs Should Be Left to Market Forces

 f FFPs, like other loyalty programs, are marketing programs and do not form part of conditions of carriage. 
They do not belong in tariffs.

§§ Loyalty§programs§are§increasingly§prevalent§in§a§wide§range§of§service§industries§and§have§their§own§
terms§and§conditions§associated§with§them.

§§ They§are§not§unique§to§the§transportation§industry.§

§§ They§compete§with§each§other§on§the§value§they§offer§customers§and§the§manner§in§which§this§value§
is§offered.§

§§ Many,§including§FFPs,§span§several§industries.§For§example,§even§if§a§program§is§managed§by§an§airline,§
a§customer§could§accrue§points§by§flying§on§that§airline§and§redeem§products§or§services§in§another§
industry§or§vice§versa.

 f Airlines should therefore be free to compete with all other loyalty service providers regarding the range 
of services offered through their FFP and how they are administered. 

§§ Given§the§multi-industry§nature§of§loyalty§programs,§the§Agency§should§not§be§exercising§jurisdiction§
or§imposing§requirements§on§these§programs§or§regulating§the§accrual§and§redemption§process.§

 f Airlines should be as free as other participants in the loyalty sphere to determine the manner in which 
such programs offer value to consumers.
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b) Loyalty Programs Fall Outside the Agency’s Expertise and Jurisdiction

 f It would be a burden and a misallocation of resources for the Agency to develop the expertise to regulate 
and intervene in such a niche industry. It would dissipate its focus in areas of its core mandate where it 
has the expertise to regulate.

§§ The§exercise§of§determining§how§many§FFP§points§are§reasonably§required§to§redeem§services§on§a§
particular§route§would§be§extremely§complex.

§§ The§ Agency’s§ jurisdiction§ over§ the§ reasonableness§ of§ fares§ on§ domestic§ routes§ already§ is§ already§
extremely§ complex§ and,§ furthermore,§ not§ relevant§ anymore§ in§ an§ era§ where§ fares§ have§ been§
deregulated.§ It§ would§ be§ just§ as§ inappropriate§ for§ the§ Agency§ to§ regulate§ fares§ through§ the§ FFP§
redemption§process§in§a§deregulated§environment.

c) Regulating Could Generate Complexity or Confusion

 f Regulating in the same area of consumer protection as provinces is likely to create, not dispel, confusion. 
It may also raise constitutional issues.150 

2. ANCILLARY FEES DO NOT BELONG IN GENERAL RULES

 f Ancillary fees are dynamic. Filing them adds a regulatory burden without yielding any benefit at all.

 f Instead, they can be much more effectively, and therefore should be, disclosed dynamically on carriers’ 
websites. Fees that are chargeable to a particular passenger should be disclosed in the booking flow of 
that passenger before a he/she completes the reservation, and prices disclosed should be those valid at 
time of purchase of the ancillary fee. 

§§ This§is§much§more§useful§information§and§tailored§to§the§passengers§than§a§tariff§filing.

 f However, if a filing requirement is retained, filing should be made for air-related ancillary-fees through a 
dynamic system similar to how fares are filed in reality, not through General Rules.

a) If Regulations Are Imposed, They Should Only Address Air-Related Ancillary Fees151 

 f For the same reasons that loyalty programs should not be regulated by the Agency, non-air ancillary fees 
should not be regulated by the Agency. 

150§ Insofar§as§the§Agency§is§determining§whether§a§particular§tariff§rule§is§reasonable§on§a§topic§that§is§not§clearly§related§to§aeronautics§and§that§is,§
quintessentially,§a§consumer§rights§issue,§particularly§one§in§which§provinces§are§actively§regulating,§there§are§risks§of§constitutional§conflicts§and§
contradictions.§

151§ §For§these§purposes,§“ancillary§fees”§should§be§defined§and§limited§to§any§flight-related§item§that§is§optional§but§not§essential§to§the§condition§of§
travel.§Such§fees§include§advance§seat§selection,§checked§baggage,§unaccompanied§minor§service,§handling§fees§for§special§items,§lounge§access,§duty-
free§purchases,§advance§meal§selection§etc.§
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b) Ancillary Fees Are Dynamic and Do Not Always Have a Clear Value

 f Unlike other terms and conditions filed in general rules, ancillary fees are not static. 

§§ They§are§perishable§assets§which§are§worth§more§or§less§to§Air§Canada§at§different§times,§depending§
on§competitive§forces§and§demand§(similar§to§air§fare).§

§§ Some§fees,§such§as§upgrades§for§instance,§are§even§sold§through§a§bidding§process§and§are§therefore§
not§fixed§at§all§prior§to§the§instant§of§sale.

§§ Ancillary§fees§do§not§always§have§a§set§value§associated§with§them.152

c) General Rules Are Too Static to Accurately Include Ancillary Fees

 f Ancillary fees vary greatly by fare type, status level, market, routing, etc., and can change rapidly. They 
are too complex to be accurately and succinctly described in tariffs.153

 f Accordingly, ancillary fees do not belong in General Rules. Their inclusion is an administrative bureaucratic 
burden that yields no benefit to anyone.

d) Disclosing Ancillary Fees Other Than Through General Rules 

 f There are better, more effective and meaningful means to disclose ancillary fees other than through 
general rules.154

§§ The§Agency§is§also§aware§of§the§New§Distribution§Capability§(NDC),155§which§will§make§ancillary§fees§
even§more§dynamic§for§customers.§

§§ With§NDC,§there§will§be§even§less§justification§to§file§through§tariffs.

 f The industry finds innovative solutions on its own, without regulatory interference.

§§ If§ it§ is§determined§ that§ there§ should§be§any§ regulatory§prescription§at§ all,§ it§ should§ set§ a§general§
standard§but§not§determine§how§that§standard§is§to§be§achieved.

152§ This§is§especially§apparent§with§Air§Canada’s§new§fare§categories,§which§include§a§range§of§ancillary§services§or§products,§depending§on§the§fare§
purchased.§Air§Canada§is§proud§of§its§innovation§in§this§sphere,§offering§our§customers§fares§that§are§tailored§to§their§needs,§catering§to§a§wide§range§
of§passengers§with§varying§priorities§and§interests.§Upgrades§might§be§important§to§one§person,§but§same§day§changes§might§matter§to§someone§
else.§Our§all-encompassing§fare§categories§clearly§articulate§the§component§of§each§fare§and§ensures§clarity§and§facilitates§comparisons§and§choices.§
But§in§each§of§these§fares,§there§is§no§set,§identifiable,§distinct§value§associated§with§each§ancillary§product§or§service.

153§ For§instance,§in§order§to§meet§the§current§requirement§that§the§tariff§be§a§stand-alone§document,§Air§Canada§was§required§to§include§a§range§for§
baggage§fees§in§the§tariff§because§the§price§can§vary§depending§on§a§number§of§factors.§This§range§is§so§broad§that§it§cannot§provide§any§meaningful§
information§to§consumers,§but§it§is§the§only§solution§that§met§the§anachronistic§requirement§that§any§term§or§condition§of§carriage§has§to§be§filed§in§
general§rules.

154§ Air§Canada’s§baggage§calculator§is§an§ideal§example§of§why§detailed§information§can§be§found§on§our§website,§not§in§our§tariff.§Air§Canada§created§a§
simple§and§practical§baggage§fee§calculator,§where§passengers§input§their§itinerary§and§other§relevant§information§and§are§immediately§informed§of§
the§corresponding§baggage§fee.§General§Rules§cannot§support§such§a§calculator§or§any§type§of§dynamic§filing.

155§ NDC§ is§a§program§ launched§by§ IATA§and§supported§by§the§travel§ industry,§ to§develop§and§ implement§a§new§transmission§standard§and§which§
will§enable§airlines§to§distribute§their§full§product§offers§and§merchandize§ancillary§services§throughout§current§distribution§channels§(GDS,§travel§
agencies).§As§stated§by§IATA:§“NDC§(New§Distribution§Capability)§will§enable§the§travel§ industry§to§transform§the§way§air§products§are§retailed§
to§corporations,§leisure§and§business§Travellers,§by§addressing§the§industry’s§current§distribution§limitations:§product§differentiation§and§time-to-
market,§access§to§full§and§rich§air§content§and§finally,§transparent§shopping§experience.”
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e) If Filing Requirements are Maintained, Ancillary Fees Should Be Filed Like Fares

 f If the Agency continues to believe that ancillary fees should be filed, ancillary fees should be filed 
dynamically, in a fashion similar to fares.

§§ The§purpose§of§tariffs§is§to§provide§clear§and§transparent§information§to§consumers§about§the§terms§
and§conditions§applicable§to§their§travel.§This§is§a§valid§objective.156

§§ Requiring§filing§through§tariffs§is§an§outmoded§means§that§will§fail§to§yield§any§benefit§to§anyone.

 f One option would be to file some ancillaries (such as baggage) through ATPCO under “Ancillary Options”, 
where the Agency would be able to access them. The best place for the information to be provided, 
however, is unquestionably the place where customers shop, the website. 

156§ Air§Canada§already§achieves§this§transparency§for§ancillary§fees§through§its§own§sales§process,§and§as§noted,§this§will§be§further§supported§and§
reinforced§through§NDC.§
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XIII.§§COMPLAINTS§AND§ENFORCEMENT

1. What type of guidance would be helpful for passengers on how to make a complaint to the CTA 
relating to the new air passenger protection regulations?

1. GUIDANCE SHOULD CLEARLY DELINEATE ENTITLEMENT TO COMPENSATION

 f Any guidance issued by the Agency should carefully and clearly delineate the scope of application of the 
new air passenger protection regulations, the situations that may lead to compensation, as well as those 
that do not. 

 fWhile it should facilitate the filing of well-founded complaints, it should equally expressly discourage 
filing complaints for frivolous or trivial matters that can easily become magnified and divert resources 
from where they should be focused.157 

2. OVERSIMPLIFIED, HIGHLY PUBLICIZED GUIDANCE INCREASES ILL-FOUNDED CLAIMS

 fWhile the Agency’s more active role in educating consumers and addressing complaints is legitimate and 
can be helpful, it should be conscious of the effect it has on promoting the increasing trend of ill-founded 
complaints. 

§§ The§Fly§Smart§brochure,§ for§ instance,§does§provide§a§good§overview§of§the§rules§that§apply§to§air§
passengers§ and§ carriers.§ However,§ the§ Agency’s§ proactive§ publicity§ (through§ creating§ videos§ or§
summaries§and§the§like)§oversimplifies§them§in§a§manner§that§suggests§that§they§apply§in§situations§in§
which§they§do§not,§unduly§promoting,§rather§than§facilitating,§passenger§complaints.

 f Oversimplification may lead consumers to falsely conclude that they have a right of action or are entitled 
to compensation where they are not. Doing so leads passengers to not recognize that a complaint is a 
serious matter and a quasi-judicial process that consumes resources.

3. COMPLAINTS SHOULD BE CAREFULLY FILTERED TO AVOID UNDUE LITIGATION

 f The complaints-acceptance process must have an effective means to filter out frivolous or trivial 
complaints. 

§§ Any§complaint§that§is§accepted§by§the§Agency§increases§its§burden§and,§therefore,§necessarily§reduces§
resources§available§to§focus§on§other§matters.§A§more§effective§filtering§of§complaints§will§ensure§that§
genuine§issues§are§addressed§more§expeditiously,§improving§clarity§and§ultimately§the§experience§for§
all§participants,§industry§and§consumers§alike.

§§ Likewise,§increasing§numbers§of§such§complaints,§as§experienced§in§past§months,§in§large§part§as§a§
result§of§the§Agency’s§advertising,158§means§that§carriers§must§invest§resources§to§resolve§them,§at§
times§paying§“compensation”§when§none§is§warranted,§simply§to§manage§its§own§internal§resources§
to§focus§on§more§substantial§ones.§

157§ Air§Canada§does§not§believe§that§current§material§provided§by§the§Agency§effectively§achieves§this.

158§ In§its§annual§report,§the§Agency§shows§a§200%§increase§in§complaints§resolved§against§Air§Canada§between§reporting§period§2015-2016§and§2016-
2017.§Air§Canada’s§own§internal§complaint§trends§are§not§increasing§remotely§at§the§same§rate.
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§- While§this§may§superficially§appear§pro-consumer,§it§contributes§to§confusion§and§impedes§efforts§
to§achieve§greater§clarity§and§has§the§effect§of§increasing§costs§(without§necessarily§benefits)§and§
fares.§

 f The Agency is not a common law court whose role is to provide open and free access to justice. It is 
an expert administrative tribunal, and it would be entirely appropriate for it to apply its expertise by 
assessing complaints on a preliminary basis to dismiss those that will inevitably be lost.

2. Should all of the new obligations established by the air passenger protection regulations also be 
enforceable through AMPs? If not, please provide a justification.

 f No.

4. POLICY OBJECTIVE BEHIND PENALTIES

 f AMPs should only be used for their dissuasive effect when clear non-compliance is repeated, when it is 
systematic or when the event shows contempt or disregard for compliance obligations. 

§§ Enforcement§actions§should§never§be§taken§when§the§action§of§the§carrier§was§a§result§of§a§legitimate,§
even§if§wrong,§interpretation§of§a§legal§provision,§or§the§unfortunate,§exceptional§confluence§of§factors§
in§rare§circumstances§where§there§is§not§malintent§or§reasonable§responsibility.159

§§ The§ U.S.§ DOT,§ for§ example,§ investigates§ patterns§ and§ systemic§ issues§ in§ depth,§ including§ through§
interactions§with§the§carrier,§prior§to§proposing§an§enforcement§action.§Through§this§process,§carriers§
are§also§provided§with§an§opportunity§to§make§representations,§prior§to§a§final§enforcement§decision§
being§made.§

§§ Similarly,§ FAA’s§ Compliance§ Philosophy,§ which§ promotes§ a§ “just§ culture”,§ states§ that§ “Compliance§
Action§is§a§new§term§to§describe§the§FAA’s§non-enforcement§methods§for§correcting§unintentional§
deviations§or§noncompliance§that§arise§from§factors§such§as§flawed§systems§and§procedures,§simple§
mistakes,§lack§of§understanding,§or§diminished§skills.§A§Compliance§Action§is§not§adjudication,§nor§does§
it§constitute§a§finding§of§violation.160§

5. ENFORCEMENT ACTION SHOULD FOCUS ON MAJOR OR SYSTEMIC ISSUES, AND CONSIDER FACTORS SUCH 
AS INTENT, CIRCUMSTANCES, EFFORT AND PROGRESS MADE

 f Non-compliance issues should be addressed in relation to: (i) the scope of their impact on consumers, 
with issues affecting a small number of consumers being treated differently than issues causing a major 
impact; (ii) the systemic or recurring nature of specific issues or of non-compliance occurrences as 

159§ For§example,§as§was§the§case§in§a§recent§enforcement§action§regarding§the§Scordo§decision.§Air§Canada’s§experience§with§enforcement§actions§from§
the§Agency§reveals§at§times§a§punitive§approach§when§a§collaborative§one§would§have§more§effective§or§appropriate,§where§a§more§constructive§
dialogue§would§promote§compliance§and§proactive§remediation§far§more§effectively.

160§ See§https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/cp/

https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/cp/
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opposed to individual occurrences; and (iii) relevant factors such as compliance cultures; past behaviour; 
intent to comply, redress and repair; etc.

 f Best practice warrants moving away from a complaint-based regime that looks at individual actions or 
inactions, or minor instances of failures to a more holistic, risk-based and collaborative enforcement 
model that considers patterns and systemic problems. 

 f This approach targets resources more effectively and would yield far more benefit and have greater 
impact, with less burden on regulatory resources.161

§§ A§collaborative§approach§would§encourage§airlines§to§conduct§thorough§root§cause§analyses,§identify§
systemic§weaknesses§and§develop§effective§mitigation§measures§to§achieve§a§sustainable§compliance§
culture§and§environment.§

§§ Consequently,§airlines§would§be§focusing§their§resources§on§improving§the§overall§travel§experience§of§
customers§rather§than§defending§minor§compliance§occurrences.

6. ENFORCEMENT ACTION SHOULD BE EVENLY ADDRESSED TO FOREIGN CARRIERS

 f Foreign carriers operating in Canada are currently not as exposed to inspections as are domestic carriers, 
creating an uneven playing field, lack of uniformity of customer experience and understanding, and 
unfairness for domestic carriers.162  

§§ While§there§is§a§limit§to§the§extraterritorial§reach§that§a§regulator§should§have,§the§Agency§can§and§
should§ensure§that§its§regulations§are§followed§by§foreign§carriers§when§operating§and§selling§in§Canada§
and§should§actively§monitor§compliance.§

7. LEVEL OF AMPS SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ECONOMIC IMPACT 

 f AMPs should not be high enough to impact the cost of operations in any significant way. If they do, they 
will inevitably affect the (i) overall cost of travel, which would cause fares to rise and not ultimately 
benefit consumers, and would make Canadian carriers less globally competitive, and (ii) funds available 
to reinvest in a compliance culture and customer experience. 

8. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

 f Though the consultation document does not mention transitional provisions or request submissions on 
it, it is vital that: 

i§ A§transitional§period§be§included§with§the§new§regulations;§and

ii§ The§ regulations§ clearly§ eliminate§ past§ caselaw§ covering§ the§ same§ topics§ as§ those§ covered§ in§ the§ §
§ regulations,§whether§or§not§a§clear§contradiction§exists.§

161§ Air§Canada§has§had§a§few§experiences§where§relatively§minor§glitches§were§immediately§subjected§to§a§fine,§without§the§benefit§or§courtesy§of§prior§
discussion,§when§Air§Canada§was§either§not§even§aware§of§the§issue,§or§had§just§been§made§aware§through§customer§complaints,§and§was§in§the§
process§of§addressing§it.

162§ Conversely,§the§U.S.§DOT§is§very§active§in§inspecting§and§enforcing§against§foreign§carriers§operating§to§the§U.S.,§even§carrying§out§inspections§on§
foreign§soil.§
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a) Timeline Required for Implementation

 f Given the complexity of systems and operations, any changes to policy and procedures require at least 
one year to implement. 

§§ This§is§the§minimum§lead§time§needed§to§ensure§changes,§direct§or§associated,§are§made§and§that§all§
relevant§stakeholders§have§been§trained§and§are§prepared§to§roll§out§any§changes.163§

§§ Changes§often§need§updated§training,§but§employees§are§not§trained§on§all§topics§(such§a§regulatory§
requirements)§on§an§annual§basis.§Therefore,§this§one-year§lead-time§is§a§bare§minimum.164

 f Similar lead time is needed to effect IT changes when required, and at the current juncture, Air Canada 
has specific constraints that will restrict its ability to make changes before end 2020 at the earliest.165

 f Since airlines sell tickets 360 days out, any regulatory requirement that requires a change in the contract 
of carriage or affects the reservation (e.g. seating policy) should take effect not earlier than one a year 
after its entry into force. 

b) Past Caselaw Should be Declared Non-Applicable 

 f It is imperative that the new regime create a level playing field for all competitors. This can only happen if 
past caselaw and rulings covering similar topics are declared moot by the new regulations. 

§§ Air§Canada§is§currently§subject§to§and§bound§by§a§large§body§of§Agency§rulings,166§in§which§each§ruling§
is§made§on§an§individual§basis§rather§than§addressing§all§players,§its§competitors,§equally.§

 f Unlike regulations, decisions are not typically issued following as thorough an assessment of the 
regulatory landscape that takes into account policy objectives and operational realities of the airlines 
generally. 

§§ In§some§cases,§rulings§have§led§to§impractical,§overly§burdensome§requirements§or§incongruities§and§
these§must§be§addressed.167

163§ Air§Canada§is§a§company§of§35,000§employees,§but§with§a§vast§network§of§third§party§ground§handlers§and§contractors.

164§ See§past§CTA§practice§at§https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/interline-baggage-rules-canada-questions-and-answers§where§deadline§for§implementation§was§
extended§from§October§1,§2014§to§April§1,§2015,§taking§into§consideration§the§complexity§of§implementing§changes§in§the§industry.§The§decision§
to§change§interline§baggage§rules§was§issued§on§April§16,§2014.§So§effectively,§with§the§extension,§airlines§were§given§almost§a§year§to§implement§
changes.

165§ Air§Canada§is§in§a§particular§situation§given§the§implementation§of§its§new§reservation§system.

166§ A§few§examples§are:§on§denied§boarding§for§domestic§travel:§https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/204-c-a-2013;§on§refund§and§re-booking§following§
a§ delay,§ cancellation§ or§ denied§ boarding§ within§ carrier’s§ control:§ https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/251-c-a-2012;§ on§ denied§ boarding§ for§ certain§
international§ travel:§ https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/71-c-a-2017;§ on§ denied§ boarding§ compensation§ amounts§ for§ certain§ international§ flights§
departing§Canada:§https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/442-c-a-2013.§

167§ Example:§In§Agency§Decision§No.§250-C-A-2012,§the§Agency§concluded§that§Air§Canada’s§policy§of§only§reprotecting§passengers§on§flights§operated§
by§carriers§for§which§an§interline§agreement§had§been§established§was§overly§restrictive§and§unreasonable.§

§ As§a§result,§Air§Canada§was§subsequently§put§in§a§situation§where§it§had§to§sign§interline§agreements§with§a§number§of§competitors§that§it§would§
otherwise§not§have§signed,§and§amended§its§tariffs§to§include§purchasing§a§ticket§on§a§carrier§with§whom§it§does§not§have§an§interline§agreement,§if§
the§individual§circumstances§of§the§passenger§require§it.§

§ All§the§while,§in§practice,§agents§have§had§tremendous§challenges§assessing§which§passenger§should§be§entitled§to§“special”§reprotection§on§a§carrier§
with§which§Air§Canada§does§not§have§an§agreement,§and§which§does§not.§Air§Canada§is§uniquely§placed§in§Canada§in§that§it§is§the§largest§airline§with§
the§greatest§connectivity.§One§of§our§major§strengths§is§its§large§network§and§numerous§codeshare§and§interline§partners§around§the§world.§This§very§
strength§means§that§Air§Canada’s§direct§competitors§are§located§around§the§world,§as§opposed§to§just§within§Canada,§and§its§competitors§are§not§
readily§open§to§signing§reprotection§agreements.§However,§these§obligations§were§imposed§on§Air§Canada§without§a§full§review§of§industry§standards§
around§the§world,§without§consideration§of§the§IATA§interlining§framework,§and§without§a§full§appreciation§of§the§competitive§disadvantage§caused§
to§Air§Canada.§

§ In§addressing§passenger§reprotection,§the§Agency§must§take§these§criteria§into§account,§and§ultimately,§the§regime§imposed§by§regulations§must§apply§
to§all§carriers§equitably.§Air§Canada§should§not§have§additional§separate§obligations§regulating§from§decisions§such§as§this§Decision§No.§250-C-A-2012.§

https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/interline-baggage-rules-canada-questions-and-answers
https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/204-c-a-2013
https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/251-c-a-2012
https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/ruling/71-c-a-2017
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§§ Passenger§rights§requirements§should§support,§if§not§promote,§innovative§practices§and§account§for§
the§dynamic§nature§of§sales§practices§and§service§standards.§However,§rulings§have§frequently§not§
adequately§taken§such§criteria§into§account.§

§§ Moreover,§they§are§fixed,§having§no§effective§mechanism§to§allow§them§to§evolve.168

 f It is essential to reduce complexity and achieve a degree of clarity that caselaw regarding topics that will 
be addressed by the regulations be declared inapplicable going forward. 

§§ Failing§to§do§so§will§create§confusion,§inconsistency§and§affect§different§airlines§differently,§undermining§
a§basic§purpose§of§the§modernization§initiative§itself.

168§ Example:§Per§Agency§Decision§No.§342-C-A-2013,§Air§Canada§must§offer§a§set§amount§of§cash§compensation§to§a§passenger§who§is§denied§boarding§
and§may§only§offer§a§travel§credit§if§it§is§three§times§the§value§of§cash.§This§decision§prohibits§Air§Canada§from§offering§a§passenger§2§or§2.5§times§the§
value§in§a§travel§credit,§even§this§is§what§the§passenger§wants.§Moreover,§this§decision§arguably§prohibits§Air§Canada§from§offering§passengers§some§
other§form§of§compensation§other§than§cash§or§a§travel§credit,§such§as§frequent§flyer§miles,§even§if§that§is§what§the§passenger§wants.§This§limitation§
will§only§increase§in§size§and§importance§as§new§forms§of§compensation§are§innovated.§
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